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Letter of Transmittal

Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:

I have the honor to transmit herewith
the Annual Report for Fiscal Year
1982 of the National Science
Foundation; for submission to the
Congress as required by the National
Science Foundation Act of 1950.

Respectfully;

Edward A. Knapp
Director. National Science Foundation

The Honorable
The President of the United States
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DIRECTOR'S STATEMENT VII

Achievements and Challenges

EDWARD A. KNAPP
Director

Nineteen eighty-tsso
was a year of discover%
and excitement in
science and technology,
as you will see in the
report that follosss.
In this preface I scant
to do tyro things:

mention sonic NSF-supported accomplishments of the past
scar and suggest future directions for the Foundation.

II- \se look at the spectrum of research being supported by
NSF: se find scientists seeking answers to hasic ques-
tions .ibout_ life and matter from beneath the floor of the
ocean to billions of light years aWay, fhey are also at the "top-
and bottom- of the earth, in.the Arctic and Antarctic.
1hi, ssork is heing done by individuals, by interdisciplinary
teams. :Ind hs unisersits-industry consortia.

N-ou sill read about 1982 achievements in detail in this
ohmic: but let me highlight a fess here:

..Istronomy today there is great popular interest in this
oldest of the sciences. Small ssonder, since few other
disciplines can question so directly the past, present, and
future of the unisersc. NSF-supported astronomers

nos Ohsersed a rzidio source thzit nuts he a Hack
hole at the center of the Milky Way. They have also
confirmed the theory that shits dsarf stars pulsate and
discos ered possible connections hetsseen sunspots
iiid sseather on earth.

Atmospheric SaencesAirport leather studies near
Denser in the summer of 1982 have helped us understand
sshy sonic major air crashes may have occurred.
Weather forecasters, airlines, aircraft manufacturers,
and others are already applying the results of this hasic
research project.
PhysicsIn 1982 an MIT team slum ed experimentally
that the electromagnetic vacuum can he altered, thus
opening a ss hole new area of research in the spontaneous
decay of particles. In the world of grand unified theories.
:in exciting development is the possible observation
of a magnetic monopole in 1982 by an NSF- hacked inves-
tigator at Stanford University.
ChemistryIndustry and university researchers working
!ogether developed a new type of chemical reactor._
This membrane reactor is expected to perform catalytic
processes that need less energy and a smaller capital
investment than devices now in use. Other chemists have
been incorporating homogenous catalysts into clays,
sshieh may become even inure useful than they already. are
in the manufacture of certain products.

Phsiolog /Cellular and Molecular Biology Here inves-
tigators made the discovery that DNA, the basic
genetic material, exists in a second forma counterclock-
ssise double helix called -4-DNA. In other genetic.
research; scientists succeeded in not only introducing a
foreign gene into mouse enthryos but also triggering
the expression of that gene in the resulting adults.
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( oMpla feint EIWIllee,"1/1.0,-- I here has
heera progress in efforts iii dm-flit:toe in computers human
ttinntions related to iKrona speedy. and understanding
language \Iready deeloped are l'Ohots that C.III
sclie their CIO irownent through machine massifs sstents
ind tot,elt
0, car; 5; rave, en (7, can /)ri//mc()Leanol,raphers made
lac siirprKing lind oil the coast ill ,Aesterll \

01.1 last-groO.111g. gas-protflICIllg haeteria csisi iii
super hearted 'tatter coming from deep -scat hydrothermal
erits In the eastern equatorial Pacific. ue.an drill
teams doing geoplo.sical g perilocats went alr.tost PAILe
deep as e.er hetore into oceanic crtist--1,3:c0 meters
helov. the sea floor.

I he Challenges

ertainly these are exciting accomplishments.But we are
also a,..ire iil 11.)ilie tough prohlems we Face In the past.
\ Murk:ail silt:11,2C and technology have M:cit the envy ill the
\x.,r1t1. but they are in trouhle now.

I !rst. sic nu lk,ru2er have enough exeited. enthusiastic
graduate stuticalts :intl postdoctoral fellows lor
careers Iii illathelilaIles. science-, and engineering in this
eountr's um ersities and college,.

Second. ,Ac AN ;I 11:01011 are sertintsl undermesting iii

state-of-the-art instrumentation :Ind facilities ri ;icadentic
institutions.

flurt. our system of public education has not prepared
nOtigh high school students for scientific training Or more

,,lily, for lining in a technological age.
In tinac of economic transitionand with a limited budget

for tederalsupportlionn do \: stamulate iiirluvatniii, incre;ise
pri ductiity. and regain overall technological xt;periority?

At NSF we ire pi:timing a strong, nncll-halam_tet.1 program
tor the future. e nnill continue to support a ereat deal of very
exciting haste research. with particular emphasis on areas
of greatest potential promise to our future economic
\ycll-heing an_ d technological_capandities. Other important
criteria are the scientific excellence of in :activity. the need to
sustain momentum in certain key areas-, and maintenance
of a ',road base of support across a wide ,itrlcty of scientific

Our program sane the future will ;i1s,) work to ensure quality
education n scienc..: ;Ind mathematics in our nation's

,c,,,adar schools. And it gill strengthen research tratning lor
grailliaie science and eIlglfleerlItg students m Our uollgges
and Hillersities. I hese are the institutions in ii Inch most long-
term. lundamental research is done and in A. Inch our
1111111e scientists and engineers:Ire trained. I he NSI. dual goal
of research and education inextricably links these two
functions and has led to the ev011itIolaof Off university - limed

Of basic research, a sstem that has served us re-
Illarkahl ii ell. Hills, in sonic sense. almost the entire
Foundation budget goes for science and engineering education.

I he reitall/af1011 of our uniyersities as exciting places to
conduct research and train nett generations of scientists
:Ind engineers is an important challenge Sir this na-

As part of that reilallialIOIL nke VOII put a hug
emphasis on helpmg uninersines nnith their equipment needs.
Mier :ill, research instrumentation pro\ ides the essential
means through which the scientist asks questions and
Lets wisher- Irons nature. It is of central tmportance to the
conduct of utatting-edgc research in virtually every field
of scixnee and engineering today. I ant proud of the
leadership role the Fotaidation has played- -and gill et/n(11111e
to planin urging other federal agencies. the priate
sector, and uffiversities to locus out this major concern.

finally. NSF expects to see. and hopes to promote._ Loser
cooperation het cell universities and industry in the lu-
tore. Just as research results in one scientific discipline often
illuminate a pr )hlcm in another discipline; industry and
universities working together can shed light on each
other's problem!..

We hay c some it thitious tasks on our agenda. But we remind
ourselves that science and teyhnology hake long heen at
the heart of our economic competitiveness and national
security. Whether it he the computer in the business world or
high technology for national securtt, energy, or health.
scientific disetwery and scientifically trained h:aders have
lundamentally changed and improved our lives. Our
nation must inove forward Otto the 1980s with a vigorous
program of resea-eh and training. This will ;assure our
economie well -heing and competitiveness in the yoriiI. is well
as a stable and secure defense posture:

I helieve that the most valid, overriding goal for the
Foundation to pursue ncxx and or the foreiceahle future
continues to he mait:taining the health and vitality of this;
nation's scien,:e ;in.' engineering ;:nterprisc. We intend to keep
working very had on that agenda.
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Mathematical and Physical Sciences

Research in the _mathcmatical and
physical Sciences has the goal of devel-
oping a fundamental understanding

of the physical laws that govern the world
and the universe in which we live. To further
this objective, NSF supports activities in
the disc.plines of mathematics, computer
science, _physics. chemistry, and materials
science. Research results in these fields pro-
% ide the underlying knowledge fer the future
technological developments upon which
our Lconotnic and social wefi-heing depend.
They also contribute much to the intel-
lectual underpinning of the biological.
environmental, and hehavioraFsciences
and Of engineering. Arid they provide many
of the research instruments and techniques
needed for progress in these fields.

N'torespeci fically, research in the math-
ematical and ph sicol sciences strengthens
the nation's research capability by:

Creating new mathematical knowledge
and appl, mg that knowledge to achieve
a better understanding of physical
Ind social phenomena.

Des eloping ,..1 understanding of the
science that underlies computational
processes and formulating the basic
princi ph., that govern the design of
computing and information-handling
systems.

Advancing knowledge of the funda-
mental physical laws governing matter
and energy: with the ultimate goal of
achieving a unified, -self- consistent
explanation of all physical phenomena.

Stimulating the development of modern
chemistry on a broad front, including
chemical synthesis, analysis, dynamics,
structure. and theory.

Des eloping a Netter understanding of

the fundamental principles, phenom-
ena. and concepts that govern the
physical, chemical, and mechanical
properties of materials.

This chapter describes sonic of the accom-
plishments of NSF-supported investigators
in the mathematical and physical sciences.
A common element in the research described
is the critical dependency' of researchers
on the availahility of sophisticated. modern.
state-of-the-art instrumentation and facili-
ties. I rom the descriptions, it is evident that:

I. In the mathenratieal sciences, there
is a growing emphasi.. on the use of com-
puters for mathematical research.

2. Recent Avances in computer science
can h, attributed to the design of -ex-
pert systems.- which simulate the human
thought process.

3: High-energy physics results. such as
the detection of quarko_nium, would not
have been possible wereittere no such facil-
ity as the Cornell Electron Storage Ring

(CI SRI. Nor would the possihle observa-
tion of magnetic monopole~ ii prediction
of the grand unification theorieshave
occurred had ultrasensitive detection des ices
not been developed.

4. In chemistry, the development of lasers
thin produce intense radiation has changed
the -symmetry rules- that were believed
to govern the sequence of events in a chem-
ical reaction. This radiation. which acts
as a catalyst, has opened up new reaction
pathways.

5. Advances in sophiSticated, high-
resolution electron microscopy make it
possible_ for materials scientists to image
the configuration of atoms and clusters of
atoms and to determine their chemical
composition. In _ad_dition, the advent of
pulsed sources or high - intensity synchrotron
radiation makes it practicahle for these
scientists to study structural rearrangements
under varying conditions on a time scale
not attainable hefore.

Table 1
Mathematical and Physical Sciences

Fiscal Year 1981 and 1982

(Dollars in Millions)

Fiscal Year 1981 Fiscal Year 1982

Number of
Awards Amount

Number of
Awards Amount

Mathematical Sciences 972 $ 28:27 910 $ 30:49
Computer Research 266 22.33 289 25.74
Physics__ 427 72.09 458 75.32
chemistry 875 57.62 872 61.36
Materials Research 766 76:17 740 79:93

Total 3,306 $256.48 3,269 $272.84

SOURCE Ftscal Years 1983 and 1984 Budgets to Cougress-Justtficatton E Mmates of Approprtaturms 10uantaative Pro-
gram Data Tables1
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Mathematical Sciences

Rcsc.ircli in mathematics involves the as groups, modules. arid rings. These %true-
discoYery ;Ind study of the formal. abstract turesand the techniques used to study
structures that underlie our s%orld. Emphasis themgive insight into other areas of
Is on structures of broad intellectu:d imithematies, such as algeb_rile geometry.
cability those reflecting fundament:II arid number iheorv. Topology ,s, so to
aspects or toe real Yorld. Mathematics is speak, a relined kind of geometry con cerinid
a natural 1.,nguage to describe the activities with geometric properties that do not
and lays nature ;old is thus an indis- deperid on distance or angle.
pensahle Illiklergirthlig of science. NSF's role in support of basic research

Nlathematics has played a key. role in the in the mathematical sciences is pivotal. The
(ley elopment of physic.d sciences:mil tech- Foundation provides virtually all of the
nology: they in turn liaise been the yyell- federal funding fOr basic research in algehr;i,
spring of much mathematics: Thus there number theory., geometric and modern
this dcycloped a discipline of mathematics and foundations. I n Ifissic(11

in:ahem:111es Isom times called pure analysis NSF accountsforsome 90 percent
or core mathematics) and one of applied Of the funding, with the Departments of
mathematics: which involves the modeling Defense and Energy supplying the balance.
.111(1 .inalysis of complex. real-world phe- In applit41 mathematics. probability., and
nomenri. (Statistics. is sell is the proba- statistics, :he Founthition gives approxi_
hdity theory that underlies it: is obviously mately 40 percent of the total funds for
a kind of applied mathematics. however, Haste academic research. In these areas the
this is such distinct field that it is almost programs of NSF-, Defense, and Energy
fie his s described seri:irately-. Statistics are complementary..
my oly es collecting and processing data Research in the mathematical sciences
and deYising methods to draii. inferences continues to thrive under an expanding
From !Mined data.) spectrum of Stimuli from other disciplines.

Nlathematical analysis began with the Within the field, one of the great themes
insertion of calculus in the 17th century. of mathematics today is the grossing syn-
it continues to :ittract more nuithenuitici.ms, thesis of its parts. .,Ssociations between
hoth pure and applied, than any other single diver:e areas ;rich as topology and analysis,
field. Some continue to work on classical linite fields and com- putational complexity..
problems yi.ith techniques tfUit would not rind probability ;ind linear programming
hay C surprised an 18th- century mat he- are offering unexpected synergies. Research
matician. others bring to hear tools front concentrating on nonlinear problems has
inInlern algehr:i alld topology. Geometry led to progresskely sharper models for users
roils the gain tit Irc111 differential geometry., of mathematics in other sciences.
which has applications in relativity. theory t second, more recent. themeperhaps
and general field theory, to the study of destined to become ,_major development
pLines having only finite numbers of points is the growing use of computers fiir sewn-
(Mitch has, among other applications, ref- tific computation. This is true both for
eallee to the design of magnetic core applied mathematics and for interactive
memorres for computers). The field of computing in statistics and in pure or core
foundations invokes mathematical logic-7 mathematics.
with ohYlous relevance to computing The following sections describe sonic
machinesand the axiomatic theory of of the areas in which major activity is
sets, the apparent paradoxes of which have under Yytic :long each of these mathe-
stimulated some Of the airiest mathematics matical tracks:
of the 20th century.

Algebra and topology are inextricably
mixed; tinily from each have been applied
to the other: and the quest for more tools
has then inspired substantial advances in Henri Poinc ;ire conjectured it the turn
both fields. Modern algebra focuses on of the century. thzit topologiczil spheres were
the study of mathematical structures such the only topological manifolds that satisfied

The Four-Dimensional
Poincare Conjecture

12

a shunt cheeklist of pioperties knoy(ii to
he enjoyed by such spheres. I his seemed
innocent enough at the time. In tact.
Poincare originallv made the conjecture
fOr the three-dimensional sphere (the surface
or a solid four-dimensional hall). but it

yyas shortly generalised to those of any
higher number of ones by appro-
priately mei-casing the checklist tit proper-
ties. (The conjecture-is true and not difficult
for the two-dimensional sphereie., the
surface of an ordinary, solid, three-dimen-
sional hall.)

Oyer the fleXt half-Celltilr the Poineare
conjecture resisted all efforts at proof.
Several false proofs were announced and
punctured; and a great body of algebraic
and other techniques for doing topology
evoked. Finally. rn about 1960, Stephen
Snide (now at the t 'niversity of ( ahlornia.
Berkeley 1 discovered that a proof tor the
lave-sphere and all higher dimensional
spheres could he obtained by using some
of these techniques in a YY.ty that clearly
did riot apply to the three- or four-sphere.
During the past year, Michael H. Freedman
of the UllIVersItyy. OfCaliktrilia Sail Diego
settled the four - dimensional Poincare
conjecture. Ironically, Freedman s result
tow leases open only the original three-
dimensional Poincare coniecturc._

Freedman's proof is novel, and his tech--
piques have already led him arid other,
to proofs of important related results. I 11e

techniques he uses drums upon two distinct
traditions in topology. 011e, deCOMposIllitil
spaces, conies from the Texas school, de-
scended from_( Moore sea R. H. Bing
and others. Fhe second, algebraic tech-
niques. is more characteristic of the Prince-
ton school of topologists. Freedman. a
student of William Browder or Princeton,
received his Ph.D. iii 1973,

The Unreasonable Efficiency
of the Simplex Method

.'Nniong the many mathemaii,:al con-
tributions to this nation during World
W air II was the development of linear pro-
gramming and its application to a vase
numner of complex problems. I toy% ever. it
yy as not until 1949 that George Drint/ig.
in a landMark paper, introduced the so-
called simpler method for solving such
problems.

Briefly., linear programming invokes
management. This management, or decision



making. may pertain to petroltum-product
distrioutio I. automobile production. eco-
n1 mic decisions. diets, trallideontrol. or

a Iiiiia 1:irge

numher iii rariables: It is further compli-
yated nr constraint,: Factories can produce
(ink s() man \ units each day, whatever
their products: runirar s Cart handle only
... many planes each hour, regardless of
t

linear-programming situations, it can
In ars he shim ti that the utt:Rirmint level

effectirenc,s (quality, profit. equipment
Ise) yists CC here. in principle. one should
look lor the hest choices is also knorrn:

simplex method dues Netter than
that: it prorates computational Pia-din:4i.
lyillowing it sequence Of rel(itivelydisy
teps, those Lisit112 it can calculate at:cur:ad\

It their resources should he managed
and «hat their c \peeled maximum ell-et:tire-
:1i, «Ill he.

I IIC simplex method is ideally suited for
L'tn11111.1ler,, and many very large scale

Mohleriik run daily on high-speed Com-
puters throughout the country. Perhaps its

remarkable feature is its efficiency.
omputer by

the lone it lakes to process a given problem
in terms of the number of.rariahles involved.

\ it inethod processes proh-
lent r :it:tables in 32 !mimics and a
otolacm milt III r anal-des in 102 !MIMIC!,
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and a problem %rah 50 variables in 502
minutes, the method is said to compute in

II. on the other hand. a method requires
3' minutes for a problem frith 3 variables
and 101° minutes tor one ryijh varuthlcs
and 5050 minutesflor one rritli50 v:irlahles,
the method computes in exponential lime.
I:A:tipples have been giy-en to show that
the simplesniethiid may require exponential
time. rr !itch ohviou,lc can he very slim.
But in practice this phenomenon never
occurs. rflic simple\ method is, in fact.
\ cry fast.

In a fairly recent manuscript. Stephen
Smale cif the University- of Calitornia.
Berkeley., using thy: reasoning iif prob:i-
hility theory-. explained the method's
ellectireness. Ile shorred that the chances
of coming across (i
problem for rr hich the simplex method
ry mild require more 1)01V11011lial tune

are eS.Seiitialh, nil.
I xpenenced users of the simplex method

have felt that the time needed for compu-
tation groins in proportion to the number
of \ aruibles. flits is referred tii is linear
grim th. Simile's result shines that on the
average the simplex method is even better
than that. In fact, it _rums more sloe ly th.in
any fractional poruer of the number of
rariahlesthat is. more slorrIr than the
square root. cube root. fourth root. etc.

omputer Science

lanr of the most I undamentill concepts
in computer science hare collie from math-
ematics. ' pointed_ out in the « wings of

Scli art/ nit Ne+ ersity,
this heritage of ideas has accelerated greatly
the do elopment of computing as a practical

eerier. I samples are easy to cite:

I he computer industry ciiiild iiiit haVe
dereloped so rapidly rrithout the prin-
ciples of Boolean algebra created in
the 111111 century.

Both the universal possibilitie,
ihe of programming Yr ere laid
out at its r cry beginning. in the rrork
of Alan Turing and Kurt

Renaissance algebra and 19th-eentury
ry ark oil matrix algebra contributed

essential concepts and notations toe ard
de\ eloping the computer languages
FORTRAN and API..
Notions and techniques drarrn from
matrix theory have been absorbed
ry holesale hr computer science and
have been fundamental to the design
of many high-effiCieneY

In turn, the young field of computer:
seidice has begun to exert a profound
influence on some of the most significant
branches of mathematics. This is hound to
increase_ as computer science matures. A
first and most obvious area is in numerical
analysis( it has been revolutiontied hr the

ofadvent ol the computer zisdoeens ()Frio,
method, of numerical calculation base
been developed.
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Surprisingly, some of the nev( methods
rel. :_to areas rriiiked fin king :420 by
lsaa. Norton, Karl Friedrich Oauss-. and
Admen Legendre. modern mathematicians
use methods that rrere easily acee,Sible iii
these gre:it ckissidd figtireS. Fiirther, eoin-
hinatorie-s has been affected just as much:
The computer influence here has heen
strengthened by the 1:iet th:it Many Of the
central algorithm design-and-analysis
problems of computer science are com-
binatorial iii nature. 1 Iiirdk., tife

doing extensive sr mhOlic computations
hr computer has rer iced the study of con-
structive methods in algebra. It liar also
deepened und9r.stiinding iif techniques for
carrying out 49-en such classical processes
is polynomial factoriiation.

Research in computer science fits hi:Vei-
l-it:en more exciting than it is today: Ad-
\ entices in verc large scale integration (VLSI'
circuit technology have presented IleV,
ch:illenges :old opportunities. rY.IiiCh unite
theoretical. soltrrare, and hardv are re-
seari2h. These (idranees make it possible
For unirersittes, fur the firSt tiiiie Xiiiee the
early 1950s, to hccome active participants
in research on computer 'larch+ are and
computer-systems :irchitecture.

Manor areas (if academic research include
algorithmic complexity. program semantics,
programming languages. VLSI design and
design support. distributed :ind concurrent
sstems. computer itch\ (irking. softy\ are
engineering, graphics. and artificial Intel:
ligence. The result is a rich intellectual

ironntent that has unleashed much
ere:Hire energy among academic research-
ers. I he topics that can he iiiily
representati\ e: horrever. they do convey
the sense of excitement that permeates
computer science research. And theyillus:
trate :i IiN ill Hit rim s in v h;isie
research in computer science is solving
both theoretical :ind practical problems.

Capturing Human Expertise
in Computer Systems

Computer scientists hare hcen devoting
considerable time and effort to problems
in this area. I he term "kiiiMledge engi-
neering" has been used to describe this
process: the computer programs equipped
rr ith human expertiSe hire been 'called
expert systems." :in expert

sr stem +rill folio++ prohlem-soling pro-
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L:CdUres Used by human experts to help
nonexpens solve complex prohlems.

I o he useful, an expert sy stem must
have a knowledge base and an inference
procedure. The knowledge hase consists
of facts and heuristics (rules of plausihle
re :ls lining :it d rules of good gtieSSirigi
associated with a prohlem. the inference
procedure is a complex control structure
tOr using the knowledge hasc to solve the
problem f he )al is to achieve a per-fin-in-
ance .'set irahle to or surpassing
that of a human expert.

I it date. computer systems has e been
developed to ease problem solving in a
variety iif knowledge -hayed areas At Stan-
ford I niversity, for example, le:1111 of
researchers led by Edward Fergenhaunt
Vaseintie up with expert systems to aid in
mcdic.il diagnosis, formulate rules Of mass
speetrOt2elr , and analyze data in protein
ifsiallogrdph

Recent work by Richard Stallman and
Cier:ild Sussman at Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Teelmolo-gy has produced computer
sy,terns that can assist in the high -let el
design :ind 'analysis of electronic circuit,
At Stanford Research International, Earl
Sacerdon has been working to develop com-
puter sy stems for controlling rohots that
will be equipped with "human expertise-
when planning and executing complex tasks.

There is also progress in duplicatini.
human functions in the areas of vision.
speech. and language understanding.
Fdvk ard Riseman at the University of
NlaSiiehtiSettS, Azrtel Rosenfeld at the
University of Maryland, and King-sun
at Purdue have led research projects on
programming into a computer sensitivities
to depth. space, texture, and motion.

At Carnegie-Mellon University; a group
of scientists led by Raj Reddy_ has _made
significant progress in building knowledge-
hased systems to understand human speech.
And at the University of Pennsylvania
AraViiid Joshiand his research team have
been investigating ways for the computer
to understand and engage in natural lan-
guage discourse. In a sense, the key idea in
each of these expert systems is to put know l-
edge to k ork for specific human endeavors.

As the field advances, new_problems
and issues continue to challenge the research
community: For instance, most scientists
now agree that the power and perform-
ance of an expert system come from its
knowledge base, not its inference procedure.
The critical issues concerning knowledge

are How does one acquire it front human..experts or nature! and "How can vve
represent it in the computer!"

Current efforts to StilVe these prohlems
have been along the lines of developing.

Smart editors that help enter and
modify data on knowledge.

An intelligent niter-I:tee hetVieen the
human expert and the conipiiier, to
ease the transfer of know ledge

A learning system .hat can induce
facts and heuristics from examples or
other sources.

Iiarnessing and extending these research
efforts will have a major impaCt on future
innovation in eanturing human expertise
in computer systems.

Combinatorial Optimization
Comhinatorics deals with the arrange:

ment. grouping, ordering, and selection of
finite sets of objects. Traditionally, com-
binatorahsts were concerned with prohleniS
of existence and enumerationto wit: Is
there a feasible arrangement (that is, one
satisfying certain proPertieSJ? If so. how
many feasible arrangements are there?

In problems of feasibility and optimiza-
tion todaY. theexisteriee of a feasihle solu-
tion is generally not in question arid the
number of feasible solutions is irrelevant:

VC_hat is important is testing feasibility
effierentlY, or finding an optimal solution',
whether it he One in a hundred of one In
an effectively infinite numher of

Renee these are essentially compu-

1 \ pica! examples of conihmatorial °pit-
mization problems are those that arise in
the sequencing and scheduling of machines
and work crews. Here one is concerned
with the allocation o \ er time of "machines-
to activities known as "jobs.'' The object
is iii get a schedule that is "optimal- in
soinesenseforample. CO get all the
jobs done as soon as possihle:

Under a I.oundation grant, F. L. Lawler
Of the LltikerSity of California, Berkeley
undertook an investigation of machine-
scheduling prohlems. One objective was
fii develop Itetter etiiiiputational techniques
for solving these problems: Another arm
was to apply the modern theory of com-
putational complexity iii this broad class
of problems in an effort to classify theni
according to their inherent computational
diffieUltY.

Working with t-0 Dutch collaborators,
J K. Lenstra and Rinnoy Kan-.

.: ler developed a system of classification
fur machine-Sehed problems; it encom-
passed some 5:000 specific problem types.
Using the computer in a novel way as an
aid. they elaSSified the itidiVidual problems

SIMPLE SINGLE MACHINE SCHEDULING PROBLEMS

JOB 1: DEADLINE 6 HOURRS AFTER START_OF MACHINE
TIME TO COMPLETE J013=4 HOURS

JOB 2: DEADLINE 5 HOURS AFTER START OF MACHINE
TIME TO COMPLETE JOB-2 HOURS

JOB 3: DEADLINE 7 HOURS AFTER START OF MACHINE
TIME TO COMPLETE JOB-3 HOURS

PROBLEM 1: MINIMIZE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF JOBS THAT ARE LATE.

SOLUTION: ANY SCHEDULE IEXCEPT KIR JOB 3, JOB 1, JOB 2, AND JOB
1, JOB Z JOB 3 HAS EXACTLY ONE LATE JOB. THESE TWO
SCHEDULES HAVE TWO LATE JOBS.

PROBLEM 2: MINIMIZE THE TOTAL HOURS OF THE LATE JOBS.

SOLUTION: JOB 2, JOB 1, JOB 3 IS THE UNIQUE SCHEDULE WHICH
MINIMIZES THE TOTAL HOURS LATE-IN THIS CASE, 2
HOURS.

14 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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percent turd coinputationally dilficult
and about lo percent computationally cast.
I IR. .t:ttu, el tlic remaining problems
(\.,1. open.

In the course
ilC i jrcii 1110ble111, 110,,S1h1C. the te::111

de:lt,pell a 11111111)er of new computational
procedure'.. (rile of the most interesting

.1 1,, .01(c a problem my of% mg
the treempti%e scheduling of parallel
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machines with dillerent speeds. I his pro-
cedure is the work of C. 1.;. Martel, now at
the Lill% CISIt ere Ca11101111:1, I)a%t.s and a
coin cstigator with Lawler on his NSF
grant: it turned out to have y cry wide appli-
cability. The procedure suggested a gen-
crah/ation of the classical network Pow
:nodel, one of the basic tools of combina-
torial optimisation. This new model_ should
he .111 elegant and useful tool to unify much
of the theory of combinatorial optimisation.

Physics

In its search for fundamental laws gov-
erning matter and energy. the science of
lilt SICS operates mei- a SC:ile that encom-

passes the most elementary and minuscule
constituents of platter and the largest aggre-
gation imaginable-Hhe universe. Physicists
seek to incorporate all these phenomena
into "i unified theory. one hased on detailed
know ledge of the fundamental forces that
act on components of the micro- :ind
inacroworlds.

1 he Foundation supports research in
elementary-particle physics; intermediate
and low-energy nuclear physics: ).itomic,
molecular. and plasma physics: gravitational
physics. and theoretical physics. The first
of these studies the most elementary forms
of [natter: it includes searches for elementary
particles and measurements of their prop-_
ernes and interactions. These particles fall
into three families: leptons, quarks; and
the gauge particles (carriers of the_forces
of n:ItlIfe, including photons, hypothetical
intermediate-vector bosons, and gluons).

In the last few years, evidence for a fourth
and filth (beauty) quark has come

forth: A new lepton (the tau) was also dis-
COVered, and _indirect evidence for the
existence of gluons was observed. There
are candidates for hound states of two
gluons (glueballsl, along with some ex-
perimental indication that a magnetic
monopole and free quarks may also have
been observed.

Nuclear science, which includes inter-
mediate and low-energy nuclear physics,
is the study of nuclear structure and dy-
namics and the effects of the substructure
of neutrons and protons on the charac-
teristics of atomic nuclei. One area of
current experimental interest centers on

the interaction of nucleons at intermediate
distances. At longer distances the older
meson-exchange theories are still consid-
ered valid for describing nucleon inter-
action,- and -the more recent quark-gluon
theory is gaining acceptance at very short
distances. However, since neither approach
can describe the interactions at intermediate
distances, scientists are striving to design
experiments that are sensitive to this tran-
sition region.

Atomic, molecular, and plasma physics
includes the study of ground states of elec-
trons, protons, and neutrons: the properties
of their_ combinations _into_ simple _atoms
and molecules (neutral and ionized); and
the interaction of those atoms and mole-
cules with one another and with electro-
magnetic and other fields. Included for
study are the properties of plasmas.

Dramatic advances in photon sources
have (recurred in laser technology and
synchrotron radiation. Moreover, ion
sources, ion trapping, mass spectrometry,
high-vacuum technology; and facilities
developed originally for other disciplines
are making new experiments possible in
atomic collisions and plasma physics over
a broader energy range.

Gravitational physics focuses on the
consequences of Newtonian and post-
Newtonian theories of gravity, especially
general relativity. During the past decade,
outstanding experimental groups began to
migrate into gravitational research, bringing
new and powerful technologies from other
fields. One of the exciting basic research
challenges facing physics is the detection
of gravitational radiation. During the
coming decade, efforts to develop gravity-
wave detectors will mature; causing a major
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transformation of both the tools and results
in this field.

Finally, theoretical physics is the frame-
work for elementary-particle, nuclear; and
atomic physics. Two of the four funda7
mental forces of nature, the weak and
electromagnetic forces, were united through
gauge theories: Attempts to add a third
(the strong) force, producing a grand uni-
fied theory, have led to the profound pre-
diction that the pillar of the universe's
stability, the proton, is unstable.

Theorists hope to join the gravitational
force.to the other three: they are exploring
the possibility that the very high energies;
where the forces become unified, can be
probed by looking for astrophysical evi-
dence of events at the origin of our universe:

Some recent results in NSF-supported
physics work are highlighted in the pages
that follow.

Quarkonium and Gluonium
One of the simplest systems for investi-

gating the nature of the strong force is a
hound state of a heav, quark and its anti-
quark, often referred to as quarkonium.
During the last several years; exciting
results in high-energy physics have come
from studying quarkonium at the Cornell
Electron Storage Ring (CESR) and also
from using a large detector called the Crystal
Ball. The latter has been at the Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center but moved during
1982 to DORIS, a higher-energy storage
ring at the Deutsche Elektronen-Synchro-
tron in Hamburg. Germany.

The fundamental forces of natureclassi-
lied according to their relative strengths
are gravitation, the weak force, the elec-
tromagnetic force; and the strong force.
Recently; the weak and electromagnetic
ibrees have come to he recognized as one,
called the electroweak force. The strong
force; mediated by particles called gluons;
binds together the fundamental building
blocks of matterthe quarks.

The nuclear particlesmesons such as
pions and baryons such as protons and
neutronsare composed of quarks. The
common quarks up; down; and strange
were joined in 1974 by a fourth called charm,
which had been hidden in a newly discov-
ered particle called the psi (a bound state
of a charm quark and its antiparticle that
is sometimes referred to as an example of
eharmonium).

In 1977 a particle called the upsilon was
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A Crystal Ball. Researcher assembles the Crystal Ball detector, formerly at the Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center in California and now located in Hamburg, Germany. In recent
years the use_ of this detectoran array of 730 sodium-iodide crystals arranged symmetrL-
cally around a central -hole has producedsome exciting results in high-energy physics. A
key feature is the precision with which the Crystal Ball measures the energy and direction of
a photon (a small quantity of radiant energy).

discovered at the Fermi National Accel-
erator Laboratory in Batavia; Illinois:
Later this particle was interpreted as a
bound state of a new heavy quark and its
antiparticle. This new quark was named
bottom, and the upsilon was the first exam-
ple of bottomonium.

(harmonium and bottomonium states
are mesons and thus are similar to lighter
mesons such as the pion, which is also
composed of a quark and antiquark. An
important difference is that in pions the
binding energy of the quarks is large com-
pared to the quark mass, whereas for the
psi and upsilon the reverse is true: As a
result, the quarks inside a pion_ move at
speeds close to that of light and must be
treated relativistically,

The complications of the theory of rela-
tivity can be ignored in considering the
states of charmonium and bottomonium
where the quarks move more slowly. Indeed.
a rich spectrum Of states has been predicted,
with transitions taking place from those of
higher energy to states of lower energy
with emission of a photon. In thiS way
quarkonium is similar to the simple hydro-
gen atom or to positronium. a bound state
of an electron and positron. Similarly,
studies of quarkonium are revealing the
nature of the interquark; or strong; force:

Transitions frbm one charmonium state
to another with emission of a photon have
been observed; most of the exhaustive
data coming from experiments using_ the
Crystal Ball. The important featiire Of the
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Crystal Ball is the precision with which
the energy and direction of the photon
are measured.

In (982 the first evidence for a bottom-
onium transition was observed at Cornell,
using a device called the Columbia Uni-
versity-Stony Brook (CUSS) detector.
Cornell's electron storage ring has the
optimum energy range for producing bot-
tomonium, and the Crystal Ball should
be able to observe other bottomonium
transitions.

although the interest in quark-
onium has been based on the close parallels
with positronium, there is one way in which
the strong force and electromagnetic force
differ. Whereas photonsthe carriers of
the electromagnetic forcecannot form
bound states with each other. gluonsthe
carriers of the strong forcecan and are
expected to dO so. Bound states of gluons
are called glueballs or gluonium:

A spectrum of gluonium is expected.
Recent data front- the Crystal Ball have
revealed two strong possible candidates
for gluonium: the iota and theta particles:
These states were observed in psi decay_s
and were accompanied by a photon. Much
more data are needed before more definitive
statements about the glueball nature of
these new states are possible. At this writing,
though; the prospects are good:

Some- Implications of
Spontaneous Decay

Almost every particle or conglomerate
of particles existing in nature is unstable
on some time scale. Apparently without
requiring any external perturbations, excited
atoms emit photons and pass to lower
energy states; riiiclei and thaleCUles split
up into constituent parts; and elementary
particles decay into some set of other e'e-
r-Fie-Mary particles. most of which will in
turn undergo further decay. Despite the
fact that these different systems decay via
quite different mechanisms; they all appear
to do so with the Same type of time dePerid=
ence: The probability per-unit-time of a
decay is constant, with the value of the
constant depending on the system being
studied:

Our best understanding of this process
comes in systems, such as atoms, where the
process is electromagnetic in origin. lit that
case; the theory of quantum electrodynamics
(QED) can be used. QED does tell us that
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CUSB detector. A schematic view of the Columbia University-Stony Brook detector shows_that it is essentially split into four quadrants. This
detector, along with Cornell University's electron-positron storage ring and the Crystal Ball described earlier, is an example of the modern
instrumentation that scientists increasingly rely on for advances in their work.

unstable particles can decay with the simple
time dependence that is observed. However,
QED also indicates that many other type-
of time dependence should be possible;

Since no other type of decay has ever
been observed, it is possible that some
aspect of the QED theory of spontaneous
decay is incomplete or incorrectly under-
stood. Because QED is used as a mOdel
fur theories of weak and strong interactions,
and because systems that decay via those
interactions (nuclei and elementary parti-
cles) seem to do so in a parallel fashion
to atoms; it is important to understand
more fully the implications of the QED
theory of spontaneous decay.

Even more generally; spontaneous decay
is-an aspect of one of the central concerns
of modern physicsthe study of irreversible
processes; There are intimate connections
between the elementary decay process and
thermodynamic irreversibility, but in gen-
eral these connections have never been
tested experimentally.

Fundamental experiments on spontane-
ous decay are hard to carry out. The decay
results from an interaction of the atom
(molecule, etc.) with the electromagnetic
vacuum, aita researchers generally have felt
that the characteristics of the vacuum could
not be altered. In 1982; however; Daniel
Kleppner and his associates_at the Massa-
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chusetts Institute of Technology showed
experimentally that the electromagnetic
vacuum can be altered, opening a whole
new area of research in spontaneous decay.

This new work is based on the known
fact that a cavity can alter the distribution
of photon states from its free field value.
For example; an atom in a cavity having a
broad-band response to the atomic decay
frequency should decay more rapidly than
a free atom: And an atom in a cavity that
does not respond to the decay wavelength
of the atom should not be able to decay.

The difficulty until recently has been
that cavities could not be built to respond
to frequencies corresponding to likely
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atomic decays. However. increasing sophis-
tication in the'production of high excited
states of atoms has made it possible to
find very probable atomic decays at wave-
lengths_ where highly-tuned cavities can
be produced.

Using this technique, the MIT group
has been able to show _inhibited absorp-
tion of radiation, which theoretically implies
the existence of inhibited decay. Future
work will he directed toward efforts such
as ( I I direct observation of inhibited, and
eventually fOrbidden, spontaneous decay
and (2) a transition of the generally irre-
versible decay process into a reversible one
w hen only single cavity mode interacts

ith the atom.

Detecting Gravity Waves
Gravitation was the first physical force

for which a fundamental theory in the
modern sense w as developed. Isaac Newton
described gravitation as an action-at-a-
distance force exerted between pairs of
masses_ and having no independent dy-
namical degrees of freedom. For almost
two centuries Newton's theory was the
paradigm for developing theories of other
physical phenomena.

Toward the end of the last century, James
Clerk Maxwell: building on Michael Far-
aday's experiments, developed a unified
theory. of electromagnetic phenomena. To
do this, he had to abandon the previous
mode of description _and use a new one. In
this new manner of expressing physical
phenomena, force fields acquire independent
dynamical degrees of freedom that can
transport energy. momentum, and angular
momentum through the vacuum with a
definite velocity: that of light. This theory
not only unified the description of electrical
and magnetic phenomena but ultimately
encompassed the physics of optics, radio:
x-rays, gamma-rays, and chemical valence
forces, among others.

In 1905 Albert Einstein concluded that
Newtonian mechanics had to be revised.
But the idea he developed, now known as
special relativity, was not compatible with
New ton's formulation. The general theory
of relativity, which Einstein published in
1916. incorporated the successes of New-
tonian gravitation theory with regard to
the motion of the planets. It predicted,
however, three subtle deviations: a slight
deflection of starlight as it grazes the sun:
the precession of the perihelion of planet

Mercury. and a shift to the red of _the
spectral Frequencies of light emitted by
atoms on the surface of the sun. All three
effects were observed and are as predicted
by the new theory.

Until recently, one novel feature of the
new theory of gravitation has been largely
unexplored: that the relativistic gravitational
field must have independent dynamical
degrees of freedom which can propagate
energy momentum; and angular _momen7
tum through the vacuum. Gravitational
radiation must exist, but formidable tech-
nological obstacles have impeded the obser-
vation of this effect. To ohserve the gravi-
tational radiation produced by the explosion
of a supernova in our galaxy, it would be
necessary to detect the motion of one end
of a meter-long aluminum bar to an accu-
racy of better than one-ten thousandth of
the radius of a proton.

Groups at Stanford University, theUni-
versity of Maryland, and Louisiana State
University expect to attain such incon-
ceivable accuracy in 1983. There is also
an expectation that within the next several
years. detection devices under development
at the California I nstitate of Technology
and the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology will he able to observe motion no
larger than one-millionth of the radius of
a proton. This will open a new astronomical
window on the universe. since gravitational
radiation can penetrate the dust-filled
regions of galactic nucleiwhich are im-
penetrable to light.

Monopole-Catalyzed
Nucleon Decay

Grand unified theories; which try to unify
the basic forces of nature, predict a num-
ber of exotic phenomena. One of these is
nucleon decaythe spontaneous disinte-
gration of a proton or neutron in an atomic
nucleus into lighter particles. These would
include electrons or related particles:
Nucleon decay, for which numerous ex-
perimenters throughout the world are
searching, would tend in the long run to

the dissolution of the universe as we know
it, since all nuclear matter would cease
to exist.

Another striking prediction of grand
unified th,;ories is the magnetic monopole
a particle surrounded by a magnetic field
that decreases with distance from the center
of the monopole. The monopole is a mag-
netic analog of the Familiar electric point
charge, which is surrounded by an electric
field that decreases with distance from the
charge. While particles which are approxi-
mately point charges abound in nature, no
magnetic monopole has ever been uefinitely
observed. Flowever, excitement has been
generated by the possible observation of
such a monopole by Bias Cabrera in a
Foundation-supported experithent at
Stanford University in 1982.

A recent discovery i,. that the magnetic
monopoles predicted by grand unified
theories should act as catalysts for nucleon
decay, that is, when a monopole strikes a
proton or neutron; it should cause that
particle to_ disintegrate instantly. A mono-

passing through a large detector in
which the infrequent unassisted nucleon
decays were_being sought, would suddenly
cause a whole string of such disintegr 'ems
in nucleons about one foot apart: is
prediction is based on theoretical wor by
V. Rubakov in the Soviet Union and NSF-
supported research by Curtis Callan at
Princeton University. Related important
work on monopoles has 41so been done by
Frank Wilczek at the NSF-supported In-
stitute for Theoretical Physics: University
of California, Santa Barbara.

All this research has shown that the two
striking predictions of grand unified the-
oriesmagnetic monopoles_ and _nucleon
decaysare actually related. It has also
opened our eyes to the extremely rich struc-
ture of the magnetic monopole. Close to
its center, this monopole possesses not
only a magnetic field but a complex cloud
consisting of exotic forms of matter and
energy. It is this rich, complex structure
at its core that eniihles a monopole to cat-
alyze nucleon decay:

Chemistry

Chemical reactions involve the change
of one substance into another. Such changes
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are fundamental in every aspect of our
lives, from the way our bbdies sustain us to



mechanisms for manufacturing industrial
products: Nearly every mixture of chemicals
can react in diverse ways to yield several
different prOducts. The power to control
the outcome ot t chemical reactiona
vital concern in all areas of chemistry
involves the ability to manipulate the pos-
sible reaction pathways.

The conflicting needs involved in gen-
erating a reasonably rapid but specifically
selective chemical reaction produce some
of the most important Jemandr. on the
chemist's expertise. This is true whether
the area is catalysis, photochemistry, elec-
trochemistry; theory; or any of a multitude
of disciplines that make up the field.

Recent advances have improved both
the specitirity and speed of many catalytic
reactions. Manipulati m Of chemical reac-
tivity to achieve the isolation and separa-
tion of new materials with almost any
conceivable predetermined property is
coming closer to reality. This is a result
of progress in metal complex -ion catalysis
and in new experimental techniques such
as photochemistry (including laser selective
photochemistry).

New abilities to determine the composi-
tion and structure of solid surfaces have
generated knowledge that can be applied
to heterogeneous catalysis. It is in this area
that most practical applications can be
anticipated. Light can also he used as a
chemical reagent or catalyst either to open
or to block specific reaction pathways;
Recent advances in laser capabilities have
enabled chemists to increase their abilities
greatly in this area:

Many reactions can be controlled by
electrochemical means: The ability to obtain
reaction specificity by altering an electrode
surface has recently opened a spectacular
array of chemical possibilities. The com-
bination of light absorption and electro-
chemistry is another active area of research
%kith tantalizing applications to solar energy.

A critical aspect of manipulating chem-
ical reactivity is the increased theoretical
understanding of reaction mechanisms
and rates. There are now accurate models
to predict the energies of molecules in the
course of a reaction and their motion along
reaction paths: this has enabled chemists
to predict confidently how to control reac-
tions. It has also provided a framework
for the interpretation of experimental
results. Continued experimental and the-
oretical research into the precise details
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of reaction paths will further our abilities
to control the course of chemistry.

Catalysts from Clay Minerals
For millennia people have used clay

minerals to manufacture useful products;
and the potential of clays is apparently
far from exhausted. Two Michigan State
scientists are incorporating homogeneous
catalysts into clays; which may become
useful in the manufacture of fuels, drugs,
and other chemicals:

The Michigan State researcherschemist
Thomas J. Pinnavaia and soil scientist Max
Mortlandare studying the reactivity of
metal ions on the intracrystal surfaces of
clay minerals. The swelling clays known
as smectites are most easily modified by
metal ions to form useful catalysts: Early
experiments have shown that solvated metal
ions on day mineral surfaces can be as
mobile and reactive as metal ions in solu-
tion. This initial discovery makes it possi-
ble to do solutionlike reactions in the solid
state and eliminate a host of problems
associated with soluble catalysts;

Fixed catalysts those in the solid_ state=
generally are preferred over catalysts in
solution in large-scale industrial reactions:
They are easier to handle and require less
expensive capital equipment. But the drug
L-DOPA. useful in the treatment of Parkin-
son's disease._ is now manufactured using
a solution-phase rhodium catalyst. By
binding the rhodium compound to clay
surfaces, the Michigan State scientists can
easily recover the precious metal so it can
be used over and over again..

By fine tuning the structures or-clays.
the reactivity of metal ions on clay surfaces
can be modified and structures can be
tailored so that only molecules of a certain
size or shape can come in contact with these
catalysts. Size or shape specificity is the
key to designing new, more efficient cata-
lysts for chemical processing: Recently;
Pinnavaia and Mortland have used metal-
ion clusters as molecular pillars between
the clay sheets: The clusters expand the
clay and expose the are internal_ surface
area of the minerals. By controlling the
size and spacing of the pillars; the scien-
tists_ can manipulate the size of the pores
in the clay structure: they can then get
pores larger than those afforded by con-
ventional petroleum-refining catalysts.

Use of_pillared clays for catalytic reac7
tions of large petroleum molecules is of

C..
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considerable interest, since most of the
larger molecules in petroleum go unrefined
for lack of suitable catalysts; ending up as
asphalt or low-grade fuel. Through the use
of pillared clays, apparently even the larger
molecules can be converted to more useful
high-energy fuels and petrochemicals.

It also seems possible that through future
experimentation pillared clays may be
used as dispersing ..,gents for agricultural
chemicals. When applied directly to soil,
some pesticides rapidly decay or wash away,
with only a small percentage of the pesti-
cide being effective in controlling weeds or
insects. By stabilizing pesticides on pillared
clays it is possible to control their release
into the environment and make th-m
more efficient.

Photochemical Reactivity
Chemical reactions caused by light

(known as photochemistry) have been
studied for many years; however, the de-
liberate design of molecules that can change
their geometries and reactivities when
exposed to light of a particular color is
new. When light energy is absorbed by a
molecule; a more energetic molecule is
produced in what is known as an "excited
state." If the molecule is properly designed,
it can then put that energy to good use:

Jeffrey I. Zink at the University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles has come up with a new
method of using light to alter the geome-
tries and reactivities of inorganic molecules:
One of the exciting new developments re-
ported by Zink's group is the production
of an efficient catalyst using light: The
precursor to this catalyst is a metal com-
pound with nitric oxide bonded to it.

The most important results were obtained
using molecules which, in the absence of
light, have a linear bond between the metal
and the nitric oxide. The UCLA group
reasoned that after light is absorbed; the
geometry would change to produce a bent
bond between the metal and the nitric oxide.
The linear form of the molecule is relatively
stable and can be stored for long periods
of time; however, the bent form, which is
produced by the light; is very short lived
(less than one-millionth of a second) and
very reactive during its short lifetime.

The key to the design and use of this
molecule as a photocatalyst is that after
reaction, the short-lived species returns to
its original, linear form. It is then ready
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to absorb more light, become reactivated,
and carry out the new reactions.

In the most_ important study, the catalyst
was dissolved in cyclohexene under one
atmospheric pressure of hydrogen gas.
When the mixture was irradiated with visi-
ble light. the hydrogen gas reacted with
cyclohexene to produce cyclohexane. This
reaction is not observed in the absent.e
of either_ catalyst or light. More than a
thousand molecules of cyclohexane are
produced before the metal catalyst is de7
stroyed by a_competing side reaction.

The overall goals of the UCLA research-
ers are to develop the theoretical rules that
govern photochemical reactions and apply
them to important chemical problems.
The shOrt-lived species produced when light
is absorbed have new properties. and the
reactions they undergo are governed by
new rules. In the case of photohydrogena-
t ion catalysis, the theory of the geometrical
distortions and the resulting new properties
were derived. Using the theory as a guide,
the team designed molecules to carry out
the predicted new reactions. Developing
the rules of photoreactivity and designing
new systemsto carry out important reac-
tions (including solar energy conversion
and storage) _present exciting areas for
future research.

New Chemical-Reaction
Pathways with Lasers

I he tivailability of intense laser radii=
tion (power density greater than a million
%,itts per square centimeter) has opened
the door to a wealth of new and exciting
chemical phenomena. One class of such
phenomena deals with kinetics and the rates
at which chemical reactions occur. Chem-
ist Thomas F. George of the University
of Rochester and his coworkers have sug-
gested that intense laser radiation can
interact directly with the dynamics of a
chemical reaction to alter reaction path -
ways or create new ones; leading to products
that are inaccessible in the absence of radi-
ation. It is especially significant that the
energy of the radiation not he restricted;
so it must_be tuned to the energy levels of
reactants of products.

With NSF support, George and his re-
search group have theoretically explored
the feasibility of a variety of laser-induced
chemical rate processes. These processes
include energy transfer; simultaneous bond

breaking and bond formation, and ioniza-
tion in gas-phase molecular collisions. While
most of the laseOnduced processes involve
the .absorption of radiation by the chemical
system, some do not: hence the radiation
can he viewed as a catalystit_is recovered
in the same amount after the reaction
is over.

Two specific effects of the intense radia-
tion on a chemical system are worth noting.
First, the radiation can change what are
known as "symmetry rules" that govern
the course of a reactio.t. The reason for
this:... _hat the radiation enables the chem-
ical system to change its angular momentum
in a way that is often difficult or even
impossible with-out the radiation. Second,
the radiation .can lower potential energy
barriers to certain sets of products; opening -
new reaction pathways.

One of the processes studied is the reac-
tion of fluorine atoms with hydrogen mol-
ecules to form hydrogen fluoride (HF)._
This is the reaction used as the basis of
the HF chemical laser; most of the hydrogen
fluoride is formed in its second-excited
vibrational level, and lasing results when
those molecules release energy to drop to
their most stable ground state. By shining
light from a neodymium:glass laser on the
reaction system, where the radiation is not
resonant with either the reactants or the
products, it is possible to alter the reaction
so that the third-excited vibrational level
of the molecule is more populated. This
has interesting and potentially useful con-
sequences for the mechanism and character
of the HF chemical laser.

Recent _laboratory experiments seem to
have confirmed some of the general pre-
dictions made at Rochester. Research must
still concentrate on the simple systems of
several atoms in order to understand fully
how the intense radiation interacts with
chemical reactions: But eventually the mech-
anism of some reactions involving large
(e.g., organic) molecules may be controlled
by illuminating their reactions with light
of the appropriate color.

Chemically Modified
Electrodes

Recent research on chemically modified
electrodes has been done by Royce W.
Murray of the University of North Caro-
lina, Chapel Hill. Murray has developed
the chemistry for preparing modified elec-
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trodes and has given us many examples of
how innovative basic chemical research
has_potential technological significance.

Chemically modified electrodes are con-
ductors coated with thin films of electron-
transfer reagents. When such an electrode is
used in an electrochemical cell, the reagents
can rapidly exchange electrons with the
underlying electrode as part of the cell
reaction.

In the last year Murray has car ' the
predictive-design concept of cl:
modified electrodes a step further. He has
prepared electrode surfaces that bear poly-
meric films of electron-transfer reagents
(redox polymers) with known elect ron-
energy levels. Moreover, those films are
arranged in special physical structures.
These spatially structured electrodes include
bilayers of films, extended area electrodes,
and ion gates.

A hilayer electrode is prepared by first
coating the electrode with a thin (50,to
506 angstrom), pinhole-free film of .one
redox polymer and then with a film of a
second redox polymer, which has its electron
energy levels at a selected different poten-
tial. In an electrochemical cell, the junction
between the two polymer films acts to rectify
the flow of electricity. just as a semicon-
ductor does. The discrete but different
electron-energy levels of the two redox
polymers act to effect irreversible charge
flowing as the "bent" bands of a semicon-
ductor junction do. The redox polymer films
are narrow-band (redox) conductors; as
Murray has pointed out, this is a distinc-
tive form of electrical conductivity.

Another physically structured; modi-
fied electrode designed by Murray and
his coworkers is the extended-area elec-
trode: An important and widely researched
application of modified electrodes is for
eleetrocatalysis. In this application, the
surface-immobilized electron-transfer rea-
gent catalyzes the exchange of electrons
between the electrode and the substrate
molecule dissolved in the contacting solu-
tion. Such electroeatalysis has importance
in solar energy conversion, electrosynthesis,
fuel cells, and electroanalysis.

Rather thick films of the polymeric
electrocatalyst on the electrode are desired,
For several reasons. However, such thick
films limit the achievable rate of electro-
catalysis, due to the need to transport
electrons through the redox polymer film
via the electron levels: The extended-area
electrode solves this problem by incor-



',orating a large quantity of broad:.band
conducting. particles (carbon) into the
redo pol merit: film. The carbon provides
"bridges" lor rapid electron flow to the
outermost reaches of the redox polymer film.

I he ion-gate electrode is a redox poly-
meric film poly(pyrrole) with a porous
'gold) electrode embedded inside. Poly-

rrole) has a very loss conductivity to
the floss of ions in the reduced redox state.
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plus a high conductivity sq. hen oxidized.
With the redox polymer film used as a
men-au-ape separating two salt solutions,
the membrane s conductivity can he turned
off and on externally by controlling the
poly (pyrrole) oxidation state with the
embedded electrode. There is no known
m.mmade counterpart to this membrane
;i7-r.,rigement, which may serve as a model

r studying biological membranes.

Materials Research

At sonic point in the evolution of most
technological developments, we must con-
sider the limitations of materialstheir
processing. properties. and performance.
Materials research: a multidisciplinary
activity, provides the scientific basis for
long-term understanding and resolution
of these limitations:

Fite technological challenge of this re-
search is diverse. covering many important
opportunities. These include semiconductor
des ices for the electronics industry, high-
temperature structural metals and ceramics
for heat engines, high field superconductors
for magnets, and the burgeoning area of
polymers for many industrial uses. The
field is correspondingly broad. involving
physics, chemistry., metallurgy; ceramics,
poi% user- science,_ and engineering (chemical.
mechanical. and electrical).

Materials research is also at the fore-
front of major con_ceptual_advances_in sci7
entific understanding. including universal
princ:ples of phase transitions, the nature
of the amorphous slate. and the behavior
of loss-dimensional systems (such as sur-
faces, interfaces, layered materials. and
one-dimensional conducuJs).

NSF fosters interactions among several
disciplines through:

Si.lentifie Research Project Support
E ight programs in solid-state physics.
solid-state chemistry, lo-temperature
physics. condensed-matter theory,
metallurgy, polymers. ceramics, and
mstr lffilentation for materials research.

,Ifaterials Research Laho atories
BloLk { rants to 14 unive -Wes for
interdisciplinary materials research.

Aafienal User Facilities Synchrotron
radiation at Stanford; CornelL and

Wisconsin (Madison). the National
Magnet Laboratory at MIT; and the
National Center for Small-Angle
Scattering Research at Oak Ridge,
Tennessee.

In the last decade unprecedented devel-
opments in materials research have occurred
on three fronts: innovative synthesis and
processing of new materials; ne% high-
resolution experimental techniques for the
study ofstrtictures and properties, and
powerful new techniques for theoretical
analysis and modeling. These have pro-
Foundlyaffected the development of basic
materials science and have done much to
unify the field.

Recent advances in synthesis and proc-
essing of materials include:

Synthetic polymers that conduct
electricity.

Glassy metals ssith loss magnetic
hysteresis:

Semiconductors with extremely loss
defect concentrations and hence im-
proved electrical properties.

Compositionally. modulated alloys
having unusual elastic moduli.

Surface modification by laser anneal-
ing and ion implantation.

Ultra-strong ptflymer fibers.

Ceramic powders synthesized from
polymers, organometallics, and inor-
ganic solutions.

.Ndvances in sophisticated instrumenta-
tion now make it possible to image the
configuration of atoms and clusters of atoms
by high-resolution electron microscopy and
to determine their chemical composition
by electron energy-loss spectroscopy. Then
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too, the interaction of electron beams, ion
beams, or molecular beams with surface
atoms can he used to probe the chemical
composition of surface monolayers. Struc-
tural rearrangements at surfaces under
varying conditions can he followed with
high-intensity, monochromatic x-ray and
ultraviolet light from synchrotron radiation
sources; the bonding of atoms to a surface
can he measured by electron- or photon-
stimulated desorption. Finally, extremely
short pulsed x-ray and laser radiation allows
scientists to follow time-dependent_ changes,

In the realm of theoretical analysis and
modeling. quantum mechanical calculations
of electronic structure have shed new light
on structural transformations in metallic
alloys and semiconductors. Theories based
on renormalization group transformations
have given researchers a unified insight
into various phenomena such as phase
transitions in spin glasses; liquid crystals;
polymers. and absorbed surface_ layers.
Other theories have contributed to the
understanding of nonlinear phenomena in
such diverse systems as liquid helium.
organic conductors, and charge-density
\saves.

Ultrafast X-Ray Structure
Determination

The advent_ ol pulsed sources of high-
intensity synchrotron riiduition has now
made it possible to do x-ray studies of the
structure of matter on a time scale not
zutainiible belore. In (Inc such eflort, sci-
entists from Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory and the Cornell fligh-Energy Syn-
chrotron Source (CHESS) have used the
unique CHESS features to study the laser
annealing of silicon crystals on a nanosecond
scale. A nanosecond, one-billionth of a
second, is verl, short compiired to the time
scale for the diffusional motion of atoms
involved in the structural rearrangements
of silicon. Thus it is possible to obtain
"snapshots of the events taking place
during laser annealing.

In these particular experiments by Bennett
Larson. Woody White. and Thomas Noggle
of Oak Ridge in collaboration vs ith Dennis
Mills or Cornell, the laser is triggered by
a monitor pulse from the synchrotron.
The laser pulse then irradiates the silicon
sample at a desired time interval before
the x-ray pulse arrives. The intensity of
the x-ray pulses (approximately 25 ;000
photons in each) is great, the burst is very
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X-ray snapshots. Through modern x-ray techniques, scientists can now study the structure
of matter on incredibly short time scales. This diagram shows what can happen when laser
pulses are applied to silicon crystalsboth pure and boron implantedon a nanosecond
scale, or one-billionth of a second. The distortions induced by thermal strain correspond to a
surface layer temperature- of 1150 degrees centigrade; (At one point the silicon even reached
its melting point of 1410 degrees.) This work has key applications in fields other than mate-
rials researchfor example, in fabricating ultrasmall microelectronic devices.

short (160 picoseconds), and the interval
between them is long enough (2.5 micro-
seconds) that a snapshot can be obtairml:
A nultichannel analyzer records the .n-
tensin' of the scattered x-rays.

Results of these experiments aped

qualitatively with the changes expected.
When the team analyzed those results in
terms of thermal expansion, it could obtain
a determination of the lattice temperature.
At IUD nanoseconds after the laser pulse,
the lattice temperature was about 1150
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degrees centigrade. At shorter times, just
after the laser pulse, the lattice temperature'
increased to the point w here it reached
1410 degrees; the meltine point of silicon:

The question of lattice temperature and
whether or pot melting occurs during the
laser annealing of silicon has been thc sub-
ject of_an ongoing controversy; but the
scientific sues involved have been much
clarified by these experiments.

The significance of the experiments is
olold: Firsi,ther demonstrate the feasi-

hi lily of using the fundamental tool of x-raj
diffraction for determining structures on
extremely short time scales. This is expected
to have vvidespread application in studies
of phase transitions and nonequilibrium
properties of matter. Second; laser anneal-
ing has potential for_im_portant_applications
in the fabrication of ultrasmall microelec-
tronic devices used in the computer and
information technologies. -But more under-
standing of the processes involved in laser
annealing of silicon is necessary for the
technique to be implemented in technology.

Pump and Probe: Optical
Studies of Ultrafast
Processes in Matter

Advances in time-resolved laser spec-
troscopy over the past 20 years have led to
remarkable improvements in our ability
to probe the properties of matter on in-
creasingly shorter time scales. In the 1960s,
the limits were on order of microseconds
(one-millionth of a second. or 10-"
In the early 1970s limits were reduced to
the nanosecond (10-9 second) range; and
recent advances have shortened the time
scale to a picosecond. or trillionth (10')
of a second;

Researchers at Bell Laboratories and
Cornell are now able to produce laser pulses
with a resolution of a few tens of fernto-
seconds ( I 0-"). The early pulse lengths
permitted scientists to excite solids and
study the relatively slow recombination of
electrons and holes in semiconductors. The
latest ultrafast laser techniques Jpen the
door for observation of much Late) proc-
esses, such as vibrational and rotational
relaxation in molecules.

In the past year, Chung L. Tang and his
colleagues at Cornell University have done
the first measurements of molecular relax-
ations in liquids. The particular expert-



mental method used Is called 'pump and
probe. In it, a short, intense beam of I..ser
radiation is used to eXeite or "pump::
matter. second eakci beam. split off
from the first and delayed by a short time
Iles, than a picosecond]. is used to_detect
or rprohe" the changes induced by the
escitatni.

Hs ar mg the delay time, it is possible
to measure the rate of relaxation. from

hik:h the mechanism _iii be analyzed. In
ang's case. the pump pulse served to

orient rodlike molesules of liquid carbon
disulphide (t. S f in the normally isotropic
liquid: The probe pulse detected the change
in the optical index of refraction origmat-
ine from the nmlecular alignment zind 161=
loss ed its decziy with time.

fwo decay rates were observed, cor-
responding to different relaxation mecha-
nisms. rhe first, more rapid decay signals
the equilibration of a given orientation:
the second, slower decay signals the equil-
ibration to it isotropic liquid. Whereas
the slosser decay mode had been inferred
from other types of measurement, the rapid
one had not been directly observed before.

The lacilmes required for spectroscopy
in the femtosecond regime are expensive
and the techniques quite _sophisticated:
. cry less It niversities have the resources to
undertake such research: Essential inter-
action between researchers focusing their
joint resources on difficult problems is a
characteristic of the Materials Research
Laboratory Program arid the Materials
Science Center at Conte!' University. The
extension of these high-resolution tech-_
niques to a study of the nonlinear optical
response of solidsis critical in developing
hew optical materialsparticutarly glasses
for high-energy laser applications and
optical switching elements for high-speed
data transmission.

Nondestructive Monitoring
of Small Fatigue Cracks
The reliability of structural materials

under e, (remes of stress, temperature, and
environment is a recurrent concern of
materials scientists and engineers. The
engineering approach has beento quantify
the fiitigui::hehaViOr- of materials by apply-
ing different levels of cyclic stress to small
laboratory specimens and observing the
number of cycles to failure. Materials sci-
entists are trying to get more insight into
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what slar'os fatigue dainal..e and i.2:1
cracks to nucleate and progress to fractur.:.

Studies :ire now under Nay throughput
the orld to gain z, better understanding
of thy; nucieation and gross th behavior of
fatigue cracks. Special attention goes to
the development of nonintrusise techniques
to monitor gross th of mietocracks. since
researchers have found that during most
of the time before a material's fatigue
failure. cracks are growing from micro-
meters to millimeters in size:

Researc hers at _the University of Pennsyl-
vania and Northwestern University are
investigating the early stages of cumulative

damage due to cyclic loading. In particulai
Campbell Laird at Pennsylvania has sue-
cesslully related the dislocation interactions
observed in single met.il crystals la the
cyclic deformation behavior in polyeryaals.
Ntorris Fine and gray,' late student Donald
Anton of Northwestern came up with inno-
sative methods ;hat allowed then to identify
the smallest fatigue-craek duclei yet seen.
Through surface- replication electron
microscopy, they detected cracks as small
as 0.1 micrometer on the surface of an
overaged nickel aluminum alloy after low-
level stressing.

As fatigue cracks gross: they dissipate

Creckl--See how they run. Using electron microscopy, scientists at Northwestern Univer-
sity have identified the smallest fatigue cracks seen in materials research at this writing. The
photograph shows cracks as small as 0.1 micrometer on the surface of a nickel aluminum
alloy. This kind of research will aid scientists and engineers in Their continung search for
reliable st'uctural materials:

2A
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Electrical, Computer, and Systems Engineering

Research in this area of engineering, has
helped produce devices, technology, proc-
esses. electronic systems: and products that
touch eery American's life. One recent
:k ;ince is in very large scale integrated
VI.Sll circuits, which are used in ultra-

small computers, consumer products, con-
trol sy stems, robotics, communication
systems; and for a host of other applica-
tions.

Researchers are continually improving
VILSI technology, investigating smaller
and smaller circuit configurations: In the
future they will multiply circuit-packing
density so many times that today's small
computers may fit on the head of a pin.
The new technology and advances in com-
ponents and devices are a base on which
other researchers build new electronic in-
struments and systems.

NSF supports research that yields more
understanding of electronic microstructures
as well as better diagnostic techniques and
computer-aided design_ methodology. New
basic knowledge can be applied immedi-

ately in areas such as integrated optic sys-
tems and hybrid computing circuits. As
technology improves, advances follow in
knowledge-based systems. robotics: and
comm unications.

Speetficular advances hive led to the
development of robots that can sense their
environments through machine vision sys-
tems and touch sensors. Distributed signal-
processing modules and computing elements
enable _robots _to analyze data efficiently;
producing machine decisions that allow the
robots to control and modify their own
movements and actions. With this greater
flexibility, based on smaller and more effec-
tive electronic circuits, robots now have
wider potential industrial application:

The information explosion has created an
urgent need for faster and more effective
transmission techniques: NSF engineering
programs support research in advanced
communication systems based on various
wide-bandwidth: high-capacity approaches.
Optical communications via high-capacity:
single-mode systems with optical fibers can

"Super Chip." This "super chip" is a very large scale Integrated IVLSIldigltal system devel-
oped and fabricated by the Hewlett Packard Company. It functions as_the _central processing
unit of a digital computer ano contains 450;000 transistors; By 1990, Chips with a million
transistors will be ready for use. VLSI circuits are expected to be used in products ran g
from tiny computers to robots to large control and communication systems. VLSI techn gy
is the foundation for future sophisticated electronic systems.

he improed by adding monolithic inte-
grated circuits using optical devices,semi-
Lonductift lasers, and iniei-Ow;i diddeS.
To yield new knowledge in the communi-
cations area. NSF grantees are exploring
the technical frontiers of optics, lasers, elec-
tromagneties: and ultrafast networks: as
well as multiple modes and digital trans-
missions.

Also under investigation are remote
sensing techniques. Through these: scien-
tists explore millimeter-wave hands and
determine the interaction of wavelengths
with their surrounding physical matter: In
plasma_ sciences, research continues on
novel devices to confine plasmas. Free-
electron lasers are another promising area
of research.

Scientific and technical advances in mate-
rials and devices form the basis for advanced
electronic systems and techniques in the
field of medicine. Research in these areas
will also contribute to dramatic advances
in large-scale systems integration and new
means of automatic control in industrial
processes.

Integrated Electronic
Circuits

The phenomenal advance of digital inte-
grated electronics in terms of the density
of components on a chip has been due
largely to improvements in our ability to
fabricate ultrasmall transistors. During
the 1970s the minimum sin or line width
in industrial production was reduced from
10 to 2.5 microns. This increased the num-
ber of transistors that could be incorpo-
rated onto a Ingle chip from 5X100 to
100,000. Thro gh research significant pro-
gress eontin es in digital systems. By 1990
researchers pect line widths to shrink to
submicron'levels. Chips with a million
transistors will then become available for
system use.

Many existing physical systems involve
both analog (continuous) and digital func-
tions In voice transmission, for example,
it _is currently necessary to process basic
information in analog form, convert it to
digital form for the sake of efficient trans-
mission, then convert it hack to analog
form at.the receiving end for understand-
ing. To do this systems traditionally have
used components such as operational ampli-
fiers fabricated -throu_gh'bipolar semicon-
ductor technology, along with micropro-
cessors and memory components made via ,



metal-omit: semiconductor rs.10S1 technol-
ogy. Because the separation of analog and
digital !unctions becomes more cumbersome
and costly at higher levels of integration.
there Is great motivation to fabricate the

o functions on the same chip, _using the
same technology for both functions.

One research group at the University of
ahlorma. Berkeley has been studying the

fabrication. computer-aided design (CAD),
and application of integrated electronic cir-
cuits and systems. This group has used MOS
digital technology first to realize analog
runenons. then to integrate analog and digi-
tal functions. The work began with imple-
mentation of analog-to-digital and digital-
to-analog conerters using charge redistribu-
tion on capacitors: This technique has since
Feer] used in _industry for the integrated
electronic implementation of converters for
all-digital voice networks.

I: rt her ork on operational amplifiers
in MOS technology has provided a truly
flexihle and generally applicable design
approved for such analog subsystems as
filters. converters, and voltage references.

Industry s tranSlation of university re-
search into fabricated chips is highly desir-
able from a productivity standpoint: it
alSO lead; iii iieW firridaiiierital knowledge
through feedback from industry to the
uniersity. Recently attention has turned

-eteiidiiigthe useful frequency range of
monolithic filtering technologiesincluding
switched capacitor techniquesto higher
lev-els, so that these methods can be used
in communication receivers. l-urther re-
search will also focus on basic limitations
in monolithic systems to collect data.

Estimation and Signal
Processing for Spatial Data

Data front different spatial locations
at different times typically contain vary-
ing types and amounts of measurement
noise. extraneous information, and incom-
plete measurements. Efficient processing
of the data is needed to recover consis-
tent and useful information in meteorology,
geodesy topographical mapping; acoustic
oceanography. imaging, tomography, and
other activities.

Ad hoc techniques used in the past were
tailored to Specific problems and often inef-
ficient. Thus it has not always been possi-
ble to use all available data to obtain the
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Filter chip. This switched-capacitor filter chip is used in digital voice systems and contains
20 operational amplifiers. More than 3 million of these chips are manufattured each year
the product of a successful industry-university partnership in which academic research is
translated into fabricated chips by industry. This arrangement aids productivity, allows uni-
versity researchers to get feedback on their work, and thus leads to more knowledge about
the technology.

most accurate product or result. The eco-
nomic impact of inaccuracy can he very
high, as in the case of product_ testing.

Alan S. Willsky and Bernard C. Levy at
MIT are focusing on a systematic approach
to the optimal and efficient processing of
spatially distributed data. Their research
results can be divided into three categories:
The first deals with data assimilation, i.e.:
the problem of combining diktinet sets of
data obtained at different times and loca-
tions to obtain one superior product (in
thiS case, a map or picture]. An approach
has been developed that reflects the funda-
mental structure common to many prob-
lems in updating. combining, and central-
izing maps.

The second category involves efficient
and sequential computational methods
for smoothing, filtering, and ektrapolating
spatial data: In two-dimensional spatial
data, unlike temporal data; there is no
natural "causality" to provide an order
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for processing the data in sequence. Yet
this must be done if there is an enonnolic
amount of data to be handled. The sequen-
tial computational procedures or algorithms
under study are based on the Structure un-
derlying the generation of the data They
Offer bath efficient and optimal recovery
of the relevant information from noisy
measurements.

The third, and most fruitful, category
deals With imaging in randOrti lid& baked
on indirect noisy measurements: The pri-
mary application of this research is in
tomography, WhiCh inVolVek reconstruct-
big the interior of a medium from the
measurement of energy that propagates
thrOtigh it alChg Specified straight lines.
The best -known current application is in
medical x-ray tomography; but there are
many other actual and potential uses,
inclUdihg acoustic oceanographic
raphy:

Algorithms developed as of this writing
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h.o.c been based on two critical, limiting
assumptions. First, nothing is known about
the medium under investigation. Second,
essentially unlimited; high-quality meas-
urements Call be and are made. In_ actuality.
for many applications the second assump-
tionlion is false. For example, in medical prob-
lems one must limit total x-ray dose as much
as possible. but this also limits MeaSiii-e-
ments. In product testing or imaging of the
heart. hoth geometry and cost (in terms of
instrumentation and human exposure to
radiation) present serious limitations in data
collection.

As the amount and/or quality of data is
reduced, the better the model of the inediuni

or the desired information incorp 'rated in
the algorithm must he. Consequently this
research has focused on developing general
models for random fields that contain em-
hedded objects. Examples are organs; hones
tumors in human tissues, or flaws or voids
in steel whose existeriee, Ideation, site, and
shape are to be estimated from available
data.

The resulting algorithms based on these
models may characterize the minimum
measurement information needed to ac-
quire a certain level of confidence or ac-
curacy: The results also apply to a more
general class of problems arising in ocean -
ography and SeiSiiiic signal analysis.

Chemical and Process Engineering

Chemical processes are the heart of the
chemicals industry, which contributes about
8 percent of the U.S. gross national prod-
uct. NSF is the only federal agency that
has a discipline-oriented program to sup-
port research on chemical process design.
A better understanding of the scientific prin-
ciples and concepts that guide such design
can he translated into capital and energy
savings in producing hroad classes of sub-
stances and materials. Among them: syn-
thetic fibers in our clothing; fuel for our
cars, the plastics we have become accus-
tomed to, and pharmaceuticals.

Biochemical engineering. which huilds
on the rapidly emerging science of recom-
binant DNA, has drawn much industrial
interest. But biochemical engineers must
develop a substantial new knowledge hase
helore biotechnology can fulfill its prom-

CUrreiit areaS of research

Reactor designs that discourage the
reversion of recomhinant organisms
to their original types.

New techniques to separate and purity
products and thus bring down the cost
of hiologieal processes.

Design innovations that will boost pro-
ductivity by increasing the concentra-
tions of microorganisms in bioreactors.

Other research efforts seek new knowl-
edge for noneonventional processing such
as the conversion of renewable resources
into materials and chemicals of higher value.

Less-recognized chemical processes are also
important. For example, separation proc-
esses that produce high-purity silica for
optical fibers have greatly enhanced our
ahility to transmit signals in those fibers
over great distances: The emerging chem-
ical techniques used to make computer chips
have come from the skills developed by
chemical engineers and chemists over the
past several decades:

Application of
In-Situ Extraction in

Fermentation Processes
Recent years have seen rapid growth in

the use of microbes to produce industri-
ally valuable substances, despite some inher-
ent disadvantages in the fermentation pro-_
cesses used. Now under investigation are
ways to increase final product ciancentra-
non and improve product extraction; this
will make fermentation more efficient and
therefore leSS costly.

Common problems associated with the
fermentation process include product deg-
radation by the fermentation broth and
product inhibition and repression (in which
the product stops its own synthesis): Engi-
neering improvements as of this writing
have been limited to genetic manipulation
of the organism:

One approach to the problem of prod-
uct inhibition and degradation is to re-

move the inhibiting Ferinentatibri
products from the aqueous broth during
the production phase. This process allows
eotieentratiOn Of the product Formed, which
in turn makes eventual purification steps
easier. .

Henry Y. Wang_ and his coworkers at
the University of Michigan ire studying
the use of natural adsorbent resins that
can he sterilized by steam and act as sepa7
rating agents. Wang haS found that final
fermentation product yields can be enhanced
by a factor of two to five. When sterilized
XAD-4 resin is added to a 14-liter cyclo-
heximide fermentation. the synthesis rate
changes. Peak concentration comes earlier
than is normalthe concentration of cyc-
loheximide, a commercially important anti-
fungal antibiotic; increased to double that
of normal fermentation in Wang's exper-
iment. The final product concentration was
dictated by the exhaustion of glucose in
the fermentation medium.

Recent experiments have shown that
higher antibiotic concentrations can be
achieved with proper glucose addition and
pH control. Further evidence suggests that
this methodology could be used to enhance
other fermentation processes; such as eth-
anol production from renewable resources.
The Michigan researchers are cooperating
with the Upjohn Company on ways to scale
up in-situ extraction fermentation processes.
Drawbacks such as nonspecific adsorption
and resin effect on microbial growth are
under investigation. This novel way to in-
crease fermentation productivity may give
a new impetus to the biochemical indus-
tries.

Accelerated Settling of
Suspensions by Adding

Buoyant Particles
Many major industrial processes use sed-

imentation to separate solids from liquids
on a large scale: In mining and minerals
processing, for example. sedimentation is
used in the settling of coal washings and
for separating the "red muds" produced
during extraction of alumina from ores;
The driving force in most sedimentation
processes is gravity. The greatest difficulty
is encountered in the settling of suspen-
sions with relatively high concentrations
Of suspended particleS, particularly When
the particles have a density only a little
greater than that of the fluid.



The settling of suspensions requires large
equipment and is ;1 notoriously slow
cess. Any means of increasing settling rates
would he of enormous benefit in reducing
the sire (and liquid demand) iif new -set-
tling agents and increasing the handling
cap_acity of existing ones.

Ralph H. Weiland it Clarkson_College
is collaborating with Charles A. WOWS of
Dorr-Oliver, Inc. in an industry/univer-
sity cooperatit -research project. These
researchers have discovered that adding
buoy ant particles to a sedimenting suspen-
sion of heavy particles can_ greatly accel-
erate its settling proceSS. The threei-fihase
settling process is extremely complicated

analye from first fluid-mechanic prin-
ciples. However, Weiland has developed a
macroscopic model based on the variational

principal of minimum energy dissipation,
which indicates broad trends and gives direc-
tion to his eicperinientS.

Improvements in settling rates of up to
a factor of six times or greater were observed
When the researchers added buoyant par7
ticks. The presence of those particles had
the most pronounced accelerating effect
On Sedimentation when the heavy particles
h;id a density only a little greater than the
fluids: In other words; the addition of
buoyant particles helped most when applied
to suspensions that would haVe been the
most difficult to settle. Since large -sized
buoyant particles are more effective than
small ones and since, for reuse, the added
buoyant phase must be separated feoiti the
fluid; the use of large particles makes sep-
aration rnirticularly easy.

Civil and Environmental Engineering

NSF's civil and environmental engi-
neering programs support research In geo-
technical engineering; structural mechanics;
hydraulics, hydrology, and water resources
engineering; and environmental and water
quality engineering, In addition NSFsup-
ports both basic and applied research on
ways to reduce earthquake hazard. Some
of this research deals with how a -com-
munity adapts to earthquake risk; but most
of it focuses on structural safety.

Support has been provided fora geo-
technical centrifuge facility under con-
struction_at Mountain View. California.
.The fiicility, the largest inthe western
world, will open in January 1983. The cen-
trifuge will he capable of imposing an
;it:cider:mon of 300 g's on a_Specimen_of
three tons. It can he modified to test a 20:
ton specimen with an acceleration of 100 g's:

In many engineering situations, it is neces-
sary to change the value of gravity to a-chi-eV-e
true modeling of the behavior of materi-
als. Without a centrifuge this is not possi-'
ble. The California facilitY Will enable geo7
technical engineers to construct models of
considerable size and to impose an increased
"synthetic gravity" on them. The centri-
fuge will be used at first for research on
structures such as foundations and earth
dams. investigators in other areas of engi-
neering will ids() have access to the fa-cility,

Basic research on structural analysis now
concentrates on the optimal design of struc-
tiires the use of interactive computer
graphics. One topic of particular interest
is the active and passive control of deflec-
tiditS in high-rise buildings. Two existing
structures that have devices to rnlnlrniLC

deflections during high winds are under
study at this writing. Efforts are also being
Made CO understand the phen-omendh of
cracking concrete and the properties of high-
strength concrete.

The high probability that a Major earth-
quake will occur in the United States
(probably in Southern California) by the
end of the century lends urgency to the
Foundation'S seismic research programs,
and to other federal efforts under the Earth-
quake Hazards Reduction Act. One major
effort to find design and construction tech-
niques that minimize structural damage and
loss of life during earthquakes is an on-
goitig U.S.- Japanese research program. A
full-scale. seven-story building of reinfOrced
concrete was constructed and then tested
to the point Of destruction in 1982. A similar
structure of steel will be tested in 1983.

Such tests give detailed information On
how full-sized structures respond to earth-
quake simulation. The work should im-
prove methods of using models to obtain
performance data at much lower cost: It
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will also establish the reliability of the
behavior predicted by models, compared
to that observed in actual situations:

BUilding codes now in force across the
country reflect what engineers have learned
about design and construction. However,
many standing structures built under older
codes cannot resist seismic stress. Existing
buildings vary in character and are expen-
sive to modify: often there is little legal
Or economic motivation for owners to
spend money retrotitting them. While the
gradual replacement of our building stock
over time will reduce earthquake hazard;
the threat of property loss and fatalities
remains great. The problem of existing
buildings that do not meet new earthquake
code requirements is under study.

Reduction of
Earthquake Hazards
in Existing Buildings

EffOrts to minimize earthquake hazards
aim primarily at design and construction
techniques to ensure building safety dur-
ing seismic events. Aaalytical approaChes
are based on detailed knowledge of the
strength of materials and methods of con-
struction. Such research has led to rapid
improvements in building codes and greater
safety in buildings; Still; some estimates
suggest -that even if _present codes are
assumed adequate and all new structures
are safe; the rate of new construction and
replacement is not great enough to affect
the overall hazard posed by unsafe, pre-
code buildings.

Technical problems relating to seismic
resistance of older buildings differ signifi-
cantly from those in new construction. The
existing stock includes a variety of building
types and materials. While new construc-
tion assumes certain qualities in materials,
older buildings must be evaluated on a case-
by-case basis.

ard'S Daniel Schodek, an engineer,
and t GauchaL an architect, have devel-
oped a computer-based technique for the
rapid analysis of the older-building inven-
tory in a metropolitan area They can iden-
tify the area's relative earthquake hazard
as a function of seismic risk, soil condi-
tiOnS, construction type, and building age
and occupancy:

Three California small business firms
Agbabian ASSciciates, S. B. Barnes, and
John Kariotis of Los Angeleshave formed
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Quake teat. Structural engineers at ABK-A Joint Venture in California hope that their tests
of structural techniques and materialssuch as this one done on an unreinforced concrete
block wall subjected to simulated seismic motionswill lead to appropriate design and build-
ing code changes. We may then be able to minimize the loss of life and structural damage
caused by earthquakes.

a joint venture to do research on the struc-
tural properties of unreinforced masonry
and the typical construction of Southern
California's older buildings. This work has
resulted in recommendations for standards
on masonry construction and the upgrad-
ing of existing masonry. These research
results were also the scientific basis for a
hazardous building ordinance enacted by
the city of Los Angeles.

Research on techniques for seismic up-

grading, repair, and retrofit is in progress
in many labs across the country. Lawrence
Kahn of the: Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology is evaluating the structural contri-
bution of externally applied shotcrete on
unreinforced masonry walls. This technique
is widely used and has been assumed effec-
tive; however, laboratory tests are calling
that assumption into doubt.

Arthur Atkisson of the University of
W:.consin, Green Bay and William Petak

of the Universit,. of Southern California
are doing a study of the technical basis
and operational success of regulatory ef-
forts to reduce older-building hazards:
The research has revealed complex ;g_al,
social, and economic constraints on build.:
ing demolition; this discovery will affect
the feasibility of_various engineering solu-
tions to the problem.

A project at the University of California,
Berkeley has produced a way to give tech-
nical advice to homeowners. Materials
developed by a team of architects and
engineers enable homeowners to do a pri-
mary evaluation of their own homes and
take relatively simple, inexpensive measures
to make their housing more resistant to
seismic damage.

Research on the problem of existing
buildings has been the subject of regio4al
workshops_ in Boston; Seattle; San Fran-
cisco, and Los Angeles. Seismic hazard in
older buildings has also been discussed in
bilateral workshops in Japan; Italy; and
the People's Republic of China.

A New Method to
Remove Viruses from
Contaminated Water

During his study of a new method of
solute concentration to remove contami-
nants from water, Georges Belfort of the
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute came up
with a way to remove viruses from con-
taminated waterby ultrafiltration through
hollow fibers made from polysulphone.
Each fiber consists of a dense layer on its
inside, supported by an outer porous sub-
structure.

Using convective and electrical polariz-
ing fields, Belfort found that retardation;
and hence concentration, were much IciWer
than expected for certain solutes: For
instance polio virus recovery; using con-
vective polarization in modules containing
many hollow fibers, was excellent. Virus
particles adhered to the interior surface of
the fibers through which the contaminated
water flowed, while water passed along those
fibers.

In addition to this use, the technique
has other potential applications, such as
in processes to separate metals from plat-
ing baths, gene-splicing procedures, and
biomedical processes that require the sep-
aration of extremely small particles from
aqueous suspension.
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Polysulphone fiber; This material has been
used to filter viruses and other solutes trom
water. (Photo above shows a single hollow
fiber, magnified 100 times; other photo is
a cross-section of a single fiber; magni-
fied 1,000_times.) Environmental engineer
Georges Belfort at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute developed this novel method of
solute concentration. It can be used in a
variety of scientific activities, such as gene
splicing.

Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics

NSF'( programs in mechanical engineer-
ing :ind applied mechanics range from basic
research into the foundations of mechanics;
the mechanical strength of solids, and the
fundamentals of heat transfer and fluid
mechanics to the study of robotics; the
theory of automated manufacturing; and
the development of nondestructive evalu-
ation techniques:

Experiments in fluid mechanics that
combine laser and hot-wire anemometers
have shown that current standards for
measuring fully developed axisymmetric
turbulent jets may be seriously in error.
Since measurements of velocity, tempera-
ture. and turbulence intensity made by
many investigators have been in agree-
ment, these measurements were assumed
to be correct, and turbulence modelers
have used them extensively. Apparently;
however, errors are caused by the very low
velocities at the outer edge of the jet and
the relatively high turbulent fluctuations
within the jet proper. As a result ofrecent
findings, all previous results on turbulent
jets should be reexamined: some earlier

failures in prediction then might tc ex-
plained.

In solid mechanics; the results of linear
elastic fracture mechanics are being incorpo-
rated into structural design codes, leading
to safer and more efficient structures.
Researchers report progress in developing
theories for the nonlinear inelastic fracture
analysis of ductile materials. These theo-
ries also are needed for '..ances in struc-
tural efficiency and safety.

In heat transfer, new experimental and
theoretical results are giving valuable in-
sight into the general characteristics of
convection phenomena. Research on den-
sity and species differences; and their inter-
action when the thermal and diffusive proc-
esses occur simultaneously, is now being
used to study convection in multiphase
processes.

Mechanical systems engineers studying
machine dynamics and dynamic systems
and control continue to develop ways to
help industry design high-speed mechani-
cal and electromechanical systems. One
example is application of the center mani-
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fold theorem to certain partial and ordi-
nary differential equations that arise in struc-
tural mechanics. This application permits
a significant reduction in the dimension of
these equation sets.

There are also advances in design sensi-
tivity analysis aided by computers and in
optimization for dynamic mechanical sys-
tems. In tribology, work continues on exper-
imental testing to set design criteria for
compliant surface bearings.

In produetion research, sensors for adap7
tive machining have come far enough that
tool speeds and feeds can be adjusted to
take into account tool, machine, and work-
piece conditions so as to maximize pro-
duction. In addition; research on industrial
robots with vision capability has reached
a point where its application to complex
assembly operations is expected:

Constraint Variations Along
Complex Crack Fronts

Most inservice fractures in high-strength
structural materials are Preceded by a period
of subcritical crack growth. During this
period tiny flaws located in thick; reinforced
regions of high stress enlarge into cracks
that often exhibit curved fronts and non-
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planar surfaces. When a crack reaches a
certain critical size; it becomes unstable;
resulting in a sudden and often catastrophic
failure of the component or structure. Such
conditions occur in structures as diverse
as gun tubes. bridges, nuclear-pressure ves-
sels, offshore oil rigs, aircraft engine mounts,
and gas and oil pipelines.

-Y4t

OMB -

Researchers at Virginia Polytechnic Insti-
tute have noted a curious and \inexpected
phenomenon: In general, the ,ck growth
they observed was not self-sonilar. That

the shape of theilaw boundary changed
as the flaw grew. The regions of greatest
growth were those of the lowest stress inten-
sity factor; which is a measure of the stress

-,0"aN

.s,
Catastrophic failure. Debris on the ground In this photo Wall That was left of a pressure
vessel that developed small cracks and eventually failed. The vessel had contained com-
pressed air for wind tunnel research; the large standing structures are similar vessels that
did not fail. Engineers studying crack formation in high-strength structural materials hope
to translate their research results into future cost and materials savings.

I

at the tip of a sharp crack. (Usually the
higher that factor is, the faster the crack
will grow.) According to the photoelastic
models used in this investigation; which
has been under way since 1973, the only
possible explanation for this anomalous
behavior was a constraint variation in the
material. That is to say, a material par-
ticle was constrained by its surrounding
material, just as an automobile is con-
strained by other vehicles in stop-and-go
traffic.

Using an optical displacement-measur-
ing technique developed by Daniel Post at
VII, C. William Smith has obtained meas-
urements to assess the degree of transverse
constraint along the flaw border: With fur-
ther refinements; this method will be used
to correlate constraint variation with the
distribution of the stress intensity factor in
complex three-dimensional, cracked-body
problems.

One implication of this research is that
high-strength structural materials are much
more resistant to crack growth in complex
situations than is usually assumed. This
increase in resistance; when quantified;
can be translated into considerable sav-
ings in cost and materials for high-tech-
nology structures.

This work complements the research
described in chapter I (on microscopic
effects in defect propagation).

_Generalized Wake=integral
Method For ThreeD Bodies

hi 1925, Albrecht Betz presented a theory
on the drag forces acting on lifting bodies
in free flight. He resolved this phenomenon
into a profile drag component and an in-
duced drag component. The first was ex-
pressed as a wake integralix.; a measure
of the total horizontal disturbance left
behind in the wake of a body as it trans-
44tes forward:

The second component, induced drag,
is the result of lift. Experimental determi-
nation of induced drag presents serious diffi-
culties, since small quantities (transverse
velocities) must be measured over large
regions (two transverse planes, ahead and
behind the body). These difficulties mean
added cost and potential inaccuracy.

The current need for fuel-efficient vehi-
cles focuses attention on better ways to
predict drag and identify drag-producing



mechanisms: James Wu of the Georgia
Institute of Technology and James E.
lackett of Lockheed-Georgia have begun

a joint university-industry cooperative
research project to extend Bert's theory to
general three-dimensional bodies.

Earlier, CC u and Hackett had modified
the treatment of induced-drag computation
and had accurately- determined the drag of

unstalled wing (one with an unsepa-
rated floss of air across it). However, the
wake - integral approach had not been at-
tempted lOr more complex air flows involv-_
ing separations, such as those encountered
in the aerody mimics of cars with trailers:

An extensis e experimental program ob-
tained comprehensive survey data to test
the general wake- integrated method. A semi -
wing model and a car model were tested,

using the cross-section, low-speed wind
tunnel at Lockheed. These two models
represent, respectively, the limiting cases
of flow from an aerodynamically shaped
body with smooth; attached air flows to a
bluff body with massive separations. The
wing model was also tested at various
angles of incidence to get data for mild
air-floss separation,

The experiments have verified the theo-
retical prediction that total drag can he
accurately determined through wake sur-
veys close to an unstalled (unseparated air
flow) wing. The same conclusions appar-
ently apply to complex flows involving
stalled wings and bluff bodies, such as
cars. The accuracy of the data for complex
air flows must be examined in more detail,
due to limitations in the measuring probes.

Interdisciplinary Research

N_SI. established an Office of Interdis-
ciplinary Research (0!R) in November
1981. Its aim is to coordinate research efforts
involving more than one discipline: This
move ss ill encourage the dynamic new
developments that often arise when two or
more disciplines are fused in a new way to
solve a problem.

Through OIR. NSF encourages interdis-
ciplinary collaboration. aids joint funding,
and stimulates joint program-development

activities. The latter include workshops to
identify research needs or priorities and
cross-program statements for use in plan-
ning and budgeting. Recently; the interdisci-
plinary effort at NSF has been bringing
together programs that focus on biotech-
nology and robotics/automated manufac-
turing.

NSF also supports workshops and con-
ferences to highlight emerging and com-
plex areas of interdisciplinary research;
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determine research needs, and encourage
cross-discipline communication:

As part of this effOrt, NSF supports inves-
tigators who report on present knowledge
and identify long-term research needs: An
example is a paper on computer-aided
design/computer-aided manufacturing
(CAD/CAM), written by Richard F. Ries-
enfeld of the University of Utah. CAD/
CAM is a growing field that uses interac-
tive computer graphic techniques to aid
product design and to couple the design
and mannfacturing_processes. Riesenfeld's
paper points strongly to the need for inter-
disciplinary research to integrate the fairly
sophisticated CAD systems with less devel-
oped CAM systems.

Integration is the key to payoffs in higher
productivity and better products. One major
potential value of CAD/CAM is the abil-
ity to design products through computer
modeling and simulation of the manufac-
turing process. Production planners would
use this information to decide on optimal
manufacturing strategics to make the best
use of materials and resources.

Among the efforts needed to advance
the CAD/CAM state-of-the-art are inter-
disciplinary research in computer graphics;
interactive computing, systems design, and
interpretive languages. Because of the
breadth and complexities of the field; such
research might best be done by teams of
researchers. One immediate need is a higher-
level; abstract model that is complex and
sophisticated enough to drive all the_ nee-
essary processes. A second major problem
is building the interdisciplinary manpower
pool needed to advance this emerging field.
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Biological, Behavioral,
and Social Sciences

Dker,,,, I, a striking feature of the
research supported by NSF in these
areas. Subjects range from mole-

etileS of tropical rain fiireStS, front phonemes
to the national electorate: Between these
c \ treines. items of scientific interest_ can
ineftide SitailS. Lentil' incomes, artificial
language, Ical resins. lake systems. and
brain hemispheresindeed almost any
liiiie creature or eleMents or collections
thereof.

Despite this apparently bewildering diver-
sity, there is unity. The scientists who study
neurons are linked to those who study social
groups through their locus on living mat-
ter or its artifacts. Biology is the largest
part of dik NSF direetorate, but it also
represents such fields as anthropology, e.CO-
!tonnes. psychology, linguistics, soeiology
political science, human geography, and
the history stud philosophy of science. The
interests represented by these relatively dis-
crete approaches_ to the study of life forms
haVe interaeted. brarched, and converged
to produce hybrid disciplines: Among them
are psychobiology, law and social sciences,
hiophysics and biochemistry, and an emerg-
ing area called information science,

A new program added to the Division
of Social and Economic Sciences during
fiscal year 1982 continues the trend toward
integration: The Decision and Management
Program is a collaborative effort by four
NSF directOrates: Math-mat: :al and Physi-
cal Sciences: Engineering; Scientific, Tech-
nological; and International Affairs; and
Biological. Behavioral, and Social Seiences.
Other integrative activities during the year
included the full incorporation of applied
research into the biological, behavioral, and
Sii-cial S.:lei-lee programs of the Foundation.

Another development of note during 1982
was the beginning of a modest effort to
support equipment needs at marine bio-

I
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logical stations. To reverse a decline in the
physical plants of these vital facilities, sev-
eral divisions in the Foundation launched
a special annual competition. Response to
the solicitation, both in the number and
quality of proposals: indicated a signifi-
cant need; it will be met by a continued and
expanded program.

NSF supports many of the more excit-
ing areas of current scientific research.
ineltiding the explosive developments in bio-
technology: The Foundation aids the basic
research underpinning the burgeoning com-
mercial developments there.

The neurosciences verge on a revolution
closely rivaling that in biotechnoiogy and
indeed resulting in_partfrom shared tech-
niques. Decades of basic research on the
brain and the nervous and endocrine sys-
tems have begun to unravel mysteries as
ancient as consciousness. Clues to under-
standing perception, cognition, emotion,
and a _host of other neural phenomena cas-
cade from neurohiology laboratories at a
breathtaking rate. Anxiety. depression, and

Parkinson's disease are stewed with new
inSight. Improving intelligence chemically
may no longer be confined to science fic-
tion. These and other developments will
keep the neurosciences in the forefront of
scientific interest and importance for the
foreseeable future.

Basic research in the plant -sciences is a
third area of major emphasis. Sundar to
but distinct from the research in bacterial
genetics, plant science research also prom-
ises enormous commercial payofTs in forest
and field and exciting discoveries in the
laboratory and greenhouse. As reported
in the NSF magazine Mosaic. "Scientists
I ircj determined to produce plantEtha;
have better nutritional qualities: resist stress;
produce protein and carbohydrates more
efficiently, provide their own lertiliier from
the air and soil; and even photosynthesize
more efficiently to feed and fuel human-
kind's next century."_

The estimates are that plant genetics is
about 20 -years behind bacterial and ani
final genetics. But opportunities arising from

Maki 3
Biological; _Behavioral and Social-Sciences

Fiscal Year 1981 and 1982

(Dollars in Millions)

Fiscal Year 1981 Fiscal Year 1982_

Number of
Awards Amount

Number of
Awards Amount

Physiology, Cellular and
Molecular Biology 1,484 $ 78.23 1,474 $ 80.11

Environmental Biolo_gy 753 41:05 711 41.99
Behavioral and NeuralSciences . 744 35.26 697 31.74
Social and Economic Sciences 489 25.10 432 17.56
Information Science and

Technology 59 5 94 72 &20
Total 3,529 $185.58 3,386 5178.80

SOURCE: Fiscal Years 1983 and 1984 Budgets to Congress-JOstification of EStimates of Appropriations fOuant.tatf.e Pro-
gram Data Tables!
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the transfer of techniques and know ledge
to the botanical realm are des eloping it a
rapid pace

I he explosive development of these and
other areas of research, along with the rel-
aunch modest resources available. has pro-
duced a eliinate requiring continuing adjust-

ment bs NSF. Priorities must he juggled
heti% CCI1 areas of research. between ness
investigations and established ones, between
equipment and salaries, mainstream and
less traditional research, and long commit-
ments or new starts. Some results of this
weighing process are reported here.

Physiology, Cellular and Molecular Biology

Progress in biology research at the cel-
lular and suheellular level has burgeoned
in the past several years. and there is every
indication that the e .plosion of knowledge
will continue. Among the major contrib-
uting factors to this phenomenon: the
development and adaptation of advanced
instrumentation and the use of ness bio-
logical procedures.

t the instrument level, computers enable
much more information to he gathered in
less time. They also allow the manipulation
of that information in order to produce
integrated pictures of cell structures. At
the biological level: the considerable effort
put into developing hybridornascellular
IbbridS between mature cells of the immune
sstem and tumor cellshas led to produc-
tion of substantial quantities of extremely
specific antibodies. These monoclonal anti-
bodies. labeled with fluorescent compounds,
become probes to identify molecules em-
hedded in cell_ components. When the
fluorescent probes are observed and aria-

zed with computer-aided microscopes,
scientists can get _new information about
cell structure and the mechanics of cell
dis ision and development.

\ chances are also being made at the
biochemical level. Almost a (Vcade ago,
NSF-supported scientists did experiments
that showed it is possible to remove pieces
of the chromosomes of higher organisms
and incorporate them into the genetic mate-
rial of bacteria: Further: we can determine
the arrangement of nucleotide basel that
together make up a gene.

A nab sis of eili,aryotie chromosome struc-
ture offers clues as to how the genetic
information in the nucleus of each plant
or animal cell is expressedand how that
expression is regulated: These clues come
from research at the molecular level, where
the properties of DNA. proteins, and their
interaction arc being studied. Other inform-

tion comes from recenilv developed tech-
nique, to introduce purified genes into
cultured cells by linking them to repli-_
ez:ting parts of viruses. This powerful tool
to examine the DNA sequences required
for normal gene_ expression and regulation
has been limited by.the availability of cell
lines that can he propagated in vitro:

For many genes,- we anticipate that ex-
pression or regulation may he difficult to
study in vitro because the required cell type
may not he suitable for analysis in culture.
Or developmental programming in the ani-
mal may he essential. New techniques for
injecting DNA into fertilized mammalian
eggs allow us to study the expression of
defined DNA sequences in all of the dif-
ferent types of body cells. This will pro
videa valuable system for studying-tissue-
specific regulation of gene expression.

More than ever before: basic researchers
in molecular biology are directing their
efforts to challenges that Are relevant to
the problems of society. Moreover. it is

not just the highly publicized experiments
in "genetic engineering- that will give use-
ful results. For example, there are now prac-
tical applications of past research on the
In_n_dinental physiology and metabolism
of insects.

DNA Structure and Genetic
Expression

Thirty years ago James Watson and
Francis (rick discovered that DNA. the
basic genetic material, existed in the form
of a double-stranded moleCule. The two
strands of this molecule are wrapped around
each other and each is in the form of a
right-handed helix: resembling a clockwise
corkscrew. It has been generally assumed
that all DNA exists in this form under the
conditions found inside living cells:
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The two-stranded, complementary nature
of DNA immediately suggested a mech-
anism by which DNA could be_ replicated_
during cell division. The general outline of
this mechanism has been confirmed. An
important question still to he answered is
this: How do cells control w hich regions
Of their DNA are expressed in different
tissues?

Some recent results in the laboratories
of Alexander Rich at MIT and David
Stollar at Tufts University have shed new
light on this question. Rich and his col-
leagues have discovered that DNA can also
exist in the form of a left-handed or coun-
terclockwise 'double helix: Because of the
way the sugar-phosphate backbone zig-
zags along the molecule, this form of
DNA has been designated Z-DNA:

At _first the _Z-form of DNA was thought
to exist only in synthetic molecules assem-
bled in the laboratory. Stollar and Rich
injected synthetic Z-DNA into rabbits and
mice to paiduce DNA-specific antibodies.
These interacted with Z-DNA but not with
normal DNA. The antibodies therefore pro-
vided a_specific probe to look for Z-DNA
molecules or regions of DNA that exist in
the Z-form:

When intact chromosomes obtained from
Drosophila fruit flies were treated with fluo-
rescent derivatives of these antibodies, the
antibodies reacted with the chromosomes
in a distinct and reproducible way. ThiS
indicated that regions of natural DNA also
exist. in the Z-form.

What is the significance of the regions of
Z-DNA in natural [)NA'.' We know that
Z-[)NA and the form of DNA observed
by Watson and Crick ore iiterconvertible
under a variety of conditions. Stollar.
Rich: and their colleagues have suggested
that the Z-conformation may play a _regu-
latory Tole in genetic expression by chang-
ing the local environment in or near par-
ticular genes; thereby altering or eliminating
expression of those genes.

Another obServanon strengthens this sug-
gestion: When DNA is altered by the addi-
tion of methyl groups. the Z-c information is
stabilized. Because methyl: non of DNA
has been shown before to inhibit gene
expression, it is tempting to suggest that
the methylation effect is due to the con-
version of DNA to the Z-form.

These results offer a new approach to
the study of gene expression. Scientists may
he able to show that when the genetic infor-
mation for particular genes exists in the



Z-DNA in chromosomes. The light areas
in frame a result from fluorescing the anti-
bodies of a Z-DNA molecule: which was bound
to specific regions in Drosophila chromo-
somes. Frame b shows the same chromo-
somes, using conventional light microscopy.
Work with the Z-form of DNAa left-handed
or counterclockwise double helping
scientists unravel tne mysteries of gene ex-
pression.

l-conlormation, the expression of those
genes is specifically suppressed: If so: they
will gain an important insight into one
mechanism to control gene expression in
plant and animal cells.

Genetically Altered Mice
The initial impetus for developing the

techniques now known as recombinant
DNA technology came from the desire to
understand how the _genetic material
lgenomel of an organism is arranged
and how different parts of the total ge-
nuine arc called into action at different
times_ during development from the fer-
tilized egg to the mature organism. Despite
the various important applications of this
technology toward_ more immediacely prac-
tical goals in health and agriculture. the
fundamental scientific questions that began
the DNA revolution are still very much in
the forefront of basic biological research.

A significant advance in studying the
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control of gene expression comes from the
work of Ralph Brinster, Richard Palmiter,
and their colleagues from the Universities
of Pennsylvania and Washington: They have
succeeded in not only in'roducing a for-
eign gene into mouse embryos but also
triggering tbi new gene to be expressed in
the resulting adults.

The gene they introduced was that for
the enzyme thymidine kinase, isolated from
a herpes simplex virus. To this gene they
attachet; the promoter or regulating DNA
sequence from the metallothionein I gene
of the mouse: In a normal mouse; this pro-
moter is responsive to heavy metals, caus-
ing the expression of the metallothionein
gene: In the fusion gene; it was hoped that
the promoter would respond to the pres-
ence of heavy metals by activating the herpes
simplex gene.

Brinster and Palmiter injected the fused
genes into the nuclei of fertilized_ mouse
eggs and then transplanted the cells into
foster mothers to complete their develop-
ment. They discovered that about 20 per-
cent of the Injected eggs developed into
animals that contain the fusion gene. and

more than half of these express the foreign
gene.

Regulation of the expression for the thy7
midine kinase can be controlled as predicted
by heavy metals such as cadmium and zinc:
Expression was found only in tissues such
as the liver, where the metallothionein gene
is normalty induced by exposure to the
metals. The amount of thymidine kinase
produced by these mice did not seem to be
correlated in any way with the number of
copies of the fusion gene: an important
and somewhat surprising finding.

Another key discovery: The foreign gene
can be inherited by offspring of the origi-
nal injected embryos. When 54 offspring
of a single injected mouse were examined,
34 were found to carry the gene. This sug-
gests that the fusion gene was incorpor-
ated into one of the mouse's chromosomes
and then passed. as predicted by Mende-
lian genetics. to roughly half of its offspring:

These studies are expected to lead to
rapid advances in our understanding of
how genetic information is selectively acti-
vated in different cells and at different times
of development.

Mice expressing new genes. Scientists were able not only to introduce a foreign gene Into
mouse embryos but to trigger the expression that gene after the embryos matured. This
kind of work is adding much to our understanding of how genetic information is relayed:

Applications of Insect
Biochemistry

Throughout the United States, with the
exception of Alaska and a few northern
continental states. termites inflict millions
of dollars in damage each year to wooden
houses; bridges; and other structures: Many
years ago. bait blocks impregnated with a
suitable termiticide became a promising
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alternative to flooding soil with chlordane
to protect wooden buildings against ter-
mitesan environmentally damaging prac
tice. However. the removal from the mar-
ket of the delayed-action pesticide Mirex
has crippled the efficacy of bait blocks.

Glenn Prestwich at the State University
of New York at Stony Brook has devised
a new strategy to develop a usciul delayed-
action termiticide. He has researched the
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biochemistry of Iluoroacetate, a poisonous
substance that occurs in plants such as Aca-
cia. Fluoroacetate often kills wild and
domestic animals who eat those plants.

The toxicity of fluoroacetate is due to
the lila that in biological systems it is con-
%cued to alpha-fluorocitrate; a potent and
irreversible inhibitor of citrate transport.
Organisms are then unable to oxidize car-
bohydrates, which supply energy for their
metabolic functions. and they die.

What Prestwich proposed to do is design
a precursor which, after ingestion by the
termite. would be converted in situ to fluoro-
acetate. It is known that omega-fatty acids
with an even number of carbonse.g.;
(",,, C:,. C.,.._and C, are degraded to
Iluoroacetate. But Fatty acids by themselves
are unattractive to termites and are quite
rapidly oxidized.

The next step was to increase the attrac-
tiveness of the omega-fatty acids and the
time it takes to oxidize them to the poison
itself, Prestwich prepared and tested a series
of omega- Iluoroalkyl and omega-fluoroacyl
esters triglycerides and other derivatives
against the eastern subterranean termite,
Reticulitertnes flavipes. He evaluated the
compounds tor delay time and toxicity in
the laboratory, then tested the more promis-
ing candidates under simulated field Con-
ditions.

One compound. 16 -fl uoro-9-E-hexadec-
ene - 1 -0 1 . seems to have the most desirable
complement of properties; Termites are
killed by 20 to 200 nanograms per_ indi-
vidual, with delay times of 24 to 72 hours
and complete kill in 48 to 150 hours over
the tenfold dosage range. Food sharing
by termites within a colony spreads the
poison evenly before the onset of toxicity.
A mature colony, with 60,000 members;
could be eliminated with I to 10 milli-
grams of the fluorolipid. As a followup
to the NSF-supported basic research; this
compoond is now being field tested by the
11,S. Department of Agriculture in Gulf=
port, Mississippi.

Roge. A. Morse and Christopher Wilkins
son of Cornell University are working on
another aspect of insect biochemistry. All
organisms have a multipurpose enzyme sys-
temthe mierosomal mixed-function oxi-
dases_for converting potentially toxic;
fat-soluble, foreign compounds into water-
soluble, excretable products. These scien-
tists are testing the idea of inducing these
detoxifying enzymes to protect commercially

LS

Important insects, such as bees, from insec-
ticides.

Scientists have found that some insects
can be induced to manufacture mixed-
function oxidases at a rapid r:tte if they
are fed nontoxic oils. With large quanti-
ties of these enzymes in the gut, an insect
may be able to break down an insecticide
that might otherwise he lethal. This find-
ing could explain why some insecticides
are less toxic than others: Oils are included
in some formulations to make the insecti-
cide stick to the plants, and the oils may
stimulate insect detoxification systems.

Nor

Most research along these lines has been
done with pest insects and has sought to
circumvent their ability to detoxify poi-
sons. By contrast, Morse and Wilkinson
are working with beneficial insects; honey-
bees. which are often accidentally poi-
soned by the insecticides sprayed into their
environment. In preliminary tests they have
found that a particular nontoxic oil fed to
the bees reduced the toxicity of one insec-
ticide by about 20 percent. They continue
to test a wide range of enzyme-inducing
substances that may ultimately enable us
to protect useful insects from pesticides.

1

Shiny' Inoue. At the Marine Bbloglatt LabersUary In WOW. Hole, MIMWhnilItta. Indde Is
developing Improved video-Intensification systems and computer-batTed Image reconstruc-
tion. These will add to our knowledge about cell structures and developmental processes.



Computer Applications to
Cell Biology

I li histochemistk of the 1940s and 1950s
as responsible for man of the obserii-

non, and findings that are the foundation
'if modern cell and molecular biology,

idea-iiiteiification systems. fluorescent
probes, and compufer-hased image recon-
struction have gi en cell hiologisk tools to

pies iousty unapproachable prob-
lems. I heir use has already forced cell biolo-
gists to reconsider some of their long-
accepted tenets: Studies by Shiny a Inoue
of the Nlitrine Biological Laboratory _at

oods I tole, Nlassachusetts and John Sedat
it the Liiiversity Of California, Sim Friin-
cisco. are tssu examples of the was this
iniproed technology has meant new ap-
proaches to cell biology.

Inoue injected the Iluorescent the luc-
ifer ello55 into the four smallest Cells
folicromeresi of a I6 -cell; sea-urchin
enihro. lie found that this does not inter-
lese sstth later cell division or development
Of the embryo. As the cells divide, the flu-
orescent label is distributed equally between
the daughter cells, and with further divi-
sions it is progressively diluted.

By taping from a video camera attached
to his light microscope and removing
background noise with sophisticated_ com-
puter programs, Inoue is ahk to rollow
the migratory behavior and destiny of the
cells that descend from the earliest stages
of ern hryo development. For example, the
progeny of the nocromeres form a ring of
cells around the body cavity of the embryo;
and Inoue has found that. cvery _fourth cell
in this ring is labeled by the fluorescent
marker.

This poses the intriguing problem that
although these nliCrOMCNS _may be- indis-
tinguishable in their morphology and func-
tion, they each have a programming that
also determines their spatial positioning
among the daughter cells.

In San Francisco John Sedat also_is using
video-intensification systemsin tits case
coupled with what he terms "optical sec-
tioning--to determine the three-dimen-
sional kirganitationof cell nuclei. He has
built a collection of monoclonal antibod-
ies to specific proteins found in the nuclei
of the insect Drosophila.

Specific antibodies are fluctrescently
labeled and added to permeabilized cells,
which are then placed in a narrow capil-
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Iar: tube. tube is laid in the focal plane
of a light nacroscope and rotated around
its long axis: For each angle at which the
cell is vieved, a dilicrent pattern of fluo-
rescence is seen and recorded on a video
screen. The recorded information is then
fed into a computer that reconstructs a
three-dimensional picture from the fluo-
rescent patterns.

With conventional light microscopy; the
membrane surrounding the_nucleus
to disappear during an early stage of cell
division. Later, new nuclear membranes
are observed around the two sets of sepa-
rated chromosomes, each set destined for
one of the daughter cells.

To study the principles involved in this
process, Sedat has used the fluoresee_nt
derivative of one antibody that is specific
for a protein found only in the nuclear
membrane. It uniformly stains the entire
nuclezir membrane of cells that are betvveen
divisions. By Libeling nuclei at different
stages of cell division; the fate of the
nuclear membrane can he observed.

Contrary to what has been seen before,

the membrane does not completely disin-
tegrate during division but develops large
holes and loose strands extending into the
cytoplasm of the cell. At a later stage the
staining begins to concentrate around the
newly forming nuclei: it finally creates
around them a distribution of fluores-
cence that is identical to that of the orig-
inal teleus.

The progress of any scientific discipline
d.;pcnds on the methods and instrumenta-
tion available For gathering new informa-
tion. Such information then provides clues
on how to approach the specific problem
at the next level of complexity. The two
studies cited above show how sophisticated
morphological observations can give clues
for studies at the biochemical or molecular
level. Inoue's Observations now make tt
possible not only to follow specific cell
lineages but also to determine subtle niac-
romolecular differences between cellS at
early stages of development. Sedat's study
provides a probe and an in vitro experi-
mental system for investigating complex
membrane assemblies.

Environmental Biology

This Foundation division supports re-
search on biotic systems and biotic diver-
sity. A biotic system involves an interne-
tive relationship between an organism and
its environment or an assemblage of organ-
isms and their environment, which may
include other organisms of the same or
different kinds. Biotic diversity manifests
itself both as subtle differences between
individuals of one sort and the staggering
array of distinct organisms.

The thread that binds these two seem-
ingly diverse concepts together is spun by
geologic time and mutual dependence. Cited
below are a few examples of currently sup-
ported research that illustrates the inte-
gration of these two concepts.

In general, the organisms that consti-
tute an effective breeding population share
a set of characteristics that distinguishes
them from other breeding groups of the
same type of organism. Time and genetic
interdependencies within each breeding
group allow it to evolve its special attri-
butes. But some organisms seem not to
follow the usual "rules" andas in the

A fl

case of the Cerion snail described below
have puzzled taxonomists for generations:

The special peculiarities of a population
normally do not become established ran-
domly: they reflect an adaptation to some
environmental pressure on the evolving
organism. Many of the chemicals or nat-
ural products elaborated by plants seem
to offer protection against the pressure of
excessive attack by herbivores and disease
agents. The resins of certain tropical trees
play this role in one study detailed below:

Some of these natural plant products
such as latex, quinine, digitalis, peppermint,
and citronella.have special uses by human
beings; More recently the predator-deterrent
qualities of some plant products have been
applied to the control of crop pests.

While this latter technique sounds prac-
tical and promising, other studies of biotic
systems remind us, as manipulators of our
environment, to exercise caution. Those
systems are enormously complex; some-
times resilient and forgiving of insult. but
Just as often delicately balanced and easily
upset: The decades-long study of Lake
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F.illoc described below shows how man's
(.arious activitiessometimes gradually,
sometimes precipitously and catastroph-
ically can degrade a biotic system.

The Lake Tahoe example also illustrates
another point: To understand the struc-
ture and functioning of landscape-scale
hiotie systems adequately, we need long-
term intensive research in a variety of care-
fully chosen, representative habitat types.
Fo that end, the Foundation is supporting

series of _integrated, long-term environ-
mental Studies; they. are examining in detail
the dynamics of a variety of habitats
coniferous (:.rest; grassland, fresh-water
lakes, tidal estuary, and desert. A _glimpse
of the approach used comes from the study
of energy and materials moving through a
soil subsystem, as described later.

The Diversity of Cerion
Experts-agree that the West Indian land

snailS of the genus Cerion are among the
most difficult to elassi Cerion presents
one of nature's most iipressive displays
of morphOlogical variety, and 600 species
have been described on the basis of Shell
form. The problem is that these species
hav e evolved without significant _genetic
differentiation or the attainment of repro-

_ - -- isolation: Either most Cerion spe-
cies arc invalid or there is something wrong
with the biological-species concept itself,
beiuse current theory holds that species
arc genetically distinct and reproductively
isolated.

I volutionary biologists Stephen Jay
(iould (I larvard University) and David S.

oodrulf (University of California, San
ego] are collaborating on a study of these

rcnia<able snails. Their work focuses not
(ink on t i solution of Cerion's taio-
nomic problems hi Is° on learning what
these organisms can to us about the proc-
esses of adaptive radiatii and speciation
in general. 'File two seientis s are using a
combination of field work on e ecology
and distribution of living and foqil snails
and laboratory studies of genetics. anatomy,
nil shell morphology. They are thereby
elucidating major patterns in the evolution
of this group.

In the Bahamas, the team found more
than 250 named species with crazy-quilt
distribution patterns throughout the islands.
Gould and Woodruff sampled snails from
!pore than 1,0tX) localities, measured shells

from each site, and characterized the geno-
type of the snails whose shells they had
measured. In addition, they studied the
anatomy and ecology of the animals at
selected sites.

The scientists concluded that there are
not 250 species of Cerion in the Bahamas
but probably about 10. Five of these are
widespread today and probably evolved in
the Bahamas during the last 103,000 years.
Several others have apparently been blown
into the area from Cuba by hurricanes.
These species exhibit very low levels of gen-
etic and anatomical differentiation, but the
morphologyof each is highly and distinc-
tively variable. Woodruff and his students
have shown experimentally how some o:
this variation in shell morphology relates
to the snails' adaptation to thermal stress
and predation by lanrl crabs.

This ease is particularly interesting be-
cause morphology is a poor indicator of
species status in this group. More generally,
Ceti-on suggests, that reproductive inilation
may have been overemphasized in earlier

species concepts developed by zoologists:
It turns out that most Cerion species, even
the most dissimilar, will hybridize where
their ranges come together in nature:

Gould and Woodruff have found many
narrow hybrid zones separating species
in Cerion. WoOdruff, who has been study-
ing the evolutionary significance of such
zones, has observed that snails of these
areas exhibit genetic anomalies. Samples
from the hybrid zones have rare or unique
electromorphic alleles at frequencies 10 to
100 times higher.than those away from the
zones.

The causes of this new genetic variation
are unknown and -still under investigation
at this writing. The spread of the alleles
from the hybrid zone is being followed in
nature by researchers who monitor the
movements of hundreds of individually
ri;'rked snails. This work will help scien-
tists develop a more comprehensive pic-
ture of the zone's gene dynamics than has
been possible before. The results are ex-
pected to clarify patterns of evolution.

Cerlocflveratty. Mature adult shells of this snail species (Cerion) differ dramatically in
appearance. These nine species represent some of the diversity seen in Cuba and the
Bahamas. The largest specimen here has a length of 45 mm; a snail with a shell 70 mm in
length lived in Mayaguana island in the Bahamas until a few thousand years ago. Despite the
great variety in morphology, though: there are probably far fewer species of Cerion than we
once thought, according to recent research. Lang Term studies of such animals reveal the
importance of gene flOw In the spectation process. (Photo by David Woodruff
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Resin Prouuction in
Tropical Trees

1_ he distribution in plants of complex
imilecules called terpenes is taxonomically

In the legume ftimily (Legu-
mirimael complex mixtures of sesquiterpenes
and diterpenesoceur in the resinous excre-
tions in hark, leaves, and fruits. The mix-
tures of the various compounds may be so
characteristic and specific that they can
sere as "fingerprints" to distinguish spe-
cies ;sod subspecies and to identify plants
of ft hrid origin.

I erpene dix ersity is particularly high in
tropical rainforest plants. Presumably this
reflects the es olution of terpene-producing
capahility in forest plants as deterrents or
defenses agan.st the :ittacks of herbivor-
ous insects ;ind possibly fungi.

Jean Langenheim. at the University of
Crui, Tound_that some

:iinhers v.ere derived from the
resins of the algarroho tree (11 ymenaeu).

sing infrared sps,ctrophotonictry. Langen-
helm discovered that the resins in the leaves
or the rehired legume genera tiymenaea
;Ind C(Apailera are similar. The same I5
ternenotd compounds, occurred in the leaves
of all species investigated. hut the propor-
tions of the compounds varied between
pccies.

:ing.enheini has tested different terpcne
contents for their deterrence power by offer-
ing the lea es to a herhivore. the beet :irnty-
0 t he resins reduce the palatability
of the lea% es. and the terpenes show vary-
ing deleteriollS C)TCelti 011 the arrhyvvorm
larsac. Chemical defenses against herbi-

ore attack are probably especially impor-
tant in the seedlings of Hmenaea which
flao 'in, leaves :Hid grow slowly during
the lirst fey. years.

1.angenheim has also compared terpene
patterns in South American and African
populations of 11 pnenaea. The similarity
in the kinds of leaf resins is remarkable.
1.or example. :t common East African spe-
cies H. vernier's(' has a complement of leaf
resins sere similar to that of H. courkatil,
common in the_ tropics of the. New World.
Similar transatlantic resemblances in leaf
resin are also found in the related genus
(.(?-poilera.

Fins evidence strongly suggests a typi-
cal "(i011(11A:111:1 pattern of distribution,
resulting front the gradual separation of
tiouth America and Africa. Geological evi-
dence indicates that these continents began
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Evolution and ecology. Biologist Jean Langenheim takes an evolutionary approach to
ecology through the study of amber and plant development. Here she displays a chunk of
resin, or amber, from an amazonian Hymenaea tree. The resin deters attack by insect
predators: its chemical composition is so characteristic for each specieswhether In Africa
or in Central or South Americathat comparisons help to reveal evolutionary pathways.

to drift apart in late Cretaceous times, a
finding substantiated by recent studies of
early Tertiary (Oligocene) amber from the
Oominican Republic. The terpenoids in that
amber prove to be much more like those
of the east African H. verrucosa than those
of any other species now living in the New
World.

This work is a striking example of the
insights possible through research at the
junctures of taxonomy and ecology in
tropical plants. It also illustrates how
former world geography can he revealed
through the study of modern natural plant
products.

Structure of Aquatic
Communities

!Tor many years lake ecologists. or litn-
nologists, have studied communities of
planktonic plants (phytoplankton) told
animals (iopplankton). The mechanisms
that determine abundance and composi-
tion in planktonic communities have proven
rather elusive: yet they are crucial to under-
standing the gay lake systems function.
Research has clarified many of the struc-
tural and regulatory uncertainties and is
giving information that can he useful in
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lake and fisheries management. Work at
Lake Tahoe on the California-_Nevada
border has been a prime contributor to
these, advances.

Lake Tahoe lies high in the Sierra Nevada
mountains and is one of the world's most
distinctive lakes. Its transparent, cobalt-blue
water has survived aboi,t two million years:
but evidence indictites that this pristine
character is degrading rapidly. Long-term
ecological research has documented changes
in the lake and given invaluable insight
into their underlying causes. The Tahoe
Research Group. directed by Charles R.
Goldman of the University' of California:
Davis; is the major vehicle [Or research on
the lake: its work has contributed greatly
to advances in planktonic ecology.

Sitfci: 1959. Goldman :Ind his associates
have systematically measured the abun-
dance of phytoplanktom iooplankton:
and, to a lesser extent. periphyton [algae
attached to surfaces). In two decades of
observation; the standing crop of plank-
tonic algae has more than doubled. As a
result Tahoe's famous clarity is sufrering:
.±.ater transparency has decreased more
than 10 percent since _1970. The increasing
growth of algae and the loss of clarity
have been traced to urban development in
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Disrupted ecology. The once-abundant consumers of algal phytoplankton in Lake Tahoe
were destroyed by the predatory opossum shrimp (Mysisl. introduced into the lake without
r r per study beforehand. As a result, the algae have grown more abundant and the water

less cleat

I dkc ,shoe's drainage basin and the in-
ere e of nutrient inflows that urhaniza-
tioi. generates:

1 he animal plankton of Lake fahoe
changed dramatically in 1971 and ICIllaillti
altered to this day. Tko populationsiDaph-
ma and Bo.sonna) disappeared totally from
the lake's zooplankton: This loss is signifi-
cant hecause these crust:weans, which feed
by S%1eeping the tiny :ilgtie from the water,
are a major source of food for fish, espe-
ciallx Juveniles. The opossum _shrimp illysis;
intioduced into the I:ike in the early 1960s
h the California and Ncvatta fish and game
departments, was found to he the culprit.

the tatitie Research Group studied the
abuitthince. growth, spatial distribution, and
age structure of the Tahoe Alysis popula-
tion to gain insight into_the shrimp's amaz!
ing success in the lake. Food-Selection and
feeding-rate studies found Mysis to he an
omnivore and a voracious predator on small
crustaceans, preferring the two species that
had disappeared in 1971. Thus the opos-

sum shrimp was clearly linked to the exter-
mination of the Daphnia and Bosmina popu-
lations in Lake Tahoe. Besides eliminating
these two crustaceans. Mysis is also the
probable cause of the recent decline iii the
kokanee salmon population. It seems to
have reduced the salmon'S food supply.

The Mysis story is a classic example Of
how a seemingly unimportant organism can
induce widespread changes in lake dynam-
ics. The Tahoeresearchhasgiven new
insight into the role of predators in struc-
turing an aquatic community and has also
provided information useful in lake and
fisheries managemenL Contributions of the
Tahoe Research Group are outstanding
examples of long-term ecological research.

Control of Nutrient Cycling
by Soil Heterotrophs

Nutrient cycling and energy flow are
integrative processes that link the physi-
cal, chemical, and biological aspects of eco-
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systems. These processes regulate ecosys-
tem structure, function, and development
within boundaries defined h chm:ite
parent geological material:

Contrary to common belief, most of the
fixed carbon and associated nutrients in
ecosystems are distributed below ground
as roots (living and dead), root exudates,
and litter. Therefore, the imijor p:irt of
nutrient cycling and energy flow in an
ecosystem occurs underground.

For example, research by D: C. Cole-
man of Colorado State University shows
that 86 percent of biomass production and
95 percent of heterotrophic production and
respiration take place in below-ground com-
ponents of semi-arid grassland ecosystems.

Although climate and soil properties are
iiiiportant faettirS affecting below-ground
nutrient dynamics and energy flow, biotic
interactions among soil fauna and flora
significantly affect the development and
function of ecosystems. Soil organisms play
major roles in processing organic material
and in moderating associated nutrient
mineralization: they do so by directly or
indirectly influencing rates. transport, and
transformation of compounds. Research
at Colorado State, under the direction
of Coleman and C: V. Cole of the U.S.
Department of Agriculturt% is elucidating
the role of soil biota in complex below-
ground processes.

A major effort hs the Colorado group
has been to assess the role of soil fauna in
litter processing and nutrient mineraliza-
tion. Results of their studies suggest that
soil fauna play a large and direct role
in the physical, chemical, and biological
processes of nutrient dynamics. Or they
Indirectly moderate these processes ti., feed-
ing on the microflora.

Medium-sized animalsmesofauna such
as earthworms, ants, and termitesfrag-
ment and incorporate litter and detritus
into deeper soil layers: By consumption
and digestion they increase the nutrient
content Of the processed Material. Earth-
worm casts are enriched with iiiierOflOra:
this increases decomposition rates The
microfauna, nematodes and protozoans.
maintain a dynamic nutrient fliiX by grazing
on primary decomposers (mostly bacteria
and fungi), by increasing substrate usage
and decomposition rates, and by adding
to nutrient mineralization via metabolic
waste products. Root grazers may stim-
ulate primary deeiampoSer activity by in-



creasing the amounts of substrates avail-
able from cell leakage and dead roots.

lit a series of microcosm experiments.
oft:malt:1nd Cole found that introducing

an amoeboid protozoan and hacterial-
feedmg nematode increased both decom-
position and nitrogen arid phosphorus
mineralization. 13s grazing on microhes:
nematodes boosted suhstrate n d mi-
crobe al% ersuy . I his also added to nitro-
gen mineralization by excreting inicrobially
immobilized nitrogen Because of short life
cycles and nutrient-rich excretory products.
he mierol.allna help maintain a dynamic

nutrient pool. In returning nutrients rapidly
to the soil, the microlauna help to sustain
the high metabolic activity of the primary
LiCiolli posers-
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Although many key interactions can now
he identified, these results suggest intrigu-
ing problems in separating plant structure
and function from other environmental/
hiological components: The microllora and
microfauna are intimately_ inked with the
primary producers and soil constituents in
a complex and dynamic series of hiotic
interactions.. These are essential to main-
tain the productivity and nutrient dynam-
ics or ecosystems.

These and similar findings have pro-
found implications For current efforts to
increase agricultural productivity. By dis-
rupting soil-organism relationships, some
common patterns of herbicide, pesticide:
or fertilizer application may in fact he coun-
terproductive.

Behavioral and Neural Sciences

Research Supportedhy. the Foundation
zit this :iced is unusu;ills hroad, inchiding
anthropolop: linguistics. psychology: and
neuroscience. A common goal of_ all these
disciplines is to advance our understand-
ing of behavior and the biological. envi-
ronmental. and cultural factors that influ-
eit-ce it. These four disciplines. although
often quite different in suhjcct matter. Meth-
odology. and general approach: also share
common concerns.

The current research focus of them all is
the topic of development: Anthropologists
are ec hoth contemporary and older

to underStand how societies
and cultures have developed and how they
continue to adapt. Linguists and psychol-
ogists are aecelerating our knowledge of
how cognitive capacities develop. especially
in very young children. Neuroscientists are
making rapid progress in understanding
how nerve cells grow great distaneeS with
marvelous accuracy: making precisely ap-
propriate connections in a developing organ-
ism.

Analyzing development is perhaps most
difficult at the cultural level. There the
anthropologist interested in an earlier civili7

must piece together an inferential
jigsaw purtle; with key pieces of data often
missing. A question for archeologists is how
social -complexity deVeliipS and is Main=
Mined. When one takes a broad perspec-
tive and views humans over the several

million years of their prehistory. this proc-
essthe development of large communi-
ties. of chiefdoms: and of statesmoved
very rapidly_ and independently in many
parts of hoth the Old and New Worlds.

One way to understand these develop-
ments is to study trade relationships among
ancient sites. Geologists. geochemists, and
archeologists have located obsidian deposits
in many areas of the world: with particu-
lar attention to Middle America. The influ-
ence of various Mexican states. their rise.
the expansion of their power: and their
decline have been traced by reconstructing
changes in obsidian trade networks.

Much research has been done to under-
stand cognitive skills in children as young
as two or three. or on the development
of number concepts. by Rochel Gelman of
the University of Pennsylvania: is already
beginning to have practical use in a num-
ber of preschools in the Philadelphia area.
Gelman has documented the capacity of
young children to understand number con-
cepts far in excess of what was expected.
She has also carefully documented their
limitations: Using this information: pre-
schools have been able to design their cur7
ricula to make creative use of the childrens'
capacities so that they reach their maxi-
mum learning threshold.

At the cellular and su&5ellular level, recent
advances in_ neuroscience research have just
begun to optn new doors to understand-
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ing how the exquisitely complex human
hrain develops and functions.

The hrief research descriptions that fol-
low are but a few examples of exciting
accomplishments in the hehavioral and neu-
ral sciences, illustrating hoth the depth and
hreadth of contemporary work in theSe rap=
idly progressing areas.

Developing Brain Maps
Most nervous systems focus on stimuli=

tion from the outside world by creating a
"Map in the brain." Such_maps are assem-
bled by the orderly growth iiSetiSOry neu-
ron arraysfrom peripheral sensory struc-
tures such as the eye to matching arrays of
neurons on the appropriate part of the brain.

Rodney Murphey of the State Univer-
sity of New York at Albany has shown
that development of the relatively simple
nervous system of the cricket follows the
same pattern. He used recently invented
dye-injection techniques to show that each
sensory neuron projects to a precise area
Of the brain and that this patterned pro7_
jection is repeated in every individual of
the species. Furthermore: each neuron grows
a synaptic terminal in a specific region of
the brain that is correlated with its post=
tion on the body surface. thereby produc-
ing a somatotopie map in the brain:

The process of neuronal growth required
to assemble such a map is seen in an_ex-
treme form in insects, such as the cricket.
where sensory neurons are born in the
epidermis. Without ever having been to
the brain, these neurons are able to grow
axons to the brain and make orderly syn-
aptic connections. Since insects have no
immune system. it is easy to transplant the
epidermis, containing the sensory neurons,
to different places on the body in order to
test their path-finding ability. Murphey has
discovered that the brain region where
neuron makes synapses is fixed at the lime
of the neuron's last cell division; and dur-_
Mg growth of its axon it makes a series of
choices. These choices in the growth pro-
gram are arranged hierarchically:

For example; if a leg sensory neuron is
merely transplanted to a different location
on the leg, it will find the leg area of the
brain and grow to a place within that area
appropriate to-its original_ position on the
kg. However. if it is transplanted to another
leg, the neuron will grow to the brain part
controlling the host legbut will again
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Neural meppIng, A patch of epidermis from a black cricket containing sensory receptor
cells; has -been transplanted onto a tan cricket; The purpose of this experiment was to study
the growth of the transplanted cells into the central nervous system. Work like this gives us
a new view of the way an insect's nervous system is constructedand some ideas about
more complex organisms as well.

arhorize in a manner consistent with its
original position on the donor leg.

Many experiments like this lead Mur-
phey to conclude that the sensory neuron
receives a set of instructions about how to
arborize \ in the brain: these cues depend
on the neuron's location on the body sur-
face at the time of its birth, It seems never
to forget this "positional information."
Attempts to determine the nature of this
information at a biochemical level can now
be made.

These experiments give a new view of
how an insect's nervous system is con-
structed. They also provide high-resolu-
tion studies of the assembly of a relatively
simple nervous system; such studies are
difficult or impossible to achieve in the
more complex brains of vertebrates. Thus
the brains of crickets and other invertebrates
serve neurobiologists as model systems; the
way bacteria and viruses serve molecular
biologists. These models allow scientists
to apply powerful techniques to complex
problems and produce simple, elegant
solutions.

Local Protein Synthesis
The axon of a nerve cell serves as the

single line of communication between neu-
rons, as well as between neurons and cells

of peripheral organs such as muscles, sen-
sory receptors, and glands. Therefore many
axons represent extremely long, thin appen-
dages of the neuron that may extend up to
a yard in length; Continued maintenance
of their structure is essential for normal
nervous function.

The viability of the axon is maintained
by a continuous supply of proteins from
the cell body. the neuron's principal site of
protein synthesis. Proteins include a wide
range of functional macromolecules that
make up the surface membrane of the axon
and its terminals, in addition to many
enzymes that control local metabolic activity
in the axoplasm. A very efficient intracel-
lular transport system ensures that most
of these proteins reach their appropriate
sites of function fairly rapidlyat rates of
a couple of hundred millimeters per day,
There is, however, a class of proteins mak-
ing up the cytoskeleton of the axon that is
transported at an extremely slow rate
about a millimeter per day.

Edward Koenig of the State University
of New York at Buffalo has been inter-
ested in determining whether axons are cap-
able of endogenous protein synthesis. If
so, he would like to characterize and iden-
tify locally synthesized proteins, to find
out what significance they may have for
the growth of the axon. A major difficulty

in such studies is that axons are always
associated with metabolically active cells
that form a sheath around them. In his
research, Koenig has circumvented this diffi-
culty by placing goldfish retinal fragments
in culture. These cultured explants initiate
axon regeneration and yield rich out-
growths of optic-nerve axons that are free
of ensheathing cells;

Koenig has applied specialized micro-
chemical techniques to study the micro-
scopic axonal sample available after con-
nections to the retinal explant are severed;
His findings indicate that in these growing
axons, there is a limited capacity to syn-
thesize several proteins; Of considerable
interest is the fact that two of the proteins
Koenig has tentatively identified ere com-
ponents of the axon's cytoskeleton and
probably are also part of The mechanism
of intracellUlar transport. These proteins,
which are potentially involved in vital
growth functions; are normally supplied
to the axon from the cell body at an ex-
tremely slow rate.

Other recent studies indicate that slowly
transported proteins undergo a gradual
degradation during transit. Koenig's find-
ings imply that local protein synthesis may
supplemtht some of the proteins supplied
by slow transport; they may thereby com-
pensate for the inexorable biological effects
of aging and degradation. Impairment of
local protein synthesis could explain axonal
degeneration seen by physicians in so-called
neurotoxic neuropathies and dying-back
syndrome. Moreover:-the- potential for
growth, regeneration after injury, or sub-
tle "plastic" changes that result in rearrange-
ment of neuronal connections may depend
to some extent on local protein synthesis.

Visual Memory
We often take for granted how totally

dependent human life is upon memory; from
simply knowing one's location in space
to speaking and comprehending; Those
who have lost the capacity to remember
are reduced to a vegetative existence. Yet,
despite .t he unparalleled importance of
memory; we know almost nothing about
how the brain accommodates this func-
tion. A major reason for this ignorance is
that no one has yet succeeded in identify-
ing a set of brain cells that form the essen-
tial elements for any specific memory. A
variety of experiments by Robert Doty of



the University of Rochester addresses this
issue, using visual memory in monkeys.
Their visual system and memory capacity_ _

are remarkably similar to our own:
In these experiments; objects are ar-

ranged by means of a relatively simple and
innocuous, but technically demanding,
procedure. What the monkey sees with one
eye passes directly only to the half of_the
brain on that side (rather than to both sides
as in the normal situation): The only way
Cie right half of the brain can then know
what the left side has seen, and vice versa,
is via two fiber bundles: the anterior coin-
missure and the splenium of the corpus
eallosum. Either of these pathways alone
is able to transfer this information, and
for the types of visual input tested to date,
Ii r pure color, or for picture of objects or
sceaery, the two pathways seem equivalent.

This opens up many exciting possibili-
ties for real advances in our own under-
Standing of memory, since there is now a
precisely circumscribed system overwhich
memories must pass. We can ask what direc-
tion the transfer is going in: Does the
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memory remain in the "seeing" half of the
brain, where it is somehow accessible to
the other half? Or is the memory. via the
connecting pathwayactually formed, re-
dundantly; in the "nonseeing" half of the
brain as well? In any event, the source and
nature of the activity in tin connecting
pathway are clearly related to memory
processes. And that discovery is leading to
much greater precision in defining those
processes.

As something of a bonus; the method
Doty uses also permits analysis of the differ-
ent ways that the brain's two halves process
certain kinds of complex stimulia situa-
tion exceedingly evident in human beings
and so far strangely absent in monkeys.
The experimental arrangement will deter-
mine whether one half of the brain in
monkeys is better than the other for regis-
tering one or another type of visual infor-
mation. No such difference has yet been
discerned with stimuli of pure color or
complex form, but it may arise when iden-
tification of faces or geometric arrange-
ments is required.

Nonmanual Behavior
in Sign Language

Twenty years ago the conventional wis!
dom was that sign language, used by deaf
people; was not a legitimate language but
an inferior system of gesturing that deaf
people should suppress. When NSF Made
a grant to William Stokoe of Gallaudet
College to do- research on American Sign
Language (ASL), critical letters appeared
in the Washington Post reflecting the pre=
valent attitude:

Stokoe's early research resulted in a dic-
tionary of ASL; it showed that ASL signs
were structurally analogous to the words
of spokes language in fundamental ways.
These fii.dings stimulated scientists in a
number of research centers to investigate
the properties of ASL more thoroughly;
As those propertiessyntax, morphology,
dialect variation, psychological processes
of production and comprehensionwere
explored, the outcome was the same: Once
you get beyond the ways that a language
of the hands must be different from a

"Bode sign lang_uatst. Scientists have' recently show' that facial_expresslons and other n_onmanuaLsIgnals playa kcy_rOle in COmmunIca
tion among the deaf and others who use American Sign Language (ASL). Here_a woman makes_ the sign WHO. At left; the manual sign
is accompanied by the nonmanual sign for ' -'wit" word questions (e.g,, "Who did It ? "). At right; the sign occurs with the nonmanual signal for
rhetorical questions (e.g., "And whit) did It? The butte?"). Thus syntax Is conveyed by body movementsof the eyes, face, heed, torso,
etc.other than those the hands make. This research reveals an aspect of sign language that, went unnoticed before.
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spoken language, ASL has all of the im-
portant properties of spoken languages.

This has been a discovery of the first
in)ortance scientifically because it has
offered researchers a unique perspective
on the underlying properties of language.
It has been no less important in the deaf
community. Educational practices in teach-
ing deaf children have been profoundly
affected by the new awareness that ASL is
a legitimate language. Children are being
encouraged to use their own language to
learn; instead of one that is largely inac-
cessible to them.

William Stokoe has continued his re-
search On sign language. Most recently he
has been collaborating with Charlotte
Baker. also of Gallaudet College; on a study
of linguistic expression in ASL which uses
parts of the body other than the hands.
The significance of the hands in signing is
of course central, and manual behavior has
naturally enough been the focus of most
research: Stokoe and Baker have shown,
however, that _facial activity and head posi-
tion haVe definite linguistic functions in
ASL:

Sentence types are distinctively marked

nonmanually. The grammatical signal for
a question, for example, consists of raised
eyebrows; widened eyes, and often a tilt-
ing of the head or the whole body forward,
while the signs for the words in the ques-
tion are being produced. The same sequence
of signs without the characteristic facial
activity would not be understood as a
questibn. Non manual behaviors also indi-
cate relative clauses, conditionals, rhetor-
ical questions; and even the subject of the
sentence.

Now that ASL has been established as a
genuine language, research like that by
Stokoe and Baker helps us to understand
the ways in which it is special. Spoken lan-
guage has intonation patternschanges in
the pitch and stress levels that signal impor-
tant matters such as sentence type. These
are not available to sign language, which
has replaced them with behaviors appro-
pi late to the visual modality. Once again;
linguistic science is given a new perspec-
tive for studying questions of central impor-
tance. Teachers of deaf children; moreover,
can now be made aware of an extra dimen-
sion in their student's languageone that
was previously unnoticed:

Social and Economic Sciences

The social and economic sciences are
the chief sources of a vital accumulation
of knowledge about human institutions
and behavior, embracing groups as large
as nations and as small as families. Re-
search over the past decade has led to
more understanding of how the economy
works; how societies and individuals orga-
nize themselves politically, legally, socially,
and spatially; and how they change. The
process of changewhat causes it, how it
happens; and what its effects areis a
continuing theme and major focus for the
social and economic sciences.

In 1982. as in previous years, the Foun-
dation supported several projects that pro-
duced results of long-term scientific_signif-
icance. Others yielded findings of more
immediate relevance to current societal con-
cerns. Both types of studies share several
essential features: (1) the search for gen=
eraPpatterns and principles that extend
beyond the particulars of a specific time
and place, (2) dependence on reliable and

reproducible data that describe institutions
and the way they run, and (3) the system-
atic test of general principles on the basis
of appropriate and reliable data.

These characteristics define the principal
research tasks for the social and economic
sciencesnamely; to develop appropriate
theory and concepts leading to testable
hypotheses, to improve analytical tools
and techniques; and to build better and
more comprehensive data resources. The
products of these endeavors enhance our
ability not only to discern and measure
social change with accuracy but also to
understand it at a deeper level and to
anticipate it. Examples of this research are
described here.

Economic Change and
Family Life

Broad cyclical swings in the American
economy have occurred historically and
continue to be a part of contemporary life

7

These economic fluctuations often force
families to face abrupt changes in their
personal economic circumstances, depend-
ing on the availability of credit, jobs, family
resources; and other factors:

NSF has supported studies of how fam-
ilies adapt to social and economic changes
and the long-run effects of these experi-
ences for parents, children, and the family
unit. This research often requires a long=
term investment to follow families and
especially children from early develop-
ment through later life, But the work has
vastly increased our knowledge about
family adaptation and the impact of eco-
nomic deprivation on child development
and later adult Functioning. Some of these
findings are expected; others are surprising.

Using data from two of the longest
continuous-study files on children and
their families, Cornell's Glen Elder and
his many collaborators have analyzed the
legacy of the Great Depression over the
I7-year period from 1960 to 1977. They
addressed early development and adult
experience in samples of children born in
Oakland, California in 1920-21 and in
Berkeley, California in 1928=29.

The studies document dramatic changes
in the domestic and economic roles of family
members. Mothers and older male children
took responsibility for contributing to the
family's income and budget management
as they moved into the labor force; older
daughters typically played a major role in
running households; In contrast; the father.
experienced a loss of power in the family;
and the effectiveness of control by bOth
parents dropped under conditions of eco-
nomic deprivation.

Stress and conflict in the family increased
with economic hardship. However, if par-
ents were relatively close before a loss of
income, such hardship enhanced the chil-
dren's relationships with both parents. But
when coupled with marital discord; depriva-
tion sharply_ increased children's hostility
toward the father while strengthening the
relationship between mother and daughter.

The consequences of economic hardship
for children clearly depended on their sex
and age during the Depression. Young chit=
dren growing up in the 1930s exhibited the
greatest developmental problems; adoles=
cents fared better. In social/psychological
assessments; boys from deprived families
were found to have lower aspirations and
self esteem and less seff-direction and asser-
tiveness than boys raised in better eco-



nomic circumstances: And despite compa-
rable ability. the scholastic performance
of deprived boy s fell below thatof boys in
more affluent families. By contrast, girls
from deprived families displayed the compe-
tence that so many of their mothers exhib-
ited during economic hardship.

Reflecting the resilience of human per-
sonality. however. developmental_ problems
could besurmounted between adolescence
and midlife: For men, early entry into the
labor force. military service, and delayed
marriage seemed to give them essential time
fur personal des elopment: this allowed them
to overcome their handicaps as children of
the Depression. Even so, the enduring con-
sequences of economic hardship are found
mainly in men's values. At midlife; men
with deprived childhoods were more likely
to value mutual understanding in marriage
and security in family life than one would
predict on the basis of their current adult
situation or earl class status.

From these and other findings we begin
to understand how macroeconomic changes
affect family life. It is_ clear that the nature
of economic change. its severity and dura-
tion, establish a unique context: Nonethe-
less; patterns of behavior have been found
and these suggest a general model of family
adaptation and outcomes. Future research
that follows individuals through life will
look further at family adaptation in relation-
ship to other social and economic changes.

Trends in Time Use
One of the chief aims of the National

Time-Allocation Data Series; collected by
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the University of Michigan's Institute for
Social Research. is to measure trends in
the way people apportion their time among
various activities: Such trends may reflect
important and otherwise unobservable
social and economic phenomena. Like
census data, these measurements are indi-
cators of social change:

This series currently consists of surveys
made in 1965-66 and 1975-76, plus one
completed in 1982 on a subset of the re-
spondents inters loved in I975-70. The
latter gives longitudinal data. making it
possible to do analyses that monitor, to an
extent never possible before; changes in
the way American households allocate
time. The 1981-82 data were collected too
recently to produce any fine-grained anal-
yses of current trends or underlying societal
processes. ficiever, some broad conclu-
sions are suggested.

The results reflect data for the 10 activ-
ity categories commonly used in time-use
studies since the mid-1960s. All of the cat-
egories include associated travel time:
thus commuting time is part of work in
the marketplace ("market work"). The
data for both males and females show
average weekly hours in 10 major activi-
ties for 1975-76 and 1981-82, along with
differences between the two periods (see
table):

Even_ though the statistics represent only
first calculations from the 1981-82 study,
they suggest some interesting changes: These
reflect_a marked difference from the pat-
tern of time-series changes shown between
the mid-I960s and the mid-I970s. The most
interesting results show up in the market-

work and household-production categories.
Hours spent at market work show a slight

increase for males-due mainly to more
time spent on second jobs-and a more
sizable increase for females. This is prob-
ably a result of both higher participation
rates among women as well as a shift from
part- to full-time work;

The household-production categories
reveal a very interesting phenomenon:
Men are clearly doing more household
activities than before, and women on the
average are doing less. The most dramatic
change is the reduction of 2.7 hours -more
than 10 percent-in the household-work
category for women, coupled with a slight
increase in that category for men. Both
men and women show somewhat more
hours spent in child care. In conjunction
with the decline in numbers of children,
this suggests a nontrivial increase in hours
spent per child. And in the services and
shopping category, men show a substan-
tial increase while women spend about the
same amount of time.

_These changes all move in the direction
of equalizing the market-work and house-
hold-production activities of males and
females. It is still true that males spend
many more hours working in the market7
place than do females, and the latter spend
many more hours in household produc-
tion than males do. But the gap is narrow-
ing in both cases. This contrasts with the
results of previous analyses; whicf stowed
no evidence that a shift of this sort was
under way.

Other interesting findings include a shift
away from television viewing toward other

Average Weekly Hours Spent In Major Activities, 197&78 Compared to 198142,
Individuals Between 25 and 84

Major Activity Category

Males Females

1975-78 1981-82 Difference 1975-76 1981-82 Difference

Market work 43.1 43.7 +0.6 20.8 23.7 +2.9
Household work 7.9 8.1 +0.2 21.2 18.5 -2.7
Child care 1.5 2.0 +0.5 4.6 5.2 +0.6
Services, shopping 3.6 4.5 +0.9 6.6 6.8 - -
Personal care (includes sleep) 75.6 73.4 -2.2 77.2 75.6 -1.6
Education 1.0 0.9 -0.1 0.7 0.6 -0.1
Involvement with organizations 2.4 2.8 +0.4 3.1 3.4 +0.3
Social entertainment 6.9 6.6 -0.3 8.2 8.8 +0.6
Active leisure (sports-eic.1 . .......... 5.0 5.1 +0.1 4.4 4.8 +0.2
Passive leisure (Includes television viewing) 21.0 _20-9 -0.1 21i3 _21 0_ -03

Total 168.0 168.0 168.1 168.0

Details may not add to totals due to rounding:
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"passive" leisure activities, such as read-
ing. listening to tapes or records: and talk-
ing on the telephone. Television viewing
time dropped by about an hour per week
for males and almost that much for females:

The Theory of Industry
Structure

In his 1981 presidential address to the
American Economic AssociatiorL William
Baumol reported on a major development
(termed by some a revolution) in the the-
ory of industry structure. A book on the
new theory coauthored by Baumok of both
New York and Princeton Universities, John
Panzar at Bell Laboratories: and Robert
Willig zit Princeton was published the fol-
lowing spring.

Conventional analysis of the determina-
tion of output and prices typically assumes
that the size and number of firms in par-
ticular industries are it by forces outside
the economic activities being studied: By
contrast, the unified theory developed by the
Baumol team' rents industry structure as a
variable set by economic forces simultane-
ously with thz ricing..output; advertising;
iindother decisions of the firms involved.

Many theories focus on small single-
product firms. whereas the reality is that
ViritiallY all firms nroduce and sell more
than one good or service. By bringing the
multiproduct enterprise (including the very
large firms) squarely into the fraMework
of microcconomic theory, the authors have
made a major contribution toward genet-
:di/mg microanalysis. They have also greatly'
increased its applicability to the real world.

The power of potential competition to
emend the positive effects of active com-
petition is the book's central theme. To
imcsugate the [intik of this power. Baumol
and his collaborators formulated the con-
cept of contestable marketsthose in which
potential competition is unimpeded by fric-
tions or by entry or exit costs: This gener-
alization of the traditional concept of per-
lectly competitive markets reduces the num-
ber of assumption; needed to obtain the
usual efficiency results.

With contestability theory it is no longer
necessary to assume that efficient outcomes
occur only s hen there are a great many
actively producim_ firms, each hasi.ig its
decisions on the belief that its own output
is too small to exert any effect on price:
What drives contestability theory is the
opportunity For What is called costlessly

reversible entry. Where such entry is pos-
sible; efficient outcomes are shown to be
consistent with the relatively large scales
of operation that characterize many indus-
trial technologies.

When entry and exit are completely free.
efficient incumbent monopolists and oh-
gopolists may in Fact be able to prevent
entry: But they cart do so only by offering
the very benefits competition would bring.
Otherwise, they are rendered instantly vul-
nerable to hit-and-run entry.

The authors do not argue that most mar-
kets are perfectly contestable, although
many may be approximately so. But they
do maintain that prices and industry struc-
ture in most markets can be usefully com-
pared to what they would be Jr those mar-
kets were perfectly contestable. Many of
the implications of the contestable market
standard are consistent with policy conclu-
sions long held by economists. For exam-
ple: the new analysis reinforces the view
that any proposed regulatory barrier to
entry must start off with a heavy presump-
tion against its adoption:

The essential lesson is that regulators
should adopt policies that enhance .he con-
testahility of markets. Thus not only in-
creased freedom of entry but also of exit
should be fostered. In addition there may
well he a need to regulate access rulessay,
by requiring leasing or shared use of sunk-
cost facilities.

The new theory also furnishes some sur-
prising insights especially in the antitrust
sphere. There it can be valuable in turning
the judicial process away from exclusive
reliance upon traditional market -share
measures to evaluate mergers and toward
reliance on the degree of structural con-
testability in the industry. Thus a history
of absence of entry in an industry and a
high concentration index may be signs of
virtue, not of vice, as is usually supposed.
This will be true when entry costs; as defined
by Baumol and his collaborators, areoeg-
ligible. Under such circumstances, the effects
of efforts to change the industry structure
by precluding mergers or by dissolving large
firms must be regarded as undesirable and
antisocial:

Information Science and Technology

Material and energy resources are the eine, which focuses on improving medical
physical capital of our society, information information systems.
esources its intellectual capital. NSF works Information science draws upon related

to increase understanding_of the scientific research supported by NSF in computer
kiws that_deal with organizing, maintain- science, electrical and computer engineer7
ing, and managing bodies of information: ing, cognitive psychology, linguistics, and
Another NSF goal_ is to discover and economics. There is close coordination
fOrmulate rules For the generation, trans- among all these Foundzit:on programs.
mission. and use of information. The Foun- Progress in computer and electrical sci-_
dation does all this by supporting research ences stimulates information science and
that: technology. In particular. new instrumen-

t. Adds to our fundamentzil knowledge tation_zind capzibilities such zis greater

bzise about information and how it is trans- capacity for storing, mzinipulating, retriev-

'erred. Me, and communicating informationaid

Expores the use of new inlormzition new approaches to long-standing problems

technology: in the information itrea. But such advances

3. Helps us understand the impact of also create new challenges. For example;

proliferating information technologies on the ability to store the contents of the
social organizzition, scientific reseztrch, Lind Library of Congress in a one-inch cube

business management. would solve storage problems; but that
information would he .)tally inaccessible

NSF is the chief federal supporter of ithout appropriate structure and access
basic research in this area. This contrasts methods:

with mission-oriented information research
aided by the Department of Defense; and
with work by the National Library of Medi-
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Major questions under investigation in-
clude these:

What are the best ways to organize



sers large and complex databases,
natural language, and other informa-
tion systems?

V hat is the relationship between lan-
guage and knowledge representation
and the use of natural language for
communicating VV ith iMiehirieS? What
are the abilities and limitations of
people as information processors?

What is the role of information in the
economy ". What are the economies of
scale in producing; distributing, ana-
lyzing. and evaluating information?

V hat factors determine the social tind
economic impact of information tech-
nology?

I he two projects described here are
examples of recent NSF-supported research.

The Possibility Theory
The representation of meaning is a

major problem in developing systems that
can deal with the full range and richness
of natural language. including the impre-
cision and lack of specificity that are in-
triiiSieto communication among humans.
Lo' /Ala of the UniVeKitV Of (Alibi-Ma.
Berkeley is working on a conceptual frame-
work to deal with this problem. The goal
is to des clop a comprehensive theory of
natural languages, especially- for the rep-
resentation of meaning. knowledge, and
heti&

/:ideh starts from the point olview that
no mathematical theory based on two-
Ailed (true-false) logic can mirror the etas-

ticity . ambiguity, and context dependence
that set natural languages so far apart from
synthetic models, As an alternative, he has
dexcloped a me:ming7repreSentatiiiri Ian
page called Mil': which uses what might
he described as possibility theory. Instead
of the RN, possible ValiieS permitted by
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true-false logic, through possibility theory
one can represent the meaningS of fitiZy
quantifiers such as ntany; most few: and
almost all; modifiers such as very, more or
Tess, One, rather, and extremely; and fuzzy
qualifiers such as quite true, not very
and almost impossible

SO far it is relatively easy to teach a
human subject to translate from a natural
language into PRUF but very hard to write
a computer program that could perform
similarly without hitiliari aid Or interven-
tion. Zadeh therefore is building on his
early work, which fociused on fairly simple
propositions.

Basic research in information science,
as exemplified in this project, will increase
our understanding of the way information
is represented and used in both brains and
machines; in the contact between them,
and in the abstract. It is only through such
fundamental understanding that we can
improve efficiency in storing-, manipulating:
retrieving, rec?ding, interpreting, and using

Information Technology:
Graphics and Layout

Scientists at Stanford University have
been studying the use of computer systems
to generate, represent, and display both
textual and graphic infOrmation. Working
under Donald E. Knuth; the investigators
are concerned primarily with the structure
of such information in terms of two-danen-
sional layout: This could he the chapter/
section/paragraph_ organization of a hook.
the schema of a data base. the syntax of a
computer program, or the structure to be
represented in a drawing:

Historically. the enormous growth of
:ivailable Corn puter power has suggested
more and more ways to apply computer
technology in preparing documents, Indus-

try and academia have responded with a
Stream of tools, both hardware and soft-
ware: But the functions of these tools have
traditionally focused on distinct activities
such as text editing, data entry, and type-
setting, with little or no cross-application
of concepts. Knuth hopes to develop a
model to remedy this situation; making
useful functions available from one activity
to another:

Another area under investigation is
graphic composition. The generation and
modification of graphic information have
not received much scientific attention. True,
there arc ways for users to specify figures
as collections of lines and dots. But there
has been little study of figures as structured
aggregates of shapes so as to allow their
isolation from any particular two-dimen-
sional layout, for example. Still another
area of activity is that of specifying layout
via computers. Here the Stanford team has
concentrated largely on typesetting systems.

Research like this is laying a foundation
for the design of future systems to prepare
dOCUriteritS. Aitio-rig the results from Knuth
and his colleagues are these:

A large family of typefaces called
"Computer Modern.- These _have
already been used to prepare thous-
ands of documents on a wide variety
of machines.

A programming language for the de=
sign of Chinese characters:

A computer language to specify tech-
nical In thiS language text
and graphics are automatically adjusted
to the layout of a page.

Algorithms for optimal line breaking
and pagination.

Techniques -to compress information
a thousandfold, lor efficient commu-
nication between a host computer and
a prioritise typesetting device:
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Astronomical, Atmospheric,
Earth, and Ocean Sciences

These sciences locus on the choracter-
[sties of the earth: its atmosphere
and the far reaches of the universe.

[heir boundless spatial extent is matched
hy a time span that ranges from investiga-
tions of galaxies as they were 10 billion
sears ago to work on current weather and
c!imate phenomena and volcanic eruptions.
Besides satisfying intellectual curiosity; such
studies enable scientists to predict environ-
mental changes and hazards with greater
accuracy. They also provide basic infor-
mationon natural resources.

The Foundation helps advance knowl-
edge in all areas of ground-based astronomy
by awards to individual astronomers: fund-
ing for new instruments, and support of
live national astronomy centers. Recent
achievements includ::

Confirmation of the theory of pulsa-
tion in white dwarf stars.

Chemical analysis of globular-cluster
stars that arc among the oldest in our
galaxy. f'
Observation of a radio source believed
to be a black hole at the center of the
Milky Wily.

Discovery of possible connectionsbe-
tween sunspots and terrestrial weather:

Atmospheric sciences draw on knowledge
from manv fields of science arid mathe-
manes: In 1982 NSF supported atmospheric
research through grants to academic insti-_
tutionsand contracts for the operation of
two national centers:

Recent studies have yielded_new kno_wl-
edge of the possibly adverse climatic effect
on the atmosphere of rising carbon dioxide
levels. Other findings bear importantly on
air-traffic safety problems, drought predic-
tions for water-dependent regions, and the
role of mountains in storm development:

The earth sciences, in which NSF sup-
ports the bulk of academic research, in-
vestigate the earth's evolution from its
beginning to the present. its chemical and
physical properties. and the processes that
produce its characteristic features. Earth
scientists_ also study the evolution of life as
seen in the fossil record.

New achievements in the earth sciences,
some of them implicit in the theory of plate
tectonics, include:

Discovery in coastal areas of the Pa-
cific Northwest and England of
large "displaced terrains" that seem
to have originated far to the south.

Development of more accurate predic-
tive capabilities in mineral exploration:

Deduction (from measurements of fre-
quency shifts in seismic waves) of the
large-scale aspherical structure of the
earth.

Ocean scientists in 1982 gave increasing
attention to:

Studies of the sea floor.

Instrumentation for acoustic sens-
ing of subsurface currents and water
masses.

Physical circulation processes of the
coastal ocean.

Processes controlling physical, chem-
ical, and biological interactions at mid-
ocean ridges.

Deep-ocean sediments; especially stud-
ies relating to ancient climate.

New techniques and instruments enabled
ocean scientists to produce detailed, real-
time maps of the sea floor and to identify
areas for specialized scientific study: Using
the new tools, ocean scientists continued
to make striking discoveries about deep-
sea hydrothermal vents and their communi-
ties_ of unusual marine organisms. Based
on hydrogen sulfide, the food chains found
near active vents may give clues to early
life on earth.

Table 4
Astronomical, Atmospheric, Earth, and Ocean Sciences

Fiscal Year 1981 and 1982

(Dollars In Millions)

Fiscal Year 1981 Fiscal Year 1982

Number of
Awards Amount

Number of
Awards Amount

Astronomical Sciences 225 $ 58.37 212 $ 59.10
Atmospheric Sciences' 486 69.27 477 70:34
Earth Sciences 516 27:86 340 29.49
Ocean Drilling Programs 20 22.00 17 20.00
Ocean Sciences 618 74.97 730 75.03
U.S. Antarctic Program 148 67.45 152 68.50
Arctic Research Program 66 5 81 78 5.90

Total 2,079 $325.73 2,208 $328.38

'Includes National Research Centers

SOURCE: Fiscal Years 1983 and 19e4 Budgets to Congress - Justification of Estimates of Appropriations ;Cuantotatiye Pro-
gram Data Tables)

ie, 52
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Several federal agencies. including NSF;
support research in the arctic. For the ant-
arctic, though, the President of the United
States has reaffirmed the Foundation's
responsibility for funding and managing
the U.S. program there.

In Antarctica in 1982: paleontologists
reached a goal that had eluded. science for
half a centuryfinding zi fossil land ani-
mal. The find established that Antarctica
was a land bridge between South America

and Australia about 50 million years ago.
Other research in the polar regions ad-

vanced knowledge of global climate. In
Antarctica, for example, satellites measured
ice sheet elevation and unmanned stations
monitored climatic circulation. In the arc-
tic oceanographers measured heat passing
through the main strait between the Atlantic
and Arctic oceans,_a flow that helps deter-
mine long- and short-term variations in
the earth's climate:

Astronomy

Astronomy _draws on thp principles of
physics and chemistry to investigate the
universe: The past decade has witnessed
impressive progress in astronomy, as we
move toward an understanding of many
puzzles and a realization of how diverse
and awesome the universe is.

Quasars, astronomers now generally
agree, are the explosively active nuclei of
galaxies too remote for convincing detec-
tion even by the largest telescopes. Entire
classes of galaxies may hzive experienced
quasar outbursts: Theoretical investigations
of gravitational singularit'es have established
a connection between black hole.s and the
laws of thermodynamics. Recent computer
efforts to analyze the distribution of a mil-
lion gtilaxies across the sky, along with
attempts to determine the distribution of
galaxies in depth; have opened a new branch
of cosmology.

Observations of the same objects in dir-
terent portions of the spectrum have become
common. These observations give fresh
insights into phenomena that once seemed
beyond human perception. Through obser-
vations at infrared and radio wavelengths;
astronomers can now probe the structure
and chemistry of interstellar clouds, gauge
the importance of supernova explosions
and _density-wave shocks to star formation,
and begin to understtind the origins of plane-
tary systems: Mans' sources of x-rays and
gamma rays are the products of gas accre-
tion Onto neutron stars or black holes,
astronomers believe. They have deduced
much about the evolution of stars into
objects such as these.

For the exploration of new realms of
space and energy; astronomy depends on
instruments and detectors of ever mcreas-

ing power; sensitivity, and resolution. The
development of highly efficient electronic
detectors has allowed optical astronomeis
to glimpse galaxies fainter, older; and
more distant than ever before. New devel-
opments have made it more feasible. both
technically and economically, to build much
larger telescopes for optical and infrared
work. Computers too have become fast
and economical: They are now essential
tools to reduce ever more rapidly accum-
ulating data, process images of continually
greater detail, and do increasingly complex
theoretical calculations.

Still beyond the limits of current obser-
vational capability is the resolution of sev-
eral critical problems; These include the
formation and early evolution of galaxies.
the energy source of seemingly faster-than-
light motions in quasars, and the stellar
motions and energetic processes in the cores
of many galaxies_ and globular clusters.

The National Academy of Sciences has
published a comprehensie program of rec-
ommended research. entitled A.strononty and
Astrophysics for the 198th. It sets forth op-
portunities: plans: and priorities for those
two areas during the current decade.

The Foundation supports astronomical
research at more than 140 universities. pri-
vate and federally owned observatories, and
industrial firms. It does this through re-
search grants and by providing observing
time at the observatories. Ground-based
and theoretical studies of the composition.
structure, and evolution of the sun, the
solar system, sta-s; terstellar medium; and
galaxies all recei

y
unding. NSF also pro-

motes the deelopment of new instrumen-
tation and computing capabilities to aid
these studies.

Astronomers throughout the nation have
access to telescopes; instruments; and facili-
ties that are among the largest and most
advanced in the world. They can observe
in optical: infrared: and radio frequencies
at the five national astronomy centers sup-
ported by NSF:

The National Astronomy and Iono-
sphere Center in Puerto Rico.

Kitt Peak National Observatory in
Arizona:

Cerro Tololo Inter-American Obser-
vatory in Chile;
The National Radio Astronomy Ob-
servatory: with observing sites in West
Virginia, New Mexico, and Arizona.

Sacramento Peak Observatory in New
Mexico:

In addition to aiding visiting astronomers.
staff members at these observatories do
their own research as well.

A_New Type of
Variable. Star

Most stars whose brightnesses vary with
time do so because of changes in their ra-
dius. These changes alter not only the radi-
ating surface area but, more important,
the density of the radiating surface layers:
Most stars known to _pulsate are rather
luminous, typically white or yellow giants
with brightness variations repeating in cycles
on the order of days in length, Or they ate
red supergiants displaying much slower and
less repetitive variations. Not until nine
years ago; however; were variable stars dis-
covered among white dwarfs. the ancient
relics marking the end of stellar evolution
for all stars no more massive than our sun;

White dwarfs are hot yet faint by virtue of
their small diameters, which are comparable
to those of planets. These stars have col-
lapsed as the result of internal exhaustion
of their hydrogen fuel through conversion
to heavy elements. Since white dwarfs retain
most of their original mass, they are quite
dense. A typical cubic centimeter of their
matter weighs 1(X) kilograms.

Though only sonic white dwarfs are
observed to pulsate, all in a particular_ color
range do. This implies that all white dwarfs
pass through this phase at some time dur-
ing their nearly expired lives, making them
the most common type of variable stars.
Such bodies are the hest practical labora-
tories for tests of pulsation theories. Their



high densities result in petkids of only a
I'eyy minutes. permitting many cycles to be
iffiessed in a single night.

Despite the exhaustion of their internal
hydrogen. most white dwarfs still have a
residue of that element in their surface
layers. Such is the case with the variables
called LZ Ceti stars; The surfaces of some

hoe dts arfs. however; contain only helium.
Donald Winget or the University of Texas
predicted a year ago that helium-rich white
dyads of a certain temperature (color)
range should also pulsate. He and col-
laborators Edward Robinson and Edward
Mather; also of the University of Texas,
and Gilles Fontaine of the University of
Montreal. turned a 9I-centimeter telescope at
the McDonald ObServatOry toward a star
'soh the proper characteristics; they found
that the object (designated GD 358) did
indeed pulsate.

The star has a mass about 60 percent
that of the sun, a radius ahout twice that
at earth._ and a surface temperature of
roughly 22.000 degrees centigrade. It is
the first type of variable star whose exist-
ence was predicted by theory prior to its
discovery.

This finding is a direct confirmation of
hite-dwarl_pulsation_theory. Since the

details of stellar pulsations are related to
internal structure and compositiomastro-
physicists can now probe the interiors of
w Mu: dss ark in much the same way that
geophysicists use seismic waves to study
the interior of the earth. The probes may
add significantly to our understanding of
the late stages of stellar evolution and the
early history of star formation;

The Chemistry of Globular
Cluttert

Among the most beautiful and fascina-
ting objects in the sky are globular clusters;
each consisting of hundreds of thousands
Of star occupying a space about 100 light-
years across: All the stars in a globular
cluster must have formed at the same time
from material of presumably unicorn ehem-
ical composition. mainly hydrogen and
helium. Thus any present differences in
the stellar luminosi' and temperature disr
tributions among these clusters should
reflect nothing more thar their differing
ages. Heavy elements build_ up in_the cores
Of the stirs fram hydrogen through thermo-
nuclear fusion;
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Stellar research. Astronomers Catherine Pilachowski (top' and Judith Cohen adjustequip-
ment on their telescopes. Pilachowald's Is _a 2.1-meter Instrument at the Kitt Peak National
Observatory; Cohen's is the five-meter telescope on Palomar Mountain_ Recently these two
scientists have done Important work on globular-cluster stars. Their findings will help us
learn more about stellar and galactic evolution.
t., 54
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I heo: Alculations re% cai the stars
m clusftrs to he among the oldest
orn.....n. nt our galax , setting a loner limit

the .Ifle of t i l t : universe of about 13 bil-
lion C.Ir, I lies globular clusters exhibit
:li most.. pristine surface compositions
onserk able.

CC ith the of sensitive neNN elec-
tiom: detectors and large telescopes such
as the four -meter reflectors at Cerro Tul

old Kitt Peak 1. astronomers can nom
oiNscrNe faint globular-cluster stars better
than rent belore. Fite y can also analyze
the stars. chemistry spectroscopically \kith
impiccedente.1 accuracy Recently they have
tound a !Minh-01101d difference in heavy-
element :abundances in glohular cluster§
snip the same age: these findings are y

s.1111:1ble insights into the early evolu-
tion of our galaxy.

Photometric observations at Cerro Tololo
mil Palomar !Mountain have revealed large
..motions in the abundances of carbon and
nitrogen among_ stars in _the same cluster.
I ais voi-k pas done by James }lesser and
Robert !McClure of the Dominion Astro-
physical Observatory And David Harmick
of the l.inversity of Victoria. The behav-
ior the) ohscred. NA Inch is not seen else-
%k here in the galaxy, has been confirmed
photometrically and spectroseop'...ally hy
Ringer Bell of the University of Maryland.
Robert Dickens of the Royal Green)) ich
Qhscry,:dory. and Bengt Gustafsson of

ppsala I ni%ents. i h.t used data from
ustralia and South Africa.
Carbon and nitrogen are important in

stars both because their line strengths are
usually reliable indicators of luminosity and
because these elements act as catalysts in
the fusion reactions. In order for the car-
bon and nitrogen formed in stellar cores
tla iileCt stellar-surface compositions and
spectra._ these elements must he transported
outv.ard through each star hs some unusual
process that is perhaps associated %kith rapid
...ore rotation. It is also possible that, con-
trary to accepted theory, globular clusters
may have been born \\tali significant chem-
ical ini.oinogeneines:

Further complicating the puzzle are
discrepancies noted hetNAcen abundances
deduced spectroscopically and those inferred
from the colors of globular-cluster stars.
these discrepancies, found by Catherine
l'ilaclitm ski Of Kitt Peak. Judith (-Often Of
Caltech, and their respective colleagues;
may indicate that globular clusters are
esen poorer in heavy elements than once

thought: this has serious implications tor
or... understanding of stellar and galactic
eyolution. Clarification of these matters
may come from observations of N.ery old,
faint Mills in our galaxy and of globular
clusters in other galaxiesv.1th the space
telescope of the Nat: final Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) and a
huge, ground-based instrument called the
National Nok technology Telescope, the
latter has any been proposed ,it this NA riting:

The Galactic Center
The center of our Milky Way galaxy.

lying in the constellation Sagittarius. is one
of the brlghtest radio sources in the sky. It
pas the first extraterrestrial Tadio source
detected (in 1932). but for yezfis it remained
mysterious. Radio telescopes lacked the
resolving poNAer to reveal many details.
and clouds of gas and dust in the galactic
plane Hoy !.ed N.:joking by optical telescopes.

Infrared radiation does penetrate this
interstellar material but is absorbed by %killer
vapor in the c:lrth's atmosphere, During
the past few years. however.teleseopes sensi-
tive to infrared wavelengths have been floNAn
aboard aircraft and operated at high, dry
mountain sites like Mauna Kea in Hawan._
Fhese instruments hd-e revealed a ring of
silicate dust in the core of our galaxy at
temperature that_ might he explained by
the presence of a heat source like a cluster
of hot, young stars. But such a cluster VOUld
have to occupy a volume about one light-
y car across fat compact than the
usual congregation of stars.

Recently, Robert Brown of the Na-
tional Radio Astr'nomy Observatory and
Kenneth Johnston of the Naval Research
Laboratory have succeeded in observing
the galactic center. Using the Very Large
Array (VLA) telescope, they have discov-
ered, at the center of the dust ring, an
exceptionally small and luminous radio
source whose core has a remarkable, spiral-
like pattern. the gas tn the spiral pattern
seems to flow outward from a still smaller
source -at the rate of about one solar mass
per millennium and at velocities in excess
of 350 kilometers per second. The central
soil rye varies strongly in intensity on a time
scale of about a day. Since dynamical ef-
fects cannot propagate faster than lights
this variation in intensity indicates that
the object is comparable in size to our solar
system.

5

I he spiral pattern out opposing gas _lets
immediately suggests similarfOrms glimpsed
in quasars ho a high-resolution radio tc.:h-
nique called very long baseline interfer-
ometrx ( FBI). Quasars :ire hundreds of
times more luminous than our entire Milky

This prodigious energy output is hest
explained .is the by-product of infall
of gas and dust from a rotating disk to a
central. supermassivc black hole embedded
in an otherwise normal gala.xy. Excess mate-
rial inay e expelled ;ilong the axes of such
:1 disk, zind it spinning black hole would
cause the disk to kkOhbit% producing the
spiral jets we see. Thus the centers of most
tit iltixics. including our own. in;ty %ken con-
tain similar, though less massive, objects:

On_ the other hand, syme galaxies show
no evidence ol central black holes. George
Rieke of the University. of Arizona has
studied t tAred spectra of stars within
about t r ,hi-years of the galactic center,
tic has suggested that Our galaxy's central
object may be nothing more than a nexkly
formed cluster of supergiant stars. Resolu7
bon of the mystery surrounding the central
objects of galaxies and quasars may have
to await _su.' new radio telescopes as the
proposed very long baseline irray. which
will span the entire country.

Solar Magnetism
Nearly 140 years ago it German amateur

astronomer discovered the II-year solar
cycle. During this cycle sunspots appear. at
intermediate latitudes on the sun's photo-
sphere, drift toNAard the equator. and dis-
appear. Several other solar phenomena
occur in the same areas and vary in fre-
quency and size according to the same
period: the% include bright vbromosphcric
patches (plages), filament,, flares, and
prominences, These centers of activity
represent the emergence of one or more
loops of magpetic field hires.

The solar atmosphere is strongly anied,
and_ the magnetic fields and ioni/ed gas
are locked together. A sunspot appears dark
because it is a localiied region of relatively
cool gas trapped in a strong magnetic field,
Such a field represses the convective out-
flow of energy but is eroded by the rising
gas and eventually merges with a general
nem ork corresponding to the supergran-
ular pattern of rising convective cells.
Coupling between this convective flow
and the rotation of the sun is thought to
generate a global dynamo; its oscillation



beto.een ovo held geometries and magnetic
polarities results in the solar cycle.

Scientists in reL,..nt years have uncovered
seyerid possible connections betyyeenthe
son's acusity cycle and the earth's weather.
Ilttorically, sunspots virtually disappeared
thinii:! I trope's little ice age of the 17th

more recent times; droughts
liac ,,,orred in the astern and mid-
western l inted States iii ever% other sun-
spot minimum I he earth's climate is
quite sensitise to changes in the total
luminosity. Since more than hall the energy
the .1111 radiates into space results front
con% ecti% c transport: the effects of mag-
netic fields on solar connectiont may have
important consequences for all hie on earth.

I he possibility of variations in solar lumi-
nosll% has intrigued scientists for decades.

iniTrgeentIN though, uncertainties in the
u.,elertgth transmission of the earth's
atmosphere alid in the wavelength sensi-
tii ay of ravhometric detectors precluded
disco+ ei'i of those variations. "I he first detec-
tion came as a correlation between previ-
ously unknown fluctuations in solar lum-
inosity, foundby NASA's Solar Maximum

ission satellite, and the passage of sun-
spots across the solar disk.

Thenextdetection was made from the
grotiiiil by Plilliarn Livingston of Kitt Peak:
lie lound a drop of six degrees centigrade
since the pi-visions sdnspot_ minimum in

Lisingston showed fOr the first
time that the sun' outflow of energy is
partially controlled ovc: the entire surface
b1tts magnetic field: the finding confirms
a theory proposed in 1980 by Ii. A. Spiegel

( olumhia University and N. 0. Weiss
of the Ilarard-Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics. Livingston monitored the
NMI's trinperature with the McMath Solar
telescope, the Largest such instrument in
the lSurki. Isequipped with a Fou-
rier transform spectrometer.

National Astronomy and
Ionosphere Center

NA lc is operated by Cornell University
under contract with The center sup-
ports research programs in radio astronomy;
planetary radar astronomy, and atmospheric
science. NAIC's principal instrument; lo-
cated near Arecibo; Puerto Rico; is a 305 -
meter antenna, the world's largest radio/
radar telescope. NA/C also operates two
remote sitesone 11 kilometers north of
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the obsen..nory. .1f-meter:intennats
located; and the other 17 kilometers north
of the main site ,tnd _home of the High-
Frequency Ionospheric Ileating

Seseral receiver systems have undergone
recent impnwemeni \lost important was
the installation of a dual- channel CryOgeinC
(ia:ASFET reeeRer, ushieh has doubled the

stein sensitivity at the 21-centimeter hy-
drogen line and greatly increased both -the
quality and quantity of the hydrogen-line
data. The receiver made some observations
feasible for the first time and quadrupled
the telescope's "speed" he reducing the time
required for other observations. Another
improvement in sensitivity came from the
installation of dual-channel _2.380 -mega-
hertz maser receivers at the main telescope
and at the ill-meter antenna.

Kitt Peak National
ObSerVatory

KPNO is operated under contract w nh
NSF 1) the Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy. Inc. (AURA), a
nonprofit consortium representing 16 um-
versities in the United States. As the na-
tion's main center for optical and infrared
astronomy research, KPNO provides U.S.
astronomers access to the large telescopes,
auxiliary instrumentation, and support ser-
vices needed for observational and theo-
retical research in galactic, stellar, solar,
and planetary astronomy,

Besides operating 12 telescopes; KPNO

offers sites and services on Kitt Peak for
six more telescopes operated tiV Other
institutions. Its four-meter Mavall reflector
is espeeiall well equipped, and the Me-
Math Solar I elescope is the largest such
instrument in the world:

The observatory is located 54 kilometers
southwest of Tucson. A wona: it has ex-
tensive facilities, including workshops,
a dining room and dormitories, in addi-
tion to telescopes and auxiliary instrumen-
tation. The KPNO Tucson headquarters,
adjacent to the University of Arizona cam-
pus, has staff and visiting-astronomer
Offices, a computer center, and extensive
engineering and technical facilities for the
design and fabrication of telescopes and
instrumentation.

K PNO also has important programs in
,Iciector development, optical coatings; and
diffraction gratings; these benefit the entire
astronomical community. AS ii result Of
Its %Side capabilities, Kitt Peak participates in
the technology development program for
the National New Technology Telescope.
This instrument, of the 5-meter class, will
he the principal ground -haled project for
U.S. optical and infrared astronomy re-
search in the next decade.

Cerro Tololo Inter-American
Observatory

Like KPNO, Cerro Tololo is run by the
Association of Universities for Research
in Astronomy, under contract with the

Elochonle detector in action; This photgraph of the spiral Waxy M 64 *vs Mk4Th *fth in
exposure time of only 10 seconds, usIng.Cerro Tololo's four-meter telescopenewly
equipped with a charge-coupled device. M 64 25 million lig_ht-years away In the constel-
lation of Coma Berenices. The devicea _product of Kill Peak's effort to develop better
instrumentationhas made it possible for astronomers to observe at much greater magni-
tudes than before.
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1 oundation I fn. obsen. atorc's
telcseopcs arc the only ones gent:1-.111y

t S scientkts for stlid mg the
southern skies. Hie,. include A lour-meter
reflector. the Soullwrii Ilemisplieres largest
And a isiii to the ISPN() Nifty:ill telescope.

( I I() heaclqu.ifters :ire in the coastal
tovii it I a Serena ( 1111C, sane kit kil0111C-

ICI, H. road Irom the mount.un site iii thc
telescopes I he latitude of 10 degrees south
And the exception:111c good atmospheric
conddions r.c e crrol ololo furnish ideal

,..Adition.. HI- the stud% of such rmportfint
Southern Hemisphere object.; as the \lag-

( 1011d, ,111(.1 the central regions of
IMO OV. 11 gala c.

()hsercinp capahilities At CI I() have heen
fn-callc (nth: meet.] by the introduction of
cliarge-coupled-dec lee Canter:I SStelll at the
pi IIIIe lOcus of the totir-meter telescope. A
product of II'N() instrumentation devel-
opment. the s's stein hasa peak sensiticity
near A v.a%clerigth of b.(XX),ingstromsccith
sonic usable response helps -IMOD foq2.-
.tronis And ahoce 10.001) Angstroms. How
!anti object the cameraefin ohserce
';pen's on such (actors Os sks hrightness
And atmospheric transparency. hut in I-frac:-
bee it li,i. been possible iii reaCII 2511i infighi-
rude v. 011 exposure times of ene hour. this is
!v. o magnitudes tanner than has e%er been
I c,ILiled phottue ra phlc.dll \cult long expo-
-al:es ,it the ( I 1() :Olaf-Meter telescope.

National Radio Astronomy
obeevatoty

tiR \O nc of the iAorld's principal
enters tor r I(it) Astrononic ()petaled H.
\ssoAArteil I rikersities. In, . NR \O has
rclescopes At three sites: its headquarters
I lid .1 it it,l-H.cess,rir center arc in (

10t1Co IIIC,
I Ire (0,1 1iM21C-(11Sli 191-iiiel°r And 4 1-

meter 1 telescopes At (tree') Bank. \\ est
\ Arc Ileac rh, hooked hs obser\

:.reic",t in their use his risen since
the implementation of more sells111\ C ri-
,COcrs cull he made it

Ark Act:length in the range fr.mi a
centimeter to meter. Pressure Ibis Increas.rci
for ii.e ol the -1 1-nteter telescope for pro-
:Alain. m ten long baseline interferoinetr,i:
\ I III i..oi l !here has hccri

Citil the I iirOpeati VI III
I he \ ert I trine Arra% \ \I near Soc-

,,f n,. s, r/,)\ unique coin-
hipli sciisill% it% Arid resolution

for radio Astronomy ohservations. Its 27
antennas :ire routinely used in different loca-
tion patterns and at the fOur standard fre-
quencies for continuum and spectral-line
ohservations. An active effort continues
to improve the VI.A computer system s
capacity to collect and analyze data:

On Kitt Peak, the third site the surface
fist- the 12-meter telescope Is heing improved
At this .riling. to fillov ohservations to
vavelengths as short as millimeter.
t evaluation is the perlormance of
nev receivers for the one-millimeter-v e-

length atmospheric window: these receivers
should he ready for observations v hen re-
surfacing is completed.

Sacramento Peak
Observatory

spo is one of the vorlds leading solar
ohservatories. It is located at :in elevation
Of 2.700 meters in the Lincoln National
Forest in Nev. Nlexico; on one of the hest

corona' ohsercing sites in the continental
1.;111led States. ThUs SPO enjoy sunusually
good ohserving conditions. including ex-
tremely clear and unpolluted skies.

SPO has a numher of unique solar re-
search facilities and is a leader in applying
advanced technology to solar ohservations.
Its V.iciA if En loser telescope produces very
high resolution solar images. revealing the
finest detail!: in the solar atmosphere ohserv-
ahle from the ground. All impressive array
of auxiliary instruments permits extremely
accurfite measurements of Velocity
magnetic fields in the sun's atmosphere:

Both SPO staff and scientific visitors_pur-
sue an actice and diverse program of oh.Ser-
vations and theoretical studies: These in-
elude wave motions and oscillations in the
solar atmosphere and the physical struc-
ture of sunspots and magnetic fields in them.
SPO scientists have recently hegun new
research in solar stellar astrophysics, using
the sun as a hasis for studying solar-type
phenomena in a hroad range of stars:

Atmospheric Sciences

Atmospheric science is a discipline that
comhines knowledge from phcsics: chem-
istry. mathematics, and other sciences to
improve understanding of the earth's at-
mospleretrom the planet's surface to
outer .pace. FlIrOttgll seven grant programs
and support of the National Center for
Atmospheric Research and the National
Scientific Balloon Facility. the Foundation
supported haste research on a vide range
Of suhjectsin fiscal year 1982..

Ariong the areas covered %sere the phys-
ics. chemistry. and dynamics of the earth's
upper and lover atmosphere: physical proc-
esses in the troposphere and stratosphere.
\%111C1) sill help explain general atmospheric
ctreitlation: the h,isus of climate:
And climate processes and their variations,
a. ell a. smaller-scale. shorter-term phi:-
nomcna leading to more ktIO,A ledge ,ihout
%%collier.

I he nation's uniccnrsities contain the
richest intellectual resource- 10- the skids
of atmospheric phenomena. and NSF con-
unties to he the chief supporter of at:interim.
research in the atmospheric sciences. In
11Ctil sear 1852. FOLIIIdati011 grants put
special emphasis on:

5,

NI eteorologicaLprocesses vith hori-
zontal dimensions 410 to 1.000 kilo-
meters. including research that will
undergird veather-modifieation acti-
vities:

Development of methods and Instru-
ments to determine HI the sources
and sinks of trace q-11-)tatice!: in the
atmosphere and (21 their chemical.
dynamir_ and energetic effects on the
:ionosphere and on one another.

Studies of occan-atmovhere and ice-
land coupling processes. the.e e. ill help
us understand and model the climate
sy stein:

( ompletion of the incoherent scatter-
radar longitudinal chain tit stuck the
energetics ,f the upper atmosphere:

National Center for
Atmospheric Research

N(' \R achieves its missmnto increase
lundamental knov ledge of the fitmos-
phereH, ( 11 des eloping_ and providing
major research facilities and -related seri. ices



tor the atmospheric sciences community,
:Ind 12) planning. coordinating, and doing
research that requires long-term collabora-
tion amongscieptists at NCAR, universi-
ties. and other labOratories.

The Foundation supports NCAR through
cmitract with the University- Corporation

!or_ 1tmospheric Research (UCA R), a con7
sortium of 49 universities. NCAR is located
in Boulder. Colorado and has a solar oh-
ser% mg station at Mauna Loa. Hawaii. The
t 'niersit% C orporation also operates the
National Scientific Balloon Facility at
Palestine. Texas. NSBF serves a commu-
tiny of investigators who use high-altitude
ha noon, for scientific research in high-
energy istrophysics, solar and plasma phys-
ics. and atmospheric sciences. Federal sup-
port of NSBI. is being transferred from
NSF to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA).

urrent major research efforts at NCAR
are in atmospheric analysis and numerical
weather prediction, including climate studies
and oceanography: atmospheric chemistry
and aeronomy. solar research and solar-

terrestrial interactions: and convective
storms. The center develops and provides
ad% a need computing facilities, aircraft
equipped for meteorological research, and
ohsering equipment such as Doppler radars
for sophisticated weather measurements.
NCAR also makes it possible for graduate
students and scientists to visit the center
and participate in collahorative or indi-
idual research:

Joint Airport Weather
Studies Project (JAWS)

the field phase of this ir.Lior three -vicar
experiment took place near Denver, Colo-
rado in the summer of 1982. The study
Iiieused on low-level wend -shear conditions
during soere thunderstormsin particular
the intense downward and outward gusts
of air inucrobursts and dow nhurstsf in-
%ok ed in a number of aircraft accidents
and near-accidents during takeoffs and
landings. Earlier work had clearly show n
that the distances hetween radars and sur-
face meteorological stations would have
to he decreased if a significant fraction of
downhtirsts were to he observed. JAWS
de% eloped from this finding. with an ex-
panded application to aircraft safety: The
Stapleton Airport near Denver was chosen
as the held site because it experiences many
summer thunderstorms:
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Measuring the sun. Scientist Timothy Brown checks NCAR'S solar diameter inatrument.
This_ reflecting_ telescope projects the sun's image into sensors that daily record both the
horizontal and vertical diameter of the sun. These measurements will tell atmospheric
researchers whether the sun varies in size and how such a change affects the earth's

.

Brown led the team that developed this instrument.

More than 100 U.S. and British univer-
sity and government researchers collabo-
rated in the field phase of JAWS. Basic
research observations and findings have
already been used to Improve local. short-
term weather forecasts in the Denvr
and to _prepare severe-weather advisories
lOr the National Weather Service. In addi-
tion. JAWS investigators have used the field
wi.irk to test and compare various severe-
weather detection, warning, and observing
systenis.

The field operation involved coordination
of it sophisticated network of observing sys-
tems. Managed by NCAR (John McCahy
and James Wilson) and the Universitf-of
Chicago (Theodore Fujita), JAWS is funded
mostly by NSF. with some monies and/or
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technical support coming from three other
federal agencies. Participating institutions
were Colorado State University, the Massa-__
chusetts Institute of Technology, the Uni-
versity of Wyoming, the University of
Tennessee Space Institute, and the United
Kingdom's Royal Signals and Radar and
Royal Aircraft Establishments:

Wind-shear profiles derived from JAWS
will be used in flight simulation training
for airline pilots. They are also being made
available to airlines and aircraft manufac-
turers for evaluating aircraft safety and

national news storieti
emphasi/ed experiment's air-safety fea-
tures after the crash Of Pan Am Flight 759
in New Orleans on July 9. 1982.

Microbursts have a short life span (2-20
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JAWS equipment; Project leader John McCarthy_mdnItera a Do_p_pler radar display console In the operations control room at NCAR. JAWS
(Joint Airport Weather Studies) is an International effort to gather and evaluate information about the causes of microbursts, or low-level
wind-shear phenomena. Thit research will improve systems to detect severe-weather hazards and warn aircraft pilots about them.

minutes) and occur over a small geographic
area of up to four kilometers. M icroburst-
related events happened often during the
summer 1982 progr..im and JAWS investi-
gators were able to gather a rather large
and useful set of data.

Preliniinary results from the JAWS re-
search seemed to confirm the meteorological
structure of downbursts as .:st abSerVed

during a 1978 project. Nevertheless, these
early JAWS results did not suggest that
unique visual characteristics, such as the
distribution of elinidS and precipitation,
are asOeiated with specific downbursts:
They did seem to support the theory that
the evaporative cooling Of the air produced
by falling raiiiiircipS may not be the only
mechanism capable of starting downbursts.

Early findings also indicate that, aIthougfi

visual observations cannot detect which
Clouds are producing wind shears, Doppler
radars can identify changes in wind speed
and direction in real time on a very small
scale. ScientiStS are discovering that micro-
bursts occur often enough to pose very real
danger to aircraft Because ofJAWS, data
are now available for evaluation so that
detection and warning systems can be devel-
oped for hazardous wind shears.

Great Lakes Snow Storms
Along the downwind shores of each of

the five Great Lakes are narrow snowbelts
where the annual snowfall is several times
that occurring at corresponding upwind
locations. These snowbelts, whichhave an
enormous impact on local business and

agriculture, give di,, -,:ct evidence Of one
Way the Great Lakes influence weather
patterns.

Lake-effect snow storms occur when Very
cold air flows across the relatively warm
lakes; What determines the size; intensity
location, organization, and duration of
individual storms is not well understood,
learning more about this is the goal of an
NSF-supported study on storms around
Lake Michigan. By combining data from
weather-research airplanes. research Dopp-
ler radars; and Snventional weather-ob-
serving systems, Roscoe R. Braharti,
and his University of Chicago colleagues
have shown that weather structures_on
several scales combine to form lake-effect
snow storms. ScientiStS froth the Universi-
ties of Illinois and Wyoming; NCAR; and
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Microburst effects. This schematic shows the_drarnatic effect a microburst can have on an
aircraft's (ROIL path. The plane approaching a landing- expects to follow a straight-line path,
the glide slope. to the runway. But as the downdraft fans out, the plane first encounters a
headwind, which forces its nose up, and then meets a strong tailwind, which forces the nose
down. At low altitudes, such as when taking off or landing, thepilot cannot compensate for
these extreme changes and the plane may crash. The JAWS project is investigating these
microbutsts.

the ILS.tiational Weather Service are
assisting in this study.

Project scientists have found four dif-
ferent modes of storm organization. They
are trying to discover what determines the
mode on any given lake-snow day. The main
factors seem to be air-lake temperature
differences, wind_ direction and 'sPeed as a
function of height, and thermal stability
of the air upwind of the lake: These factors
in turn depend on the large-scale weather
patterns over the midwestern United States.

Wind-parallel bands occur but usually
do not produce_sustained heavy snows.
Cross-wind bands, observed several times
on radar, seem to be limited to overland
areas and do not contribute very much to
the regional snowfall.

The midlake bands and shoreline bands
can be much larger; they are also much
more important_ in causing sustained heavy
snow over the lake and the downwind shore.
These two types of lake-effect storms are
large enough to set up their own internal
circulations, with low-level inflow and con-_
vcrgencc beneath the line of clouds and
outflow aloft: Often one finds wind-parallel
snow _bands over the lake feeding into a
shoreline band along the downwind shore.

The midlake snow bands over Lake Mich-
igan seem to have several features in com-
mon with the major snow bands of Lakes
Erie and Ontario. However, the great dif-
ferences in size and orientation of the upper
lakes (Superior and Michigan) compared
with the lower lakes (Erie and Ontario)
result in many differences in the frequen-
cies and structures of their snow bands.

Along with more knowledge about lake-
effect snow storms, practical benefits ex-
pected from this type of research include
better predictions of winter snow storms,
more accurate assessments of the role of
lake-induced storms in regional water sup-
plies, and perhaps a better understanding
of how the Great L=akes contribute to winter
weather in the northeast.

Effects of Vulcanism
on the Atmosphere

Recent spectacular volcanic eruptions
have heightened interest in the effect of
vulcanism on the atmosphere. Volcanic

uptions markedly augment the concentra-
tion of airborne particles (aerosols), which
may have global cooling effects lasting up
to several years. Most of these climatic
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effects arc believed to result from submicron
particles of sulfuric acid formed from sulfur
gases emitted by volcanoes:

The only way to study short- and long-
term variations in the aerosol layer is to
have a long series of measurements. David
J. Hofmann and James M. Rosen; of the
University of Wyoming, have made_balloon
soundings of the aerosol layer over Laramie
since 1971. The series of measurements has
recorded aerosol levels after several vol-
canic eruptions and during the intervening
periods when particle counts declined:

In the spring of 1982. El Chichon erupted
in Mexico. This has beer, called the biggest
geophysical event of the century in terms
of potential climatic impact. Three months
later the El Chichon plume was observed
over Laramie at 22 to 25 kilometers alti-
tude: The basic research project there made
it possible to observe the_ early _stages in
the evolution of both the Mount St. Helens
and El Chichon plumes: For the latter
balloon soundings made in situ observa-
tions unobtainable by any other means.
The high concentrations of sulfuric acid in
the El Chichon plume suggest that this
volcano may have a noticeable climatic
effect, in contrast with the Mount St. Helens
eruption:

The Wyoming project, which has yielded
the longest record of in situ stratospheric
aerosol observations at a single location,
provides fundamental data in developing
models of stratospheric aerosols and their
erects on global climate. Included are data
on aerosol chemistry; particle growth rates;
the latitudinal spread and decay rates of
plumes, and background levels relatively
unperturbed by volcanic activity:

First supported solely by another fed-
eral agency, the Wyoming effort came under
NSF sponsorship in 1976: Partial; though
lesser; support since that time has come
from three other federal agencies.

NCAR researchers also have measured
the impact of volcanic eruptions on con-
centrations of various chemical compounds
in the stratosphere for several years. Their
measurements and those of the University
of Wyoming scientists should begin to define
more clearly the effects of vulcantsm on
the atmosphere.

Western U.S. Water Supply
The steady shift of U.S. population west-

ward has intensified regional water supply
problems. Two University of Arizona sci-
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elitists have shown that the early part of
the 2011 century. when major water rights
!Or the Colorado River Basin were estah-:,
lished. was an abnormally drought-free
period. Now the growing demand for
water from this baSin and the POssibility
of long-term warmer and drier conditions
in the area both pose the possibility of
severe regional water crises in drought years.

Charles W. Stockton and David M.
Nteko. of the University of Arizona's
1 aboratory of Tree Ring Research. have
reconstructed the history of drought con-_
ditions in the western United States and
found severe recurring droughts during
the last 4(X) years. They created the climatic
record from the variable width of tree rings
in the earlier years: coupled with precipi-
tation and river-runoff data for about the
laSt 100 years.

Stockton and Meko have developed a
water-balance model to identify certain areas
in the region where a climatic change would
cause water Shortages or damage habitats
for aquatic life: They considered two cli-
matic changes: ( I) an increase in mean
annual temperature of 2 degrees centi-
grade: and (2) that temperature increase
combined with a decrease in annual pre-
cipitation of 10 percent.

The water-balance model yielded an aver-
age 10 oercent decrease in regional natural
Streamflow for the first condition and an
average 30 percent decrease for the Second.
These results assume that the amount of
mined ground_ water remains unchanged
triiin today. Since several of the ground-
water aquifers are suffering long-term deple-
tion, the actual water availability in the
region is likely to he reduced even more
than those figures indicate. Also. it is clear
that if there is a reduction in the mean
streamflow of little as It) percent in the
next century. the effect of two or three
severe drought years hack to hack will be
devastating. The reconstructed climatic
record ShOWS that such extended droughts

Coloradoin the C River Basin have happened
seven times in the last 400 years.

Stockton and Meko are improving their
model and extending the tree -ring recon-
structions hack in time and over wider sec-
tions of the United States. Their work on
this critical topic has importance far 1:1d

its scientific significance: In addition Iv their
efforts. researchers at NCAR: as well as
others supported by NSF grants. are doing
studies on the effects of drought and water
Supply.
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Possible drought. In the year 2000; and assuming the current rate of groundwater mining,
some parts of the western United States are projected to have inadequate streamflow (the
flow of water out of an area in an average year). Two scenarios are shown ilere:_(1 tunchanged
climate and (2) an increase of 2 degrees centigrade in mean annual temperature combined
with a 10 percent decreasein y_early prepltation. White areas are projected to have ade-
quate streamflow in 2000 for both scenarios. These predictions come from research on tree
rings that reveal the history of droughts. The work May help planners prevent devastating
dry spells in the future.

Earth Sciences

In the United States and in several Eur-
opean countries, the earth sciences are bur-
geoning in a number of ways. These include
the application of plate tectonics theory to
the structure and evolution of the conti-
nental crust. more understanding about
earthquake processes, and more kribWI:
edge on the formation of mineral deposits.
University enrollments are at an all-time
high because of the excitement generated
by this science and the clear applicability
of geological research to problems of
society.

The Foundation supports fundamental
research in the earth sciences through grants:
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To encourage ;riterdiSeipliriary research and
to ensure that there are no gaps in areas
covered, NSF has structured its support
around the icilleiWihg topics:

Stratigraphy and paleontologyRe-
search on sedimentary rocks and fos-
Sils, the framework for interpreting
past conditions and processes on the
earth's surface:

Ehvironmental geosciencesStudy
of the physical and chemical processes
that occur at or near the earth's surface:

gekmology and deep-earth structure
Observational, laboratory, and Oleo=



retical studies directed at a thorough
undeist:aating of the earthquake proc-
ess. how seismic waves propagate in
tne earth, and the determination of
earth structure from seismic Observa-
tions.

1:.Xperamental and theoretical geo-
ptmiesResearch concerned with the
physical properties of the solid earth.
ThiS includes the earth's dimensions:
its magnetic, electrical, and gravita-
tional fields: its dynamic processes:
and thc_ph!sical behavior of materials
iiiidet the temperature _and pre:;sure
conditions of the earth's interior.

Petrogenesis and mineral resources
Piiijeets that integrate field. laboratory.
and experimental data to learn what
happens in the formation of crustal
rocks and minerals. Emphasis is on the
formation of ore deposits.

Mantle geocheinisityStudies Of the
geoehemical origin and evolution of
the earth. especially the mantle. Proj-
ects use of Meteorites
and samples of mantle rocks; these
Offet evidence of the eartl's early
composition and latet intidifleation.

Experun..nual and theoretical geo-
LhemistryActivities aimed at a rig-
orous and quantitative understanding
of the chemical behavior of natural
materials under the temperature and
rressure conditions encountered within
the earth:

Continental Margin
Tectonics of the

United States
rhe eastern and western margins of "-

the North American continent contrast
markedly in tectonic activity at present:
fatthquakes, volcanic eruptions. and geo-
thermal activity occur more frequently on
the western seaboard than on the eastern,
Miieh is tectonically quiet for the most
part. Stich ssiiS not the case in the geologic
past: however. and modern tectonic analysis
suggests that the present difference is only
transitory.

During the Ordovician period (approxi-
mately 450 million years ago): the eastern
seacoast experienced active volcanoes. fault-
ing, and magmatic intrusion related to a
collision beween the North American con-
tinent and a land mass to the east: This
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tectonism is comparable to that now seen
alting the western margin 011ie U.S. After
the Ordovician activity, a collision occurred
between the eastern margin and parts of
Africa, South America, and European
event much like the present collision be-
tween Asia and its Indian subcontinent.
Indeed, the ancestral Appalachian Moun-
tains at that time probably exceeded 14:000
feet, and the mountain- building process
was undoubtedly accompanied by large
earthquakes similar to those that have
devastated parts of China.

_Major zectonic events change the
of continental margins. NSF-supported
research. using a combination of geologic,
paleomagnetic. and geophysical methods,
has 'documented some of these extraordi-
nary events. Scientists working in the
Pacific Northwest have discovered large
areas (some of them the size of states) that
seem to have originated south of the equator
and only arrived in their present position
less than 200 million years ago:

Similar "displaced terrains" have been
documented in Maine.and Massachusetts
and appear to have formerly belonged to
Florida, or to a land mass to the south: It
is probable that a fault syStem, similar to
that of the San Andreas, was responsible
for the northward movement of these ter-
rains. DUting the Appalachian Mountain
building event, pieces of aticirie and Africa
also became permanently fixed to the eastern
seaboard.

The diSeOvety of displaced terrains im-
proves our understanding of the tomplek
structure of continental margins and has
iinportant implications for future discoveries
of both fuel and nonfuel mineral resources.

Mineral Resources
The depletion of near-surface ore re-

serves, particulatly those involving stra-
tegic minerals. points to the need for more
understanding of how ore deposits form
deep in the crust. We also need to know
how the location of ore deposits is related
to regional structure and tectonic setting:

A multidisciplinary approach has proved
fruitful in several research projects. For
example: geophysicists: petrologists. geo:
chemists. and paleontologists combined
their talents in the U.S.-Japan-Canada
cooperative research on the genesis of vol-
canogenic massive sulfide deposits: Their
work added to our understanding about
the formation Of massive sulfide deposits,
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Mineral resourcm_ Photo showS a fluid
Inclusion from the Patiasqueira, Portugal
tin-tungsten deposit, the leading source of
tungsten in western Europe. The presence of
certain- liquids and gases in iron ores gives
scientists key information about the forma-
lion and hittOry of postmagmatic hydrothermal
ore deposits. The field of mineral_resources
is a key research focus for the 1980sand a
good example of the way basic research
directly influences exploration.

which are sources of lead, zinc, copper;
cobalt. cadmium, antimony, SilVer, gold,
and arsenic.

These deposits often occur in an environ-
ment of crustal extension or rifling. During
the formation of a rift: where the flow of
heat into the_crust is high; the kind of vig-
orous hydrothermal eitculation required to
form massive sulfides occurs. Failed rifts
those that do n_ot become oceanshave
great potential for exploration.

One of the most important outcomes
of the U.S :- Japan- Canada project on the
Ktiroko massive sulfide deposits in Japan
is a hypothesis that relates these deposits
to others whose origins were not well under:
stood before. For example:
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uroiso-t pc deposits (typically en-
riched in copper, tine, lead, kind Sand

result if the rift is in ;iii island
arc that formed since early Precam-
brian times.

Archaen or pi iiiiitive greenstone belts
pically enriched in nickel, copper;

cobalt. and gold) may occur if the rift
formed before the earth devekiped an
o xygen -rich aiiuosphere.

"Cyprus- ty ne massive sulfide deposits
enriched ii cad:

!maim copper, gold. and silver) prob-
ably result from a rifting event that
involves a midocean ridge cr mature
marginal basin.

Sediiiierit-hosted deposits (typically
enriched in lead; zinc, and sulfur) may
form if the rift i, within a continent.

Studying the Earth's Interior
with Synchrotron Radiation

Sc ncliroti.ons are particle accelerators
originally designed for experiments in high-
energy physics. Earth scientists have now
begun to use synchrotron radiation in ex-
perimental studies looking at the structure
and composition of materials representa-
tive of the earth's interior: Our understand-
ing of that interior depends on what we
ktiou about how materials behave under
the extreme pressure and temperature
conditions deep within the earth.

Development of the diamond-anvil, high-_
pressure cell; in which samples are squeezed
between the faces of two diamonds, per-
mits experimental investigation of the way
materials behave at static pressures up to
20 million pounds per square inchLquiv-
alent to the pressure encountered at the
edge of the earth's core. The diamond anvils
also serve as windows for direct observation
and characterization of the sample under
pressure.

Characterization of crystal structures
by x-ray diffraction through the diamond
windows gives quantitative information on
compressitiilities, equations-of:state, and
phase chLinges, including chemical decom-
position into simpl- compounds. But such
studies have been severely limited by the
niicroscopic sample sine; the scattering and
absorption of x-rays by the diamond anvils;
and the restricted geometry of the high-
pressure cell.

These problems are being overcome by

the iailahility of intense x-ray beams
Iitiiiii synchrotron radiation sources. As
electrons for positrons travel around the
closed-circuit path of the accelerator or
storage ring, they emit electromagnetic
radiutiOn: its energy (typically x -ray or
ultraviolet) depends upon that (tithe par-
ticles plus the bending radius in the ring.
This radiation, an UniiVOidable by- product
of high-energy physics experiments. is
now being applied in other branches of
science and haS been dekribed in Bu.sines.
Week us the "most powerful tool since the
microscope.-

Experimental geochermsts and geophys-

icists are using facilities at the Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory and the
Cornell High-Energy Sy nchrotron Source.
which can provide X:raY bearnS a Million
times as intense as those from conven-
tional x-ray sources. These ultrabright
beams permit very short exposure times;
thirS they add to both the quantity and
quality of data: The beams also allow time-
resolved studies of (1 ) the kinetics and mech-
anisms of phase transformationS and (2) the
rate of strain relaxation (and therefore the
flow properties of materials) at very high
pressures.

Adaptation to a synchrotron source has

Stanford Synchrotron Lab, This apparatus for it-ray diffraction studiesset up inside a
"hutch" or radiation shield is part of theelaborateinstrumentatton needed for experiments
Using synchrotron radiation: Earth scientists are-now using this form of radiation in-studies
that look at the structure and compositiOn Of materials representative of the earth's interior:
Some observers call synchrotron radiation an advance as Important as developMent Of the
microscope.



required design modilications of the dia-
mond-ant it cell: I he lethal radiation let els
iTit ed require remote control of all ad-
Justine:us. 1m:hiding the precise alignment
or the cell to the x-ray beam (to within a
thousandth of an inch(: Such changes
hate been made, along tt ith_ precisemeas-
menu:ins of the compressibility and ther-
mal expansion of several simple substances.
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I hese materialsincluding sodium chlo-
ride and goldmay be used as internal
standards for pressure calibration in futux
experiments.

The successes of these technological in-
novations and of the early experiments have
opened new regions lot research in high-
pressure geochemistry and geophysics and
promise rapid advances in these fields,

Ocean Sciences

lechniques developed in many' disciplines
enable scientists to expand our knowledge
of the ocean, the sea floor, and oceanic
proce,,t.-,. Researchers in this field use
broad. multidisciplinary efforts and mod-
ern technology to improve our understand-
ing of the structure, genesis, and dynamic
evolution of the continental and oceanic
crusts.

Since the beginning of modern ocean
science in the Challenger expedition 4 cen-
tury :Igo, Lirge projects and expeditions
hate played a key role in ocean research.
'the field developed especially rapidly in
the t :tilted States during the International
Decade of Ocean Exploration (IDOE) of
the 1970s. IDOL brought new money into
the field and new ways of organizing large-
scale work. much of it international in scope.
Several IDOL projects continued in 1982:

Since IDO ended. NSF has begun 13
new large-scale projects at this writing. Most
of the new efforts are quite broad: cov-
ering several areas of ocean sciences. An
example is the Warm Core Rings investi-
gation. which deals with the effects of huge
w;irm-water rings on organisms in the_slope

aters of the western North Atlantic.

These rings. spawned by the Gulf Stream,
are from 100 to 200 miles across. Studying
them requires several cruises each year by
two or three ships to sample rings located
and tracked by satellites_ and aircraft. Sat-
ellite maps of sei-surface temperature are
processed by computers and sent within
one or two days to the ships to guide their
sampling activities.

There was sonic concern that the large.
interdisciplinary projects begun during the
MOE would adversely affect later funding
for small efforts. But small projects c.-m-

tinue to he the backbone of ocean sciences
research:

Basically a lield-oriented science, ocean-
ography's progress depends on the ability
of scientists to observe, measure, and sample
ocean phenomena directly. They do most
of their work on research vessels on the
high seas. far from the convenience of shore
laboratories. Those vessels must he able to
support a variety of research missions.

AS the primary source of support for
U.S. academic oceanography: the Founda-
tinn has assumed responsibility to ensure
adequate research facilities for NSF-spon-
sored marine scientists: Since modern ocean
sampling, measurements, and analyses place
demands on research vessels considerably
different from those 10 years ago. NSF
continues to support ship upgrading; ocean-
ographic equipment. and instrumentation.

In 1982 continued exploration of the East
Pacific Rise on the Pacific Ocean floor
added to our understanding of crustal-
formation processes. Peter Lonsdale of the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Uni-
versity of California, and Berndt Simoneit
of Oregon State University reported in
Nazure magazine the results of dives by
the deep-submersiblc. Alvin in the Gulf of
California. Those dives revealed a cover-
ing of thick deposits of rich organic sedi-
ments, in conjunction with the Office of
Naval Research and the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration. NSF is
making preliminary plans at this writing
to convert or lease an existing ship as a
new tender for Alvin. This will give U.S.
scientists access to more distant and remote
geographic areas of high scientific interest:
It will also mean a better capacity to accom-
modate new instruments and experiments
for work on the deep-ocean floor:
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Coastal Ocean Dynamics
The _results of recent field experiments

Shim that the primary fOreing mechanism
for subtidal motion on most continental
shelves is wind stress: The friction of wind
on surface waiir. combined with the effects
of the earth's rotation, can cause some of
the surface layer to move away from the
shore. It is _replaced by an "upwelling"
`writ below the suri..ce. Theupwelled liquid
is cooler than the original water, and a
characteristic hand coastal low temper-
ature d-:velops. Often upwelled water_has
greater colleen trati.ms of nutrients than
the original surface water: which has been
depleted by hiological demands. Thus
upwelling replenishes s6rface-layer nu-
trients essential for high biological pro-
ductivity in the coastal ,ne.

Recognition of the importance of wind-
civen coastal currents to the entire ecol-
ogy of the continental shelf led to a Four-
year resew eh program that began in 1980.
Investigators from Oregon State Univer-
sity. NCAR: NOAA: the U 5: Geological
Suryey. the University of New Hampshire;
Scripps Institution of Oceanography. and
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution seek
to determine the key dynamic processes
that govern wind-driven motion over the
continental shelf of northern California.
Their project is called the Coastal Ocean
Dynamics Experiment (CODE).

Satellite images of sea-surface tempera-
ture have indicated that coastal circuli:tion
patterns vary greatly. Alongshore currents
are often interrupted by plumes of cool
water. which apparently run off the shelf:
they are not permanent features but tend
to recur at specific sites. At times they are
formed quite rapidly by a "squirt" of water
moving offshore: These squirts apparently
come from the convergence of flow over
the continental shell' in response to wind
variations along the shore: The offshore
flows are in turn typically rich in eddy sig-
natures (reminiscent ofcream stirred in
coffee). CODE scientists have related these
plumes and eddy features to strong veloc-
ity variability observed from ships and sur-
face drifting buoys. Other Features seen by
CODE researchers include a strong "jet"
of cool water directed straight offshore from
Point Arem.A, California. Velocities of 40
centimeters per second were sustained for
two days; and a thermal front was directed
offshore and lasted For several days.

These offshore currents are important
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CODE wotk. The Coastal Ccean Dynamics Experiment is looking into forces that direct
wind-driven currents over the continentalshelfofnorthern California. Satellite images show
that coastal circulation patterns vary_greatly, as seen_irt this schematic of an infrared image
with superimposed- surface drifter tracks indicates launch point): Of special interest: the
presence of an eddy IAI and a broad Offshore plume of cool water (8). CODE researchers
are learning much about the entire ecology of the continental shelf.

to the upw clline system. By looking at the
relationship, of these features tOSariabil-

of the wino held. CODE investigators
are testing different ideas on shelf dynam-
ics andgainingnewinsighLinto the physi-
cal phenomena of the upw citing system:
Al this writing they have begun to develop
new models tor wind - driven coastal circu-
lation.

Hydrothermal Vent
Biology at 21 Degrees North

More than a hundred years ago, the Chal-
lenger expedition concluded that rich life
dwelt in the cold, dark sea depth. Later
research indicated that, although deep-sea
organisms have a high species disersity.

6 a'

they gross SLOSS'S and are sparsely distri-
buted because of limited rood supply.

The mid -1970s marked the discovery of
deep-sea hydrothermal vent communities;
associated with submarine spreading cen-
ters: Biological studies at the Galapagos
Rift vent reveal that organisms associated
with the vent, including_ many remarkable
new species, grow rapidly and are riot lim-
ited to food supplied from the surface: In
most food webs the primary producers are
green plants that require sunlight for photo-
synthesis. By contrast, the primary pro-
ducers in the vent food web are chemosyn-
thetic bacteria that obtain their energy from
inorganic sulfides coming from the vents.

The OASIS expedition. organized by Ken
Smith of _Scripps Institution of Oceanog-
raphy and involving scientists From 20 insti-
tutions. visited a vent system off western
Mexico in spring _1982. Here John Baross
of Oregon State University made the start-
ling discovery that bacteria exist in super-
heated plume skater coming from black
smokers.

At the hydrostatic pressures Of he vents.
water remains in the liquid pha-e up to
460 degrees centigrade. In the laboratory.
under hydrostatic pressure and temper-
ature simulating the sent environment.
these bacteria can gross in a strictly._ in-
organic medium containing thiosulfite,
manganese, and iron as energy sources.
Under these conditions they can double in
less than 40 minutes. Bs contrast. the bac-
teria barely SLitiive at "low temperatures
of 80 degrees centigrade.

The discovers that these vent organisms
produce considerable methane, carbon
monoxide, and hydroger gas challenges
accepted -views as to hors those gases are
produced. The ability to precipitate trace
metals. including manganese and iron. sug-
gests a bacterial role in the formation of
pOls metallic sulfide deposits. Hol_gerlan-
nicch of WOOds Hiilc ace:triOgraphie InSti:
tution and his colleagues have isolated more
than 65 addttional strains of sulfur- and
methane-oxidiiing bacteria from animal and
mineral surfaces in the cooler waters sur-
rounding the _Yew.

Janie.; ChildreSS Of the University of
California Santa Barbara and George
Somero of Scripps Institution rf 0-ea nog-
raphy nleisured high sulfide lesels in the
blood R ftici I Orrii) and Ccilptogena
/clam). These organism!. concentrate sul-
fide with a special binding protein that
transports sulfide to bacteria living ss ithin
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Vent Colony. These bacteria, isc;ated from the suRerhoated waters discharged from deep-
ocean vents, derive all their energy for growth from the oxidation of inorganic compounds.
Certain trace metals are precipitated as a side effect of these life-supporting Chemical
changes. Bacteria such as these may be very important in enriching ore deposits with valu-
able trace minerals:

the animal tissue. The bacteria release Sul-
fide from the protein for use as an energy
source. Hydrogen sulfide, which -other liv-
ing organisms eliminate as a poison, may
he an important energy source for vent

red tirassle of Woods Hole Ocean-
ographic Institution and his colleagues are
studying the biogeography of vent animals
and their dispersal patterns, to discover how
these :itganisms locate a new vent when
;in old one dies. The scientists' new view
of life in the deep -sea now includes the

as a series of oases, rich in unique
marine lite: flourishing along the sub-
marine spreading centers.

Ocean Trace-Element
Chemistry

I he oceans contain a vast array of chemi-
cal species. often at extremely small con -
rent rations. Tess areas of science have seen
ii h remarka',le progress as in the ability

of chemical oceanographers to analyze and
describe these trace constituents: True: sam-
ple contamination in the dirty environment

sea is a perpetual problem.
pArtical:irly for metallic species. With

appropriate care, however, scientists_ can
detect nanomaar or picomolar levelS of
many trace metalseven the concentration
of common lead in deep-ocean water of
about five thousandths of one part per
billion.

What mechanisms maintain such low
concentrations in the world's largest aque-
ous solution over geologic time? The prob:
lem is not lack of supply over the millennia;
instead it is ease of removal. From the
pioneering Work of Karl Turekian of Yale
University: who drew attention to the par.
tide rain in_the ocean, we now know that
the removal process is related to adsorp-
tion; or "scavenging;" as dissolved species
adhere to solid phases. Marine chemists
are just beginning to reveal this phenomenon
and the short oceanic-residence time for
many chemical species; The rare-earth ele-
ments offer one such example.

Gerald V asserhurg and Donald Piepgras
of the California Institute of Technology
have measured the picomolar levels of the
rare earths samarium (Sm) and neodym-
ium (Nd) in oceanic samples. The abun-
dance of the isotope 143Nd in nature in-
creases through_ geologic time, due to pro-
duction from the slow radioactive decay

; ) 66

Or Thus crustal rocks of different
ages exhibit varying Sm/Nd ratios.

Samarium and neodymium readily hy-
drolyze in solution, show a marked tend-
ency to adsorb on solid phases, and have
oceanic residence times of only a few hun-
dred yearsshort compared to the time
scale of interocean mixing. The Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans, therefore, maintain
isotopically distinct Sm/Nd ratios; where
these two oceans meet, in the Drake Pas-
sage, the proportions indicate that the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current consists
of about 70 percent Atlantic water,

For signals such as this to be fully inter-
preted, scientists need a more sophisticated
view of the chemical processes controlling
such short residence times. Michael Bacon
of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Insti-
tution and Robert Anderson (now of the
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory)
have carefully investigated the removal of
chemical elements onto sinking particles.
Their results indicate a removal rate that
is directly proportional to -the dissolved/
particulate fra-,:tionaticiri of the metal and
is driven by particles with a 5 to 10 year
sinking time in the ocean water column.
Sediment-trap experiments are giving a
wealth of information on these particle
fluxes and their chemical signals: Thus ocean
trace-element chemistry is now undergoing a
true revolution:

Meandering Channels on_

Fanthe Amazon Fan
An important problem in marine geol-

ogy is deciphering the eVolution of thick
sequences of sediment that form adjacent
to the continental margin: Such features-,
known as deep-sea fans, are often located
off major river systems or continental-
margin canyons. Since these fan sediments
form a large share of continental-margin
deposits, detailed knowledge of their sed!
imentary processes, growth patterns, and
evolution is critical to understanding the
entire margin, its history and origin. Addi-
tionally, deep-sea Fans have become increas-
ingly important targets for hydrocarbon
exploration.

BeciiiiSe of the large area of most fans.
conventional geologic surveying and Map-
ping tools have given only a limited view
or their MOrpholOgy and sedimentary pro-_
cesses. Fans are composed dominantly of
eroded continental sediments apparently
transported to the deep sea by sporadic
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turbidity 11..1%.s. Such flows produce chan-
nel systems across the fan as they slow
down and deposit their sediment load.

Although the exiStenee ol these channels
on fans had been known for some time.
recent research on tl,e Amason Cone (or

aril off the northeastern coast of Bratil
promises important tint insights into chan-
nel and fan sedimentation processes.

hi John Dtimuth. scietaists at
Lamont-Doherty. Observatory of
Columbia University. collaborating with
firaidifin scientists. used the GLORIA side-
scan sonar system of the Britrfh Institute
of Oceanographic Sciences to map the Ara-
gon Cone morphology and channel system.
fhis device uses returned acoustic
signals to provide data on sea-floor mor-
phologup to 15 kilometers on each side
of the ship; track.

The most striking tind surprising char-
acteristio of the Arnaion Cone channels
resettled in the sup,ey is their_extensive
and intro site me;inder patterns. Nearly till
ehannels ohser.ed helot'. 2.5(X) meters depth
on the Huddle and. lo%er fan showed high
1111t111Its :110 dell- developed recurring
meanders. Channel,: shalltmer than 2.51K)
meters also meander. but the sinuosity is
hmer ;Ind la:curving meanders arc not usu-
ally obscred. The eliannds tidily., 2.500
meters showed features and patterns that
gompare in morphology and site to flood-
plain deposits :Hid 1eatures of large river
systems. such is the Bitter Mississippi.

Ihese findings have important rami-
lications. The formation. maintenance, and
modifteation of such meander systems
ould seem to require a fairly steady. high
ohmic of flow through -the channels for

relatlyely long periods of tame--a concept
in striking contrast to the traditional one
(Its.,:hannel formatioi, by sporadic and
nitevNittent turbidity currents. Further
;in:flyNes iif these data will try to relate the
channel eharacteristies and morphology to
possible hydroOnainie regimes and sedi-
mentation patterns. Such work is essential
to dceloping models for fart sedimenta-
tion ond eolution.

GLORIA scan: Scientists used the British
sonar system called GLORIA to map the
Amazon Cone, or Fan, and its channels. In
this case, the western and eastern levees
were under special scrutiny. GLORIA's acous-
tic signals give data on sea-floor structure;
these data are critical to our understanding
of the continental margin and to possible
exploration for hydrocarbons.
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Oceanographic Facilities
In 1982. 151 scientific programs were

conducted on ships 6f the academic research
fleet. often referred to as UNOLS (Uni-
versity-National Oceanographic Labora-
tory System). The projects required nearly
3.1(X) days at sea; ranged from the Arctic
Ocean to the Southern Ocean and from
Japan to West Africa, and involved all
imijor disciplines of the ocean sciences=
marine geology and geophysics: physical;
chemical, and biological oceanography: air-
sea interaction: and ecolqy and environ-
mental quality: Operating costs for the
UNOLS_Ileet ranged from 5500 a day for
the sandiest coastal vessels to more than
S11.000 a day for the largest open-ocean
sh his.

TOre were no important changes in the
site or composition of the fleet in 1982.
General-purpose surface ships continue to
be the primary requirement. NSF supports
:ibout 70 percent ol operational costs; the
Office of Naval Research (ONR); are
National 0,:canic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration (NOAH), the U.S. Geological Sur.7'
vey, and the Department of Energy fund
the rest.

The research vessels (R/Vs) Atlantis II
and Columbus Iselin underwent year-long
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R/V Alpha Hellx. This 41.5-meter vessel. part of the U.S. academic research fleet was once
a floating marine biology laboratory. Now converted, the general-purpose research ship can
be used in icy seas (photo by Mike Milled. Above, a researcher lowers sampling instru-
ments from the Alpha Helix Into the eastern Bering Sea ice pack (photo by H. J. Niebaueri,
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to cons ert R V .4t/antis 11 for an
iliirr upport ship nosed ahead. The deep-,

suhrir %chicle .4/Tcrr 1 now supported
In tile cat:midi-tin Lidu, which lacks :ide-
quate accommodations, laboratory space.
and. most important. sufficient endurance.
During recent expeditions. an additional
research essei was required for accommo-
dations or salets, increasing the cost of
the .linen program. With R. V Atlantis 11
as a support ship: scientists will has c excel-
lent laboratories, space for 16 scientists,
and greath improved range and endurance.
NSl ONR. and NOAH will continue to
fund the .4/vin program under an ter-
agency agreement.

The ,c;11' 1982 saw the final conversion
of R V Alpha Hells to an effective general-
purpose research ship. The 41.5-meter vessel
win designed and hbilt as a sea-going marine

hkilogical laForators. Transferred in 1 ')W1

front the Scripps Institution of Oceatiog-
raph to the rimersit, of Alaska. the
Alpha ice - strengthened bow, size.
and configuration are well suited to the
ClillVer,ir's research activities. Modifica-
tions included the installation of a deep-
sea winch. a how thruster kir preLise maneu-
chilg during scientific operations, and a

deck crane for deploying and recovering
instrument packages and other equipment.
These and other changes have made the
Alpha Helix effectke for research projects
in the Bering Sea_ and_ along the sea-ice
margin The modifications also gave the
ship a lower center of gravity that enahles
it to operate in more diverse sea conditions:

NSF gave increased attention to scien-
tine instrumentation in 1982. Along with
emphasizing the new instrumentation to
improve scientific capandifies_and replace
outmoded equipment, the Foundation
began to stress the development of ocean-
ographic instruments that have ..)road usage
in the ocean sciences.

United States Antarctic Research

Antarctica is emerging as a critic.!. -isue
on the international agenda. In 1961. 12
nations enacted the Antarctic Treaty, which
reserves the region south of 60 degrees south
latitude for peaceful purposes: Through the
I9(4_ls and 1970s. most of these nations oper-
..cd stations and supported scientific re-
search that produced suhstantial knowled,_
of the region's physical and biologics.
makeup and its relationship to global sys-
tems. mong other achievements, antarctic
research pointed to a potential for exploit-
able resourcesparticularly marine_living
resources and offshore oil and gas. During
that period: the world's resource base
k ;IS increasingly recognized as limited:
and Shortages developed in son, areas.

:Antarctica is now receiving add atten-
tion. In 1.477 and 1981 two more nations
established year-round research programs
there and became parties to the Antarctic
Treaty. Twelve additional nations have
agreed formally to abide by the treaty but
have not sent expeditions to Antarctica at
this writing. Still others launch ship-based
summer research expeditions. or they send

observers to the stations already set up by
other countries.

Meanwhile, the treaty nations have devel-
oped means to encourage the conservation
and wise use of Antarctica's resourcesa
subject not addressed by the treaty itself.
They have agreed on measures to conserve
fauna and flora, seals, and marine living
resources. Work on the most difficult
issuethe exploration and exploitation of
mineralsbegan in the mid-1970s and has
not yet ended: This task is complicated by
territorial claims asserted by seven nations
but not recognized by others.

Within this context the United States,
which has not made a territorial claim in
Antarctica and does not recognize the
others, has worked since 1957 to maintain
an active and influential presence in Antarc-
tica one that responds to U.S. scientific.
economic, and political Objectives. At this
writing: the U.S. Antarctic Research Pro-
gram consists of a ship and_ four year-round
research stations, annual deployment dur-
ing the austral summer of about 300 inves-
tigators on some 85 research projects: and

Jperation of the logistics and sup-
port functions.

The research program is balanced among
the disciplines of upper-atmosphere pnys-
ics. metcorolop geology and geophy sics,
glaciology, oceanography, and biological
and medical research. The National Sci-
_nee Foundation funds and manages the
;-rograni, w hiCh includes logistics provided
by two federal departments (Di tense and
Transportation) and b!, a private contrac-
tor. As in other Foundation programs, set:
entists are selected from universities and
other institutions to do the research.

The President of the United States
firmed the U.S. program and pokey for
Antarctica in a memorandum of 5 Febru-
ar } _1982. Recognizing that increased interest
in the continent may require work in addi-
tion to the Foundation's pro vain, he also
directed that under certain conditions other
agencies may be involved there in certa,n
Short-term scientific activities.

First Antarctic Land-
Mammal Fossil

'Vith an average annual temperature far
below freezing and a land mass almost
,+ holly Ascured by an ice sheet up to three
miles thick: Antarctica supports little lifc.
Lichens and bacteria grow on some of the
exposed rockS, but only two species of flow-
ering plants and two wingless insects have
been reported even in the relatively mild
climate near the Antarctic Circle._

These present-day conditions belie Ant-
arctica's warn] past. And Antarctica's
present isolation from the other conti-
nents belies its central position In the pro-
tocontinent Gondwanaland.

Fossil discoveries nave contributed_ much
to ari understanding of Antarctica s pa-
leoclimate and paleoposition, Early in this
century_ Permian -age rocks_ bearing the fossil
leaf Glossopteris were discovered in the
Transantaretic Mountains. This rock type
is matched in the other southern conti-
nents, suggesting that Antarctica was joined
to one or more of them 270 million years
ago: Just 13 years ago part of the upper
jaw of Lystrosaurrts, a_ dog-size four-legged
repttk, was fouridzilso in the Traosant-
arctic Mountains: This reptile fixed on the
other southern continents too, and Its pr(..s-
epee in Antarctica is strong evidem, that
the continents were joined in the Triassic
period: which began 230 million years ago.



Nlatelt I9s2, kir the lirst time in
inaretiea; t ..S. p,dcoutologtsts found a

iosal land mammal. f he animal 1,ts a small;
rodenilikse marsupial of the genus PoIy-
d(Plopv. I he remains were recovered on sey-
mour Island near the tip of the Antarctic
l'eninStila. Fite fossil clearly suggests the
Prvsence of a former kind connection (Or a
series of close islands separated by shai-
,;;, 11/4 !ter J/C1% ecn the peninsula and South

i his C' 'Ineoion existed at some
tune heist een the late Paleoeene 10( heii puly-
d,tlopid,ie first ,ire known from South

merical and the late Focenc (s hen :bey
.tic now know n Irom Antarctica), or 55 to

Indlion sears ago:
I he fossil find confirm:, theories of past

distribtitfon, which predicted the
presence of those animals in Antarctica
and prCSUIllet. .nat Antarctica was a land
hridge between the Americas and Australia.
I'icse :ire the only continents on which
marsupials hale existed: The find suggests

the land connt.etl,n between the Ant -
arctic PeninsUla and St.itith America was
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First fossil of an antarctic and mammal; The SOW'S conception (by R. W. Tope, Ohio State University] showaPolydo/ops; a fossil of which
was found in -early 1982 on Seymour Wand. Antarctica. The animal was perhaps the size of a small wood rat and ate bettieS. Phbto
(courtesy of Ohio State University) is side view uf a jaw fragment from the town. This remarkable find suggests that the land connection
between the Antarctic Peninsula and South America 55 to 40 million years ago was even closer than scientists had thought.

70
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Katabatic Winds
\ utinnatie, onitiaiiiied stations in Ant-

arctica saippleinent the continent's manned
aaikins in coliecting weather data. Since

the I nited Stat.:, this operated 20 of
the unmanned units in addition to its four
s...ar-round manned stations.. I lie des ices
measure air temper-attire and pressure. V. hid
,peed, wind direction for a year with-
out needing. ;ins service: On frequent
,clictluic. tiles transmit the data to polar-
orbit ing satellites fir storage and retrans-
mission to ground stations.

In Wilkes land the tiutomatic weather
tations locus on katithatie. or gravity-driven

do \%itslope. winds. -the katahatic winds are
caused hs cold near the surface liter-
ilis falling dosktislope from Antarctica's

Inch central icc pLitC;11.1 to the coaSt. I here
gale. are the contin;:nt., most persistent
ssind pattern). ,tml the, influence weather
throughout the region. Kat:Lb:ate winds
often surpass hurricane speed: statious
the co:: ,t of Wilkes Land has e experienced
gaols of 200 miles per hour.

Since 1980. live t.J.S. and four French
automatic weather stations have been de-
pRxed along a line hetween the coast on
Fast Antarctica and Dome C, which is
10:760 feet high and 7(X) miles inland. Before
this. according to Gerd Wendler of the
t inversits of Alaska. scientists nad meas-
urements f the katahatic winds either on
tl:e coast or inland hut_ could nut follow
the a nil.' trajectory. The unmanned sta-
tions given the first comprehensive

ast which models can be tested
or-new ones developed: Wendler and his
colle:tgues have heen ahle to define kata-
hatie floss more precisely than before, and
they have incorporated into the existing
models such dynamic processes as blow_
mg snovs, inertial effects, :ind variations of
slope angle.

Dome C. at the inland end of the series
of automatic stations, is the highest point
in the area, and no katahatie wind should
he occurring there. In fact, its annual aver-
age wind speed usa, Found to he just seven
miles an hourhy far the lowest at all of
Antarctica's stations.

The relentless. northward-llowing kata-
bane winds have a large but as yet unquan-
tilled effect on the Southern Ocean and a

praik,timl ...11,:ct on the :itinosphere.
wind, (IIINC a,rtarclic sett ice into the sub-
polar region: there the variable extent of
ice on the sea is a sensitive climatic (ever
that can amplify the effects of small changes
in global heating. The automatic weather
stations provide the means to quantity the
process where it_startson the thousand-
milc slopes of the east antarctic ice sheet.

Wedde!I Sea
Oceanography

In October 1981 the Soviet research ice-
breaker Mikhail Somov entered Antareti-
ea's winter hell of sea ice a thousand miles
off Queen Maud Land: For the next two
weeks the ship pushed southwttrd through
the ice. It reached a point 55(J miles off the
antarctic coast, thenrturned and headed
for the open sea. whIch it reached on 14
November.

The voyage was remarkable for two rea-
sons: It was the first ever to obtain a com-
prehensive. interdisciplinary set of data well
within Antarctica's winter sea-ice cover.
In addition, the research group had equal
numbers of American and Soviet scientists.
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Marine reptile. Drawing iby R. W. Tope,
Ohio State University) shows a plesiosaur,
or marine reptile, from the Cretaceous period.
Researchers found fossils of two of these
creatures during the 1982 expedition in Ant-
arctica. The fossils were more conclusive
than any of this type fourd before.



\ mold wrtIon the I rolipot-Dolicri
Ohsery atop, led the 13-person

(ontitigent: I 1, Saroklianyaii 01 the
\ rctic and \ mar( tic Research Institute.
I ciiiiigrad. headed the Sol. let expedition
I he no.estigattlis were organized into te,ims

to studs physical oceanography. chemistry,
hiology. sea ice. inetcorologx. and the Yel-
o,lt iii soliiiit tit the oeexi.

I he ship stopped 37 tinier for sea:01111c
o irk and also made ohseral1011S en route.
\ oluect e was to do illea.111C-
Mcill, III .1 Opt:11-.1(1 area
',Jilin] [he hCred in satellite images

so.cial LL i nidit tit C1
Ito%eeroul polyityti

liil II ii apnea; (1,itaig the oy:ige.
I he k was done in in area

deimed as cddcil tica outflow ot the
ie. 1liis g re lies leeWard iii

uli ntarctic Peninsula between the alit-
.1r,ii, continent and the ard-blowing
\ march,. ircumpolar ( I he gyre 4--

maior prt)doccr tit antar.2tic hotroin
,old arid laden ith nutrients, this

water onuses into the Northern Hemisphere
to iipell at some locations and nourish
lisheries
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Inie the hydrographie data tend
cootirm pnor summer observations: they

also hay e giyen new information on the
into.ement of water amasses -iii the region.
One finding resealed intense eddies of rel-
anyely warm water,ahout 12 miles .,teryss.
that rise io Within ;Lout 130 meters of the
stirlace I his upward Illt)VellICIll can stop-'
pis large amounts of heat to the ittmos-
pliere and probably contributes to forma-
tion (il those ptilvny as that the expedition
members had sought to studs.

looplankton collections s'icv . . a dra-
iiiatie difference in both hi ;ma .''id num-
hers of individuals , hetwee
the ice edge and the h.r. e hundance
under pack ice was _N r cubic meter,

hire the edge it was _s 1) 42 per cubic
meter: Because inciting at the ice edge sta-
bilizes the surface layers, ahundanc,: there
exceedS that in the nearhy open sea.

I he expedition found wave heights
greater tlf tit 0.2:, meter that penetrated
120 nautis.al miles into the ice pick, twice
till ptdii.:ied distance. 1 hese waives ZIFt:

remnants of long and high swells at the ice
edge. a characteristic of the southern ocean
and its high Inds.

Arctic Research

and eii ironniehtal
iragility in the Amt.: 'an north liae boosted
interest in :oche in recent years.
to rri`tl, i he regnIii tiller; a unique oppor-
iiiii,i to study many lundainental seien-
ton: questions.

NSI -eSpeenilly eninhasizes arch, _s_areli
on problems that require an interd,sciplinary
approach. f samples of laanidation-hack231
otolects include these two:

Gren/um/ l';;;gram, a Stitdy
that emphasized measurement of sur-
LiU: teal Tres. bedrock topography;
internal layering. and the drilling and
in estigation of ice cores.

Processes and Resources- nJ the Bering
Sea .Shell. ssncl) investigated the causes
at spectacular hiologieal productivity
in one 01 the world's main fishing areas.

In addition_ to these large inieldiscip-
Imary ellorts. supports arctic research

IA ;thin disciplines geology -arid
geophy Su:S. hitiliigy, (feezinography.
°logy, and the atmospheric sciences.

Nine other federal agencies also support
or perl-orin haste arctic research. Total fed-
eral support is sonic SX5 million a year.
\kith the foundation providing about a fifth
()I that.

Arctic Heat Flux
The flux of heat into the arctic region is

i crucial part of the global circulation sys-
tem that determines the present climate
and its long- ,aid short-term variations.
1 0 tiliderStand the climate better. scientists
must investigate the heat balance at. high
latitudes and the processes that maintain
arid iMidily it.

Both the atmosphere and the ocean carry
heat northward at high latitudes, but sea-
sonal changes in heat storage seem to he
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much greater in the ocean than in the innws7
pherc. In particular. the unique thermal
structure of the Arctic Ocean is resRonsible
1-or maintaining the ice cover there. It is
important to learn whether there is poten-
tial for a change to vastly different Lon-
ditionsan open. ice-free Arctic Ocean;
for example.

The stable sea lee COser mainly' detei-=
mines the arctic climate. This cover reflects
much more incoming solar radiation hack
into space than the open ocean dues, so
the amount of radiation absothed depends
upon how much ice there is. To know in
which direction the amount of lee is chang-
ing, one needs to know how much heat is
transported into the arctic, and how much
stored heat may become available to melt
the existing ice. Such circular effects can
h,: en heuoS'iftre--{ hy increasing the observed
eflect(ir negative (hy reducing the observed
etteet1

,rate Oci'an has one principal op -

Mg I,. .ritIe Ocean tnrou th the N
d Orc-nlanc: Seas. Earlier oceanic

studies have ShOWn an inflow or warm
water in the Norwegian Atlantic Current
(a- northern branch of the Gulf Stream cir-
culation) and an outflow of cold water along
the east cea '-t of Greenland. The East
Greenland Current also exports an enor-
mous amount of ice front the Arctic Ocean.

ram Strait. the passage betWeeii Green=
land and Spitshergen, has been the focus
of recoil heat - exchange research. This work.
sponsored by the Office of Naval Research
and NM his shown a complex eurrent
system with energetic eddies existing on
different Space scales. The evidence for clue-
tuitions in the water transport has placed
a greater importance on concurrent meas-
urements of outflow ihrongh the Canadian
IirchipelagO, and p,,s,;f 1.,. through the
Bering Strait:

Along vith the glowing numbers of
direct. long-teriii measurements of the
water and heat exchange through Dram
Strait has come an increase in the number
of oceanographic cruises to the Norwegian_
and Greenland Seas and the vicinity of
Spitshergen: In the summer of 1982, for
cxample,!the M/V Lance carried out a joint
U.S.-Norwegian program for an integrated
series of physical measurements in the I-ram
Strait area. The long-term deployment of
pressure gauges will yield direct measure-
ments of the total flow 10 e0inplenielit data
acquired during the cruise:
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Scientific, Technological,
and International Affairs

NSI progi:Im foT ,cicntilicr. tech-
nologic;II. . :I int,:rriational
aliznr. ISE! Al have Ilili4ille 11111C-

I1011, t ILI! are central to the missiOn (lithe
I oundation. through activities supported
li ilie,-,e Eiriigruni,-.. the Cork of NSF reaches
man potential users :tero: the United
tiLites--;,mong them representatives of state
and lOcal izireriiiiientS. Siiiiill bi.I.Siness or
industrial planners. zicadeinic scientists.
groups oif pro, ate citiiens. and prominent
deeki-trii Makers ro federal agencies._ the
( i Mi.! FO

:iN. ilfly t ile Ii \ Ct.1.011, t: 01110: Or l Ile

President. \fore broridl,, these programs
.iis,, 1,1-.!. \ incric.i,1 erentpas and engineel-,
.A iiit colleagues d ,ing research in fOrcign
countries.

!ill:\ programs includc Industrial sci-
enr.c amd technologictil innovatton. inter-
go \ eminent:II and public-serviOe;crence
.ind technolop, international-cooperative
st;lentific aetivittes, policy research and
analsis. and science resources studies.
Their twirls are as follows:

I. to conduct research programs thttt
cut across disciplines and strengthen the
-eieritilic and techriol2gicalIS&T) research

enterprise. hoth n/ionally and interna-
tionalk.

I 0 collect :Ind analvte data on the
status of the ntitional S&T enterprise.

):. . .

3 to stud public-poli ii:1, issues ill NO-
elll'e and technology.

4. I o scr.e NSF and other government
dc,kt,-ti makers who face complex proh-
li ,I. poi raining to science and technology
;in.( :i ,... Hi tire of our country.

tr.

Industrial Science and Technological Innovation

Here the program goals to:
Increase knowledge of science and

engineering that is essential For technolog-
ical innovation in the United Suite.

2. I.ink researchers %%ith commercial
users in the industrial sector.

3: Increase general understanding
Innovation processes and how the are
affected by government action. :Ind pri-
vate firms.

4. Evaluate institutional changes that are
designed to influence overall teehnologt-
cal innovation.

Innovation Processes
Research

Intramural projects in thk area'include
industry; university cooperative research
centers. Which have an important place in

Table 5
Scientific, Technological arid International Affairs

Fiscal Year 1981 and 1982

(Dollars in Millions I

Fiscal Year 1981 FiSt.al Year 1982

Number of
Awards Amount_

Number of
Awards Amount

Industrial Science and
Technological Innovation 277 $ 17.06 210 $ 12.90

Intergovernmental and Public-
Service Science and
_Technology 47 2.50 38 1.20

International Cooperative
Scientific Activities ...... 282 10.07 363 11.58

Policy Research and Analysis . 104 4.41 81 3.90
Science Resources Studies 46 3.10 41 3.14
Coordinated _Agency-Wide

Research Activities' 307 16.61 63 7.60

Total 1,063 $53.75 796 $40.32

_"Formerly pros- _)itectorate Programs _
ulds for ScleoLii for Citizens and for Ethics and Values in Science and Technology 'totaling $3.065.6911 came under

the Science and Engineering Education appropriation in FY 1981

SOURCE Fiscal Years 1983 and 1984 Budgets to Congress-Justification of Estimates of Appropriations iOuenfitatlye Pro-
gram Data Tables!

a A 74
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the nation,,l_research effort. _NSI. staff,
orktng %.ith evaluators at the centers,

have been assessing center operate. 9s and
effectiveness looking, for example. NCI-

entiliC communication net .rganiza-
t Metal structure. and successes at each cen-
ter. The group also wrote a manual on
how t0 start and operate a cooperative
research center:

In addition, NSF stall and scientists from
several major universities analyzed social

contributions to technological inno-
ion and national productivity. The paper

restelting from their analysis also noted that
possibilities for private-sector support of
social science are limited.

Itxtramural projects include these:

The Rand Corporation, in an NSF-
funded study; is examining social and
organizational aspects of office auto-
mation and factors that may help or
hinder it. The study has attracted con-
siderable corporate attention, and sev-
eral companies have been actively
cooperating in the project.

T

University of Michigan researchers arc
studying a national saniple of firms
with employee stock-ownership plans
to learn Kw, titirowing form of
organization affect, tAorker motivation,
productivity. and the pace of techno-
logical innovation.

A project at California's University
of Santa Clara looks at the venture-
capital industry and the process and
criteria used to make such investment
decisions: The study includes interviews
with both investors and high- technol-
ogy entrepreneurs: It should give a rare
view of "market failures" in this indus-
try, along with data to guide future
practices.

Industry/University
Cooperative Research

Projects
NSF sponsors cooperative research done

by university and industrial scientists and

engineers. .e.)int proposals, reviewed as is
any other scientific proposal, are judged
and awarded grants on the basis of the
best arrangement for the cooperative re-
search effort. Significant cost sharing is
required of industrial participants:

Approximately 17 percent .f these awards
have gone to partnerships involving uni-
versities and small business firms; Projects
funded as of this writing have been divided
about equally &etween engineering and sci-
entific fields. Chemical or electrical engineer-
ing, materials research. and chemistry have
produced the largest number of proposals.
Some examples of projects include:

The Illinois Institute of Technology
and Bell Laboratories are developing
an infrared intracavity spectrometer
to study chemical-vapor deposition
reactions; This research will have prac-
tical applications in the manufacture
of solid-state electronics, solar cells,
and optical fibers for telecommunica-
tions. The advanced scientific instru-

Materials research and the space program A Martin Merlotti technician Inspects the space shuttle Columbta's external tank parts; Which
are covere." with an ablative insulation material. Martin Marietta and the Massachuse!s Institute of Technology developed a time- and cost-
saving technique for applying the insulation. MIT's polymer processing effort began with an industry-university cooperative research grant
from the NFit:onal Science Foundation. (Second photo shows entire external fuel tank for Columbia's rockets.)
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mentation doeloped and used here
offers art added technological bonus:

Fo seek new energy- and cost - efficient
materials_for the packaging :int] con-
tainer iiidUStry a chemical engineer-
lug professor at the Polytechnic Insti-
tute of New York and scientists at

EiberS :Mil Plastic Company are
working with thermoplasl,e polymeric
materials. Thermoplastics have been
replacing glass and metal containers,
doing the same jOb at lower cost and
superior performance: With the use
of tW it or more sandwiched layers -of
thermoplastics, strength and barrier
protection will improve. The sand-
wiches are made by pressing out the
poly niers tog-et wee.

Hits project focuses on Ways tit aVOid
instability in the interfaces between
the plastic layers. The information it
produces will improve the theOretiCat
basis for design_and control of inno-
vative industrial processes.

A new type of chemical reactor a
reactor---=came from the

research of a team at General Electric
and the University of Pennsylvania.

product allows a chemical
reaction to occur w;th the help of
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catal)s, then separates and concen-
trates the reaction prOdUcts. The rear=
for is expected to perform ea tal tie
proce.sses that require less energy and
a smaller capital investment than -Other
devices currently in use. Possible appli-
cations include the synthesis of a lead-
free antiknock additive ide gasoline
and the production of an intermediate
chemical product in sem ntheta: peni-
cillin manufaettire. 1 he University
applied for a patent, and licenses are
aailable to industry through university
patentS

Possible catalyst designs for an oxygen:
reduction electrode were investigated
by a research team of chemistry pro-
lessors at StanfOrd Uhiyersity anti the
California Institute of Tei.hriblOgy,
along with a senior research scientist
at the Hercules Company. This work
involved two - electron transfer pro-
ce,,,es and the structuring of organic-
metallic compound.; for specific
aly t le tasks: The team discovered zi
new oxygen-reduction catalyst; (tam-
ing the way for iith-ee applications such
as a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell. New
sources of electrical energy to heat
bUildirigS or fuel ears could result.

Intergovernmental and Public-Service
Science and Technology

These programs. which reach important
sectors of the nonscientific community.
are intended to:

Encourage the integration of scientific
and technical resources into the activi-
ties of state and local governmentS.

Identify; analyze: and help resolve the
ethical and social dilemmas arising in
and from the work of scientists and
engineers.

The Voundation directed recent _inter-
governmental activities mainly toward those
in state and local governments who use
scientific and technical resources. Through
NSF efforts regional and national networks,
public-interest associations; and other re-
source groups are encouraged to (I) further
government understanding of how to use
scientific and technical resources; (2) offer
informati.m and technical services to gov-

ernMeritS, and (3) organize interjurisdic-
tional infOrmation networks.

Information and technical services come
through workshops. site visits. newsletters;
and cooperative arrangements with the
academic and private sectors to address
common problems. Assessments of these
activities yield impOrtant leSSOnS and help
identify future needs and strategies. Pro-

grant efforts are designed to capitalize On
NSF's experience, encourage the replica-
tion of pros hits successes, and he;p trans-
fer support to nonfederal sources.

The Foundation also aids research and
relined activities that address the ethics
and values invoked in scientifie and tea=
niol %%tisk. Issues of general concern are
analyied and the results widely dissemi-
nated. The National Endowment for the
flumaniti_es supports these efforts along
with the Foundation.

Some questions rinsed in recent projects
on engineering ethics included these: Do
engineers fiive special professional respon-
sibilities'? How should they deal with the
risks associated _with or stemming from the
work they do? Hm% can their organizational
environments be structured to improve pro-
fessional responsibility or help them manage
risks better? Can professional societies and
engineering educators play 3 special role
in dealing with these problems'?

These are not questions to which goal,
definitive answers can he given. However,
projects ...an help identify problems and
deSeribe options and partial solutions. For
instance. in an extensive survey of engi-
neers employed by two organizations with
a history of designing sale products, the
vast majority reported that their concern
for safety came front an organizational
eniphasis. not from their education or
front professional societies. Managers in
these companies were also positive about
regulations as a source of protection from
unscrupulous competitors and about public
influence as a way of setting high product
standards.

Engineers; social scientists. and philos-
ophers also participated in a workshop to
review the t.eSilliS Of these studies and to
devise strategies that promote safety in engi-
neering design. (AA- volume that includes
the two ease studies and the workshop
presentations is available from the Human
Dimensions Center, Rensselaer Polytechnic

Troy, N6 vijek.)

International Scientific Cooperative Activities

The Foundation manages some 30 cross-
disciplinary programs with particular coun-
tries under bilateral agreementS fdr coop=
eration in science and engineering; The costS

lot- thiS e011abiiratiOn are usually shared
by the United States and the government
of the participating country. Exceptions
are India and PakiStan: for theSe programs
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internaticnal exchange; Chemist Jonathan L. Sessler (left Onto) received a U.S.- France -exchange grant from NGF to work for a year on the
cnemic-.I stinrhesis of a type of Catalyst that may have wide commercial application_ in producing pharmaceuticals. Sessler was at the
Louis Panteur University in Strasbourg, France with Jean_!Marie_Lehn,_wh_o_directs one_ of the world's leading research teams in thiS a_ tea of sci-
ence. Also at Strasbourg_on thasameexchange_ program was chemist Cynthia Burrows (right photo, at right), shown with a French
colleague atLehn'slaCoratory. Burrows has a grant for 15 months to study the biridirig of organic ions to crown ethers. This topic is of great
interest in organic chemistry and one on which Lehn s group has done much of the prior research.

the expenses of both sides are met by
V.S.-owned special foreign currency held
for suei use.

NSF's hilatmil partners in cooperatiye
emit three groups: ( I) the

industrial; market-economy countries of
western I urope. East Asia, and Oceania:
(21 China and the centrally controlled.
industrial countries of eastern Europe:
arid (3) the less industrial countries of

Xsia. and Latin America. One Of
these cooperative ii-rangernents is described
here.

Gover.imei.t participation aids the ex-
change of knowledge among industrial
countries. For example, certain major
research equipment and facilities have
become so expensive that countries now
iigree to Share their use and costs. Then
too; formal binational arrangements often
ease access h scientists from one country
CO the national lalioratories of another.
Nforciw er. encouraging strong personal ties

tomorrow's senior scientists is im-
plirtaiit CO all countries: today's younger
scientists find it difficult to spend substan-
tial periods of time in research and study
abroad withinit government encouragement
and :issistance.

Exchange of Scientists
the United StateS-Fraiice exchange Of

scientists grew out 01 .1 general framework

for scientific cooperation established in 1960
as a symbol of improved relations. But
there was also a mutual feeling that Scieri:
tific cooperation between the two countries
had lagged and needed holstering. One fea-
ture of the agreement was a postdoctoral
exchange of scientists: The two sponsors
of the exchangi:::--the French National Cen-
ter for Scientific Research and the U.S.

/National Science Foundationhave effec-
tively distributed information about the pro-
gram and kept up alively interest in scieri=
talc activity in both countries:

Exchange visits tinder the program usu-
ally last one year. Sli,anei- visits are pOSSi=
ble and beneficial rc; -base familiar with

the language and institutions Of the hot
countr\; Typically-, scientists in the pro -
gram .are under 35 years old and still in
their formative years of professional devel-
opment.

Each country selects a/ ,,licants who merit
suppOrt. based oh the country's overall
needs and perceptions of the host's research
Strength in specific fields, as well as gen-
eral scientific merit. A-to--dS under the
U.S.-France exchange may he in the math-
eniatical, physical, engineering, biolog-
ical. and social sciences. MOM than 70 per-
cent of French participants have chosen to
work and study with U.S. chemists, physi-
cists-, and life seientists.

Policy Research and Analysis

The Foundation appraises the impact
of research upon industrial development
and the general welfare and is a source of
information on policy formulation for other
agencies of the federal government:

Areas of study include the contribution
and impact of science and technology on
the economy and society: patterns of utter -

national competitiveness, teehriology trans-
ler, and monetary transactions; ways to
assess and manage technological risks: and
relationships among science zind technol-
ogy policies and those on environmental,

7

energy, and mineral resources
examples follow.

Teletext and Videotext
Systems

An NSF technology-assessmnt study
examined sonic. of the public-policy issues
associated with the piltehtial developnieQt
of teletext and videotext in the United StateV.
TheSe are electronic systems for the wide:
sritetid distribution of t...stutil t,nd graphic
information. Display of the inf. mnation
relieS un loW:ebst terminals under the selec-



fine control ot ope:ators xxho use procedures
that noitexpertv earn erisihs understand.

idcotext Is the .generie mime for sys-
tems that prosaic. for two-way information
How. ss hercas teletext refers to one-way
trinsmission services. This technology has
the potcatial to change the way people use
:111,)r!11.1t1t)n.

I he [Clete's( videotext rahc-policy. de-
bateboth nationally and internationally
has alreadS begun. No single body of law
or regul iall has clear jnrisdiction over
this Ii technology. Issues addressed
in the technology-assessment study include
the question of user access, the mrirketplace
strusturc, the regulation of content, and
the potential need for :aided copyright pro-
tection.

II and ii hen widespread use of teletext
and xidei :text hecomesri reality, other issues
insist be examined. I or exam plc. %%1131
restrictions: if any. should there he oil the
ast aatounts of personal information that

(.,ialsi be collected from videotext systentS7
Defining an individual's right to privacy
in this electronic ens ironnient isri

task Hit rile of considerable public
interest.

ideotext will also allow people to shop
elect ronically. Here the rabies issues include
Pr;'lectIng :Onslii.ners against question-

ble sales tacties .ind misrepresented prod-
ucts or ILc:, 15 sAell ;Is derding ssith
disputes and guaranteeing product quality:

Other issues include the question of anti-
trust legislation and the role of multina-
tional , orporations in sex hat promises to he
an international enterprise.
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Taxation and Innovation
Several NSF policy studies have assessed

relationships between taxation, innovation,
and other variables, such as business con-
fidence and market strategy. Their main
question was: To w hat. extent can [or do)
tax measures stimulate industry to develop
and use new technology! Associated policy
questions are: Do other countries- provide
significantly better tax treatment of innova-
tion than the United States does'? Do specific
tax. incentives markedly affect innovation
actisitiev!

Oyer the kilt fey years (1979:82), NSF
directed a number of short-term projects
to gather initial data and give interim assess-
ments tor use hv the public-rnibey coin-
mutiny until long-term statistical work could
he completed. Results 01 this early work
indicate that claims aide in the public arena
l'equsntly overstate existing CVlUellie about
he use of innovation tax incentives abroad

:did the effectiveness of those incentives.
Information raid discussions stemming from
these :Ladies led to a definition of research
hypotheses, stimulation of proposals. and
funding of tAo long-term prn,e,as to assess
tax ellects on Red).

One project will use statistical analysis
to estimate effects of the 1981 tax act on
R&1) hy year industry, type of R&D, and
ty pc of firm. i he second project will Stud)
the effects of tax variables on R&D for
selected high-technology sectors in the
t nixed States, the United Kingdom, the
1 cderal Republic of Germa,(y. and Canada,

Science Resources Studies

I hrough this program. NSF doe. stir-
seys and analyses of the nation's scientific
and technical resources and publishes sex -

eral sct...s., of report, and summaries. these
public:it hails go 10 sariets of usersin-
cluding allicials throughout the federal gos-
crawls:1i( in state and local government. it;
educational instittitcans. and in inclustrv
ssho l tcx elop science policy or allocate st:17
Click; resources. Analysts of the national
and local resource - allocation sxsteni fir
science and technology make up :mother
in:porrant audience.

I )(icing I 98:!. the 1 otmslation continued
o alvsclop periodic and comprehensise

national asen. less. ol the S& I personnel

situation and of past arid current funding
for S& I activities: Several reports itl special
significance are highlighted below ,

The 13th annual report of the National
Science Board. _Science IndicatorsN.'°.
m.ent from the President to ple Cpigress
late in 1981: The report is the fifth in a
series providing indices otscienee and tech-
nology performance iii the United States.
1 he eurrent soltunc contains more data
than did previous reports in the series.. It
locuses on primary policy Lint:S(10ns. Oneflilly
Aternative interpretations and pointing out
immations in the data. I his volume also
includes the results of a special compre-

hensive survey ()I public attitudes (award
science and technology:

the.. third volume of a series. Naticnal
Patternv of Si tence and Technology Re-
sources. as also published during the
year. This series provides a concise, cur-
rent overview of U.S. science and technol-
ogy resources: Data in the report indicate
that total U.S. expenditures for research
naiad deveLnt, t+ should increase in 1983
to 585 v&D expenditures have
increased in reLi constant dollar terms
each year since 1975. averaging about
4 percent anniially through 1983:

National R&D expenditures asti percen-
tage of the gross national product -have
been going up slightly each year between
1977 and 1982, Over this period the national
R&D,GNP ratio increased From 2.2 to
2.4 percent: compared with a peak of 3.0
percent in 1964. In 1983 the ratio is expected
to remain at 2.4 percent.

lrnmen and Minorities in Srience and
Engineering. published in the spring of 1982.
responds to a congressional directiye. This
is a biennial statistical report on the par-
ticipation of women and minority groups
in technological jobs and tr:tining. The
report highlights differences in job pat-
terns between women and men and between
whites and racial minorities, It ASO re-
s iews a series of indicators, such as unem-
jaoy merit rates and salary differentials_ro
iissesS relative labor 111:;rket conditions For
scientists :aid engineers. Data art: presented
on the humber and proportion ass omen
rind minorities earning degrees in science
and engineering and on the ways that those
groups acquire math and science skills be-
fore they enter college.

Among a number of special studies and
analyses during the year was a re^ort on
the results Of ;i (peeial St.irVeY. Of Si-nail.
high-technology companies engaged in
research and development. The survey
sex is supplemented by indepth interviews
of a sample_ of the responding rms. A
report. Problems of Small, High-Technol-
og Firms. came out in the spring al 1982
Numniarili.ng the findings of both survey
:did interviews. the studs documents and
assesses the pervasiveness iif certain prob-
lems among suhgroups of high-technol-
ogy firms.

o-thirds of the firms identified these
four areas is n ajor concerns: providing
competitive salaries and benefits. mrtintain-
ine R&D work at Actin:its: levels, dealing
with nonprocurement regulations, and
obtaining venture rind or working capital.
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Scientilit and EhOineering
Personnel and EducatiOn

In 1%2 the I ()mid:akin IOCUSed oil the
!mist critical need support to graduate
studentsw hile also folfilline_ earlier

commitinents to ongoing projects. In addi7
lion, the Nsitional Science Board established
the ( ommission on Precollege [(location
iii NI;it hent at ics. Science. amid T..ichnolt)gy.
I he ( of mission began to exiiiinne the

entire scope of t '.S. elementary and second-

ary preparation in the technological fields.
It also debated both the nature of the cur-
rept situation and themos4 appropriate
roles fOr Wend, local. and private resources
in finding solutions.

During 1982 all Other science and engi-
neering education programs at NSF were
terminated, and the Directorate for Science
and Engineering Ethicatiiin was restructured

Graduate Fellowships

Since 1952 the 1-oundatiOn has Offered
graduate fellowships each tear to some of
the nation's most prbinising and talented
students. 1 his support ziecelerates the stu-
-dents progress toward becoming high -lecl
LoitteihutOrS nation's scientific and
technological enterprke.

are flexiblethey go to individual
students w ho then choose where they wish
to In recent years there hits been an
empltasis on as arils to minority students
to enhance their opportunities fur science
and technology careers.

In 1-1. 1982, offers were extended to 555
individualsfor three -year graduate fellow-
ships. In addition; 1.,052 persons Cbritifined
their fellowships frinn previous years: In
tlii FY 1982 competit.in, another 794
individuals received IlOnOrithle Mention.
I vcricrice shows that this NSF citation

Very high endorsement and quite
often helps students get support from other
sources.

FolIOW ing are four example.; of work by
those awarded fellowships in FY 1982:

John E. Vidale; in geophysics at the
CalifOriliti Institute of Technologyjs
investigating earthquakes through the

Study of seismology and after-shock
patterns He has tilreadydene research
on the seismicity of the New Hebrides
trench.

.Anne M. Airkland, in electrical engi-
neering at MIT; is interested in digi:
MI signal processing and optical and
microwzive transmission.

to form the Offiee el Scientific and Engi-
leering Personnel and EdtieatiOn. The new
ollice_ administers graduate fellowships;
NATO postd4)etOral leniiWships.and con-
tinuing activities for awardS Made in pre-
vious years. It also offers. information to
the many while and private agencies work-
ing to improve the quality Of edit-can-6- in
science and engineering:

Jeffrey L. Eppinger; in computer sci-
ence at Carnegie-Mellon University.

10 study algorithM design, corn:
- puler systems; aid the design of per-

SOnal work stations. He has already
done empirical research on computer
program branching:

Martha C. thaen,1.1 genetics at the
University of Washington; Seattle;
plans to inVeStigate DNA cloning
techniques ti.-seek relatiOriShipS be-
tween gene structure and function:

Table 6
Office of Scientific and_EnglneerIng Personnel and Education'

Fiscal Year 1982

(Dollars in Millions)

Fiscat_Yr 1982
Number of Aivard:4

Scientific PersonneUmproveMeh
Science Education Development

and %Search
Science Education Communication .

NSB Commission on Precollege_ Education
in Mathematics; Science, and Technology .

Total

1,439

AMount

$16:75

69 2.67
3 1.19

.29

1;511 $20.90

Formely the Directorate for Science and Engineering Education

SOURCE Fiscal Yea, 1984 Budge* to conOtett-JOstitiobtion of Estimates of Appropriations (Quantitative Program .. tta
Tablesj
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NATO Postdoctoral Program

promote closer collaboration among
the scientists of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, NSF administers a postdoc-
toral fellowship program for the U.S. De-
partment_ of State. Awardsare made each
year so that young scientists can do post-
graduate research in foreign countries
for_ 9 to 12 months. In FY 1982 :49 individ-
uals received awards for advanced study
and research in Canada. Israel, and 12

European countries.
In a parallel effort; the Foundation

provides travel funds so that U.S. grad-
uate and postdoctoral students can attend
NATO Advanced Study Institutes: Candi-,
dates_ competing for these awards are nomi-
nated by the appropriate director of the
European institutes; and NSF makes the
final selection. In FY_ 1982, 55 students
attended the institutes through this support.

NSB Commission on Precollege Education in
Mathematics, Science, and Technology

Precollege achievement and participation
in science mathematics :s declining;
yet our society is becoming ever more tech-
nology. oriented. In response to the chal-
lenge or revitali.ang our educational efforts.
the National Science Board established a
Commission on Precollege Education in
Mathematics; S.;ene..!, and TecThology in
April 1982. This Commission_ aims to
explore what governments and private
organizations; professional groups; and
individuals can do to improve _mathemat-
ics. science, and -ehnology education. It

ii! also Come v ith a set of ideas-, op-

tions, and strategies to improve the qual-
ity of precollege science and math educa-
tion in this country.

This Commission is not meant to be
another study group: Rather; the 20-mem-
ber body will develop an action plan for
all sectors of society. This plan should help
our educational systems,,both formal and
informalprepare all citizens to live, work,
and participate fully in the society of the
future.

At its first meeting in July 1982. the
commission articulated these goals for
America's educational systems:

To continue to develop and broaden
the pool of students who are well pre-
pared and highly motivated to pursue
advanced careers in mathematics,
ence. and engineering.

To widen the range of high-quality
math, science, and technology educa-
tional offerings so that more students
can choose technically oriented careers
and professions.

To raise the general science and tech-
nology literacy of all citizens.

The commissioners, representing a wide
variety of fields, begun working in four
task groups focused on: (1) federal; state;
and local governments: (2) primary educa-
tors: (3) indirect facilitators of the educa-
tional process; such as radio; television,
and the press: and (4) colleges and em-
ployers who receive students from the sys-
tem. The task groups have sought the views
of a wide range of individuals and organiza7
,ions on improvements or changes needed
in our precollege educational systems: At
the same time, the commissioners have been
looking at a variety of existing programs
that offer high-quality precollege experiences
in scientific and technical fields, to see v hich
of these might merit adaptation elsewhere.

An interim report will follow the early
analysis and identification phase. Then, with
the knowledge gained from their work, the
commissioners will draw up recommenda-
tions for action. A final report will come
out neat the end of 1983.

Notional Selo-woo Board Commission. in_ahoto at lett members of the Commission on Precollege Education
Technology are sworn in July 9, 1982 by then-NSF director John B. Slau_ghter 12nd from right). In secc
chairman of the National Science Board and a Commission member, addresses the group. Seen at far right
co-chairs Cacily Cannan Selby and William T. Coleman, Jr.

81

'iclenca. and
s Branscomb,

:re Commission
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Model science center. These students are-learning at the Fernbank Science Centerin Atlanta; Georgia: The NEitional Science Board's Commis-
sion on Precollege Education in Math; Science; and Technology has identified Ferribank as a rnodel of Innovative science education.
Atlanta students of all ages (and some from other parts of the state as well) go there to work for several months at a time They benefit from
both modern equipment and exemplary teaching by working researchers. (Photos by Pat Olmert)

Continuing Activities

Research Apprenticeships
for Minority High
School Students

In FY 1982, awards went to 28 colleges.
uni%ersities, and other (Irk Inl / :Illllns for
these rereareh apprentiecships The grants
will enable some 423 students to have the
eXperience and excitement of working with
professional scientists in their laboratories.

During the summer. the students will do
research w 1:h scientists, attend seminars,
and go on field trips. Academic -year activi-
ties include further part -time research
at the grantee college or univ-Sity. Study
it the student's high school to prepare for
local or national science fairs, presentations
about the summer science experieneeta high
school peers, or work as laboratory assis-
tants. Grants provide modest stipends lor
the Students and nominal arnounts to the
grantee institutions to cover costs asso-
ciated with student activities.

NSF-Industry CooperatiVe
Program

In recent years the Foundation_has played
ti key rule in the rapidly expanding use of
computers for education and relateq_activi-
ties. Ear example, the BASIC_co441puter
language was developed as p31 of 5 set-
once education project at Dartmouth: the
LOGO computer-aided instruction language
and the PLATO tiqd TICCIT Systems for
computer-assisted 1h-traction also received
Faundation support at MIT, Illinois_ and
the Mitre Carporation respectively. Today
the .x prototype activities have become the
locus of intensive private-sector develop-
ment and investment.

iii FY 1982, NSF 's involvement in the
areas of computers in education was Uri;
usual. The Foundation funded models of
computer-based instructional Material for
ethic:titian in the sciences and engineering,
using computers donated by manufactur-

era. lave lAppie, Atari. DEC.
IBM: and Radio Shack) participated: They
earitributed a combined total of about
$900.000 in computer equipment. and NSF
added about S850,000, The gifts were un-
Ciinditional, and the program was designed
and operated exclusively by the Founda-
tion according to its usual procedures.
About 300 proposers competed for approx-
imately 60 awards.

Other NSF/indistry efforts included
these:

Projects in astronomy, physics. hiol-
og.y, and eheiniSirY Gill deVeliip ap-
proaches in using the pf:i qui-al com-
puter for laboratory activities such as

collecting daia, and pre-
paring reports:

Several projects will develop materi-
als and strategies to help precollege
smith lind'seience teachers learn how
to use computers in their classrooms.

Rabotics computer -hided design, and
computer-assisted manufacturing are
some Of the topics addressed in 18
engineering projects:
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"3-2-1 Contacti'_'_Young students watch this popular children's_series on public television. The shbw has reached some 30 million viewers;
,n fiscal year 1982 production began on its fourth season. Second photc shows an interview for one of the early 3-2-1 programs: _A
cast member (right] visits with an astronomer at Arecibo Observatory in Arecibo. Puerto Rico. lPr,otca courtesy of Children's Television
Workshop.1

Other Continuing Awards
Despite the termination of most education

proerams several hundred NSF projects
continued under earlier funding: Among
these were hundreds of crants_to
and universities to upgrade the content
and techniques of science educatioi., pri-
marily at the precollege and- undergrad-
uate leyelS. Many involved the introduc-
tion of new instruments and computer
simulation. a, well as locally_ originated
curriculum ;Ind institutional changes.

A few outstanding projects ith prior
NSF commitments fo; continue'l funding
received monies in 1982 Among these were
some of exceptional signi'..canec and im-
pact:.

Production began on another season
the children's television series "3-2-1
t-ttact. At this writing almost 31)

ni:Ition persons have seen the series,
and nearlc a third of a million teachers
have received special teacher's guides
to go with the program. A number of
science museums have begun special
weekend activities to capitalize on the
enthusiasm generated by "3-2-1, and
the Girl Scouts of America have started
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Coordinated Agency-Wide
Research Activities
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an associate professor in the DeNrtment
of Electrical and Computer Engineering
at the lliiiVerSity NeW Mexicc She will
do research at Si ;, i'Ord University Oh
"Time-Delay Es6mation Using a Modi-
fied Adaptive Delay Algorithm.- During
her I 2-month visiting professorship, Etter
wil! also teach an introductOry course in
digital signal 7rocessing, take p-irt in under-
graduate and and zidViSe
female students on engineering earecr.

A r;; rd rs:cipicni is Ann L. llo Hick. direc-
tor o' internation at the U.S
Department of State, who will spend 12
months at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Ho llick, whose doctoral degree
is in political science and international rela-
tions, will study.''Planning For jg,1 Policy
in the Area .1 Science and Techn9logy"
and will give seminar and giii:rketlireti

this topic.
Tlie other 14 awardees, their fields, and

host institutions are as follows:

C aroli.it 1.. Atineave. psychology, St.
Vincent UOilege

S, can K. Avery, atmospheric science.
UniVerSity of COlOrai.lo it BdUlder

Banta, itiost,..- history of science,
Northwc:,tern UnncrsitV

Marfaiie Crandall, biology. University
of California at Los Angeles

Linda K. Denoyer, astronomy, Colgate
UniverYitv
Lynda J. GOli, biology, Brown Uni-
versity

Patricia A. Emeaty. biology, Cornell
U niverSity

Carole offe sociology.. University
of Pennsylvania

Marian A. Lowe,chetnistry, Univer-
sit of Southern California

Gertrude F. Neuntark. physics. Colum-
bia University

'dilating Professors. Psychologist Carolyn Attr.eave (above receives ho lorary _degree at f ennsylvania's SE V,' .c.'erit Cc AO. Y;rois Sii-tt will
Bach and do research_for a year. Attneave; an American- Indian; is f,-orr, the UnlverSity of Washington in Sr _-le GeTtruck; Now,nark (left)

the only one o.' the 17 visiting women professors for 1982 who ccmes fro.rm industry A senior phynirisi ps Lahc-atories in Naw York,
Cite Will ri, research CoiurnJia University, along with tnechin_g__two courses and advisinr, ,s f...ngineering.
n,+ iiher- aticiari to -Sant' Young (right), from Michigi . State_Uniyersit; 'till conduct both r. t.ArCh and -,nits University c NOrth

na in,der her award. Fiscal year 1982 wrs the first year for this eiam:

87
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Minority Research Initiation
I his prograin Fines research support to

tactile! lie:tither: slice are U.S. nationals
;ind nit milers of ethnic or racial minority
1:.-oup. that 1171(e laia participti'ion_rales in
scictice 7itid crgiiiLering research. ,s-

al, are assented from eligible re,e.tiehi rs
an I. S. colley'..e or universti t!

liae not reccued pre(lous federal research
surport as faculty members:

c,_coreillig to 197') data. :lacks and other
inalorities -tie:Counted fOr less than I Per
rr.0 of emplmed physical scientists, 4.4
jicierilt iii inatlicinatical scientists, 2.5 per -

iii lite scientists, 1.3 percent of corn7
Fluter specialists-, and 1.9 percent of social

lirMigh tads ..!-.1.11. the Foun-
dation .:eintiniies eine ot .1, !enertil goals- -
to unit nice rese r:11 ..-tortc:tities in std-
cliec cneincer.ag for 11111 ruaes.

I he ; -d 1/ ,1121 grants
tot a total of S1743 Iiiillitiii in 15 1982.
I he .o. crag': tis tire] si/e wt; .S8°700P.

1 d. e grab!, iaeat ti predominantly minor.
It instuttoons: t!y Universit!. of Nev.
ork ( 'aveth.%ille State I. ini-

Sta.. Unocisity, Tuske
Instaute7asid the t iikersit: of Puerto Rico.
Other math. to ritrona State
I i.n.ersity Cahlo-tila Stat.: 1. Iniversay Los

ngcl.:.: Johns Hoi;kiiis University. Rut
uers. I nt. ersiti. of riionti. Universivi or

, erNtde, University of Kan-
. is: nit ersity of Kentucky J.21, !fiver-
stly of Massachusetts. and the University

(ico,t/ se, u went to
,alleges and 11 Ie South-, th:

the .st. .1 est one in tit.
sliele :t. '`FIC to li'llS/Crsity
Puerio ' hinge ulenlistsgot [is o

flispan.c mak, live, and Black
Malls 11.110

One MR1 Pr' !_s1 lOr FY 1952 sill stod
!too. the flOr111:d ilosopinc,i a, .1 fun 1101,

t the c in he al :tea by a
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sanely of biologieal Or eheirtietil tigeiitS such
as monosodium glutamate t MSG1-, Ciitii-
:minly used as a food additive. The study
sill antilyie nteasurcincnts iii cell survival
tin,1 [noir dogy ano of glutainate and
elierg inctaholism. This research should
give addii lotiA insight on key elements of
neuronal and nonneuronal interaCtiiiriS.

Another project will examine the gen-
eral cognitive of trilingual children.
The study will measure eimiliwinciitiYe and
structural linguistic proficiency as sell tt
general ekigiii-tic,e ability in zi population_of
1(X) Spanish English biiinguA efiildrCii. Re-
sults from this project will further our under-
standing of the rehitieinShip of hilingutilisir
to intellectual and aeadeiliie pet-fin-Mance.

A third _effort will seek to expand Cur-
retie kniiisledgc iif luminescence and elec-
tron transfer: Other MRI projects will
center on a theoretical physics study of
exotic particle:, called ferrnions, a look at
social interailiiiiiS iii three - generational
Black families; a mathematics studs 01
representation theory, an understanding
of major held eliiiieeS and ;.r-.!-Cr aspira
lions by race and sex; and (Vvelopment
the spinal cord.

Research Improvement in
Minority instittitions

Ehe R I MI prograrit, e:iNkhef. in 1:Y
1982, gives support to frnpro%.e t

_nvironments at dre...ior-,inantly f.
institutions that priigt
In :,.knee or any programs in enginceriqz

or undergraduate). RIM'
responds to 177;xcetati:c 0t-der 12320, which
di ects federal agencies to increase
ability of hiStorwally black colleg'is and
urtvc- ;ties top:ii-tieiptite in fede!.;illy
sponSored programs.

"Preddrij;inar try m.rwrity- Institute ins
are those wt. to
educate minoritics aria .vhose student en-
rollments ar aicre than .50 perrceet Native
American kaii NatiVe, 91ziek. Maxi-

e. AMC Puerto Rican; Or Other
lth Itiw paiticipation rates in

..,etice and engineeritig
r<a7x:1 favors propos:ds that shies hiiW

In institution can strengthen it.;
Sgt: plan to devekip the research c:ip- a-

hi!ities of faculty and tillid'Atti in .iii. ice
and engincerin_g. Special attention goes 1.7.-t
projects that demOnSti-aie an instiyai
commitment to research improver 'lit
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through both short- and lung -range use of
itSOVVri resou-,-;:.:..s. In addition; institutions
are [41i:out-aged first to enhance technology
programs that are already well advanced;
the hope is that other, less-developed pro-
grin-MS will get indirect benefits.

In FY 1982, lour awards were made
totaling S908-,000 for an average award
Si?e of 5227,000.

One project tit Hiiscard University will
strengthen its semiconductor research
preigrain. Howard is the only historically
minority institution in the United States
that offers. a doctoral degree in electrical
engineering._ Studies will be done to gain
tic's kitowicdge ati-ota certain sernici-ductor
materials and their microwave applicationS.
These materials haven higher elcccron MO-
hilit; than silicon, which leads to higher
electron velocities. Those velocities will
inllUence the de% clopment of faster
(iiitei-S, higher-frequency communication
systems; and more computer complexity.

Another project; at Jackson State Uhi-
Will use the schools chemical-physics

7cselirch laboratory to study the structure
ano dynamics of molecular ions and otter
unique Small molecular syst::ms. Studies
will also focus on mechanisrrr kir energy
tialo.fer and charge transfer in thin filinS
sued solution _systems. More spedfically
researchers will use laser-indUced emission

i;oa spectroscopy of gaseous ions
:email molecular reactions: These

iCiii:S Wil) expand our understapf.:-
int, and charai.terix'..ion of inieistellar
clouds 'cod plat. atmospheres:

ReSetirchers on another pr;)ject, at the
1. inversity of I' aerto Rico, will use a high-

solution sc-nning electron microscope
with an energy _dispersive spec;;; ;;,ter;

was purchased RIMI Sup-
port. They will look at po,:te-vstalline semi-

Selective surfaces, and rno:ii-
ficd electrodes, along with an environmental
analysis on particulcics and other blot,
cal studies.

At AtlantaUrrivir;;;.y,
develop anal,tical and - americalfech-
hiques et-rtiiin_classes of matUrmatical
eqvatio-, -., including differenec:,matrix,
singular operator; and in' 7gro-diffv.rtmtizil
eqUatior-. These studies he the initial
phase inStittifiri--;a1 research nr's°.-am
in applied mathematics and -hysi,s. That
tirelgr im t 11 formulate ir.theri) itical

computer sin:al:won
techniq rim i.ei in the biological,

;lad social v.aences and in engineering:
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.(1

Jackson Vit. project. Through the Foundation's RIMl_prograrn f_Research Improvement lo Minority institutions), students at this universe'-
a. e able to de important molecular researcI- In Jackson State's chemical- physics laboratory. Here a professor )center] and underrm -cuate
student -,!-.cuss use of the pulsed laser In their experiments. Their work will help us olderstand more about interstellar clouds and plki!,etary
atmos2.--res.

Experimental Pr2firem to
Stimulate competitive

he Or this ?rograni 'ire ( I) to ini-
i.r.) ,he 7_,ality of .dense and
cri;!1,1e-..:ring in participating states and (21
to in ,;a:ie the ability of researchers in (hose
stafts t ompetc successfully for federal
resc:Ir..ii funds tnrough the pier- review pro
cc I'm:. program is entering the third year

ite-!,ear resca...h improvement effort
ii ti.c states: 5ibiiiana. \Vest Virginia.
S 'nth Corolin.t, t.rkansas.
Result: incluile these:

1 Le ..-ccruitment the science and engi-
necr;ng participating 1nsti-
tutions has or example.
the t inversity C;irolina has

tie.% i; lembers,
.1,'!,.(1 11theilt: Org1111C Cher-1-

,Ind 1'10 n

1.10111 ardi

program at the rnierAity of Maine
has _attracted two natioaalty known
earth scientist, to its stall. i.n. has
caused an increase in the rit-fliber
scient'sts seeking cooperative re search
shorts with the university in A:.pahi-
chian geology.

The interaction between scientists and
engineers in participating sta, s ari-1
them nationally known peers has en-
crease markedly. The_Sooth Carolina
tivisory Committee. for instance, has
used about 125 nationally recognized
roc rchers to help s-lect targeted Cliti-
L:1! nd facult, West VirginL, N

ollering its participants. minisii ethaticals
that let them work up to or_ mont1i
year outside the university. N4ore than

well -known researchers visited Mon-
tana to wo:k with faculty and present
seminars during the r,ast year.

The ineividuals involved are getting
more rzcognition for their irk, and
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their research productivity has gone
up. For example. a Maine scientist
has developed an innovative method
one much more sensitive than conven-
tional techniquesto measure nitrates
in seawater.

Basic research nas taken on greater
irrportam:c, and the research -spirit"
is higher than ever in the participa-
ting states.

Internation-al Council of
Unions

The Foundation supports the participa-
tion of the U.S. scientific c Nit-ICJ:lily in
international ,00peri:tive activities through
the international Council of Scientific
Unions. ICSU sponsors congr;.s-ies nd
,-ymposia. publishes data ene inform,
tion, establishes rmenclature and other
standards. organi,es sunnier schools and
training programs, promotes contact with



dcsHoping countries, and develops multi-
research ly:efe.rarns.

front earth and space c:ei-it:6 through phys-
ics, chenm.rv. mathematics; environmental
research, ;i:al the many fields of the life
sciences. these ICSU activities involve
thousands of scientists in more than a
hundred nations

Atmosphet. c. .11 studies have ad-
:reed our k, the physical

processes of Inc aHla crc. as well as
interactions bet k ten c ins and 1trhoS-

here the inlormation collected from
tit programs. including ocean monitor-

dig. will he used L6 iiiiprove the validity
of i..e,ither I icc;ists on a longer -range basis.
1CSt.! renresentati :Ilse helped refocus

Program to h;ghlight
linnate issue, in terms of food, water,

encrg... predictability. and human influ-
ences. kit:Riding Carron dioxide.

\ ity doting he pa,' year was
a global rc. c A of research and develop-
ment oil toe disrit)sal of high-level rk.ielear_

.!ste on land and sea. Nt the urging of
oictica t chein.sts: all international con -

terenrc was maueurated to focus
the results o; chentie.il research applied to
Aorld needs. Ar addressed included
,ilicro.on.es to petroleum, work' lood sup-
[ales, sour. es oi organic rai.t. mate-
!' ir.. :'nd ocean rest.: ices:

\ maw. s)tid% iif t-c lithosphere was
Lunched. It !ocuses on ;iii: application of
cologr;a1 se%nee, 1,,vat.1 developing nun-

s:rat ,nici-cy res.-inf.:es. reducing gzolo-
ancal haird'.. and the envi7
ronment Dornic 1982: .:thserc.itional
phase oi he S.;ar V,1\1111:111) Year took
pia..c and of .. cumin led.
\ Iso hreun Acre anmi celebrations

of the Polar 1 Lars and the International
(icoph sk.:11 1 var. .`. ,pei..iI work..hop
n,rlc rd thhuhlished data !tont ithiltiSlitp

race firs. ,IIL'S making hi. logical \ esti-
cmoos i,r iikarine s steins stock.
\ rita

Alan T. Waterman Award
his award rc.,ot,o1/.... outstandikg

\ .flung person in bit. .ore.rwit of sc
Iii ,Hdhi )11 tai ,1 ti' (lal reeptc

g,' ,n1 ;. air 550,000 per )e,11
for a l'aaIllit1111 of three ..e_.ars Candidates
lair tlic ;!ward t ;.S 35 Nears
of age or .ouni_icr, or not more than five
'ears beyond re... pt of the doctoral de-
gree on Deo:nil-1 31 .if the ye.tr (hey are
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Min T. Waterman Award winner._RIchard
Axel. of,theColumbia University Institute of
Cancer Research; is the seventh recipient of
this annual Foundation honor. Ax,41's novel
Methods of introducing genes Into mammalian
cells are speedfrig up discoveries in the field
of gen0c enlneering The award named
for NSF's firs, director will further the work
of Axel'S lab.ratory.

nominated. Fr ;,;i.ts.s is rut a c'andidate's
record of completed. high-qualit!, inno-
vative researchwork that haws iut-
standing capability and ex. pro-
iiiise for making signinv t achievements
:n the future.

Seven person Mo., received this award:
1,0 mathent .tic ans, two physicists. One

oft and One
()gist. The sevvntl cipient. tticha-d AXel
Of Columbia Univ..trs:', was honored in
1982 fc. Devising a it ivi l procedure to

genes frisrm source
into mammalian ce'ps. (iene transfer now
allows elitists to unalyie the mechimisin
regulating gene eprcssion in as appro-
priate cellular environment. This na-
tion 1!: a prerequisite to a rational approatn
toward gene theranv

One of the major_ unsolveo problems of
mod,.rit hiolop is the mechanism of gen,:.-
contiolled differentiation--that is, how a

90

,..c, egt. c.in gts c r. , .. t.
woh e

MIP,Cle, and l icy cr! know Owl
the DNA in earl 1 \!',. is identical,
so the critical or,..,,:ctiot, s: flow are
some genes turned on c off in some cells
Wi.ile other gi its are torn:A on or off in
other cells? The -advert of DNA recombi-
nant technology .vs the preparation of
large quantities of irti'ated genes and an
f!xamination of their sti-u_!tii-6,The tech-
nology permits analysis of DNA that
regulate.; genes i.e., turns_them on or off.

Axel analyzed gene regulation by intro-
ducing '1.)NA into mammalian eells,He
theri observed how it functioned--that is;
how DNA was expressed. This approach
has been of such great value that some
scientists are using it to study the trans-
formation of cancer cells, how viruses in-
feet cells, and what regulates the immune
response in other cells. Axel is applying
the techniques of recombinant DNA tech-
nology to an understandimt of how the
nervous System is organized and how this
organization is rc,nonsible for r'nerating
very simple behaviors:

Other Awards
The f=oundation_ also gives a Distin-

guished Piiblie Service Award and a Meri7
torious Public Scrvice Asiird In fiscal
year 1982 these honors went to William T.
Golden and EWatigh f=ields, respectively.

Since t* i rurnai, Administration,
Golden has advised the U.S. government
inn science activities, and he has long been
a leading advocate of a strong science ad-

ser to the President. When the Founda-
tion was created. he had a role in deter-
mining its future programs and direction.
thr_oligh ills advice and ,.(ni.el with the

btidget director. -Golden's recom
mendation that Alan \N'aterman be named
the_first bead of NSF was and
per 'Ips deeiSiVe.

Colden has served in public and
private capacities to advance the purs
Of Seii,ritifie learning. for example, he
been a hoard member of the American As-
sociatiom for the Advancement of Scieil
since 1969. He is an editor of Science *Int
to the President; the reflections of eight
former science advisers to the bxecutive
Office.

Fwaugh riek.N has had i distinguished
career as a mathematician: educator: and
adiiiiiiiStrittOr. Over the past In years she
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Other aware winners. Willia,rtt T. Golden (104 has advised the U.S. government on science matters sines the Truman Administration. A_
proMinAct :.dvo!-tte of scientific learning; he received the Foundation's Distinguishe, Public Service Actiti.rd ter fiscal year '19c2 (pho'n
by Ga., all. 1, siitend photo; John S. Slaughter. NSF Director until October 1982. preset the Meritorious P.blic Service Award to mettle
maticiai, :1, :r Ewaugh Fields. She haS been a leader over the past 0 years In the Foundation's effc .s to incraase the nu -fiber of

omen in science and technology.

this I.lership role in the
I ir1111(1 iIio: s ellorts to increase the num-
ner 01 Minorities and tt omen in seienti:.c
aim to:him-11 careers.

Now a i:1 in it the Universit, 01 the
olumbia: Fields has set -d the

I ()ululation in inan m.ilys. For eV1111Fle
FrOrn 1977 to I98,, She ehaiied the
'xcit ison. C oininittee for IA1 Programs
in Science 1-due:Ilion. Ficids is lib: tin the
( ()mini-cc on l'Aith,1 fipportunities in Sci-
ence ari echnolop ;le tl.S. (.,,ai!tess
set lip tills group in 1980 to advise TsS"
director 00 ptlic\ arid program concerns

\.ol% ing minorities %%omen.

NSF Planning and
Evaluation

Planning at NSF is a proceS!

that develops, collects, and uses informa:
on the agenc,,'s goals, structure. Cui-

....tit activities. constraints, and i]ales.

"T:tiS itifiiniiaiiiiii enahleS the Foundation
to set priorities: plan r :ograrn activities,
identify staff and support needs, arid deal
With riiajiir issues.

Jo supplement the extensive anabisis done
by staff, the nrogi am supports a

number Of ektratii Jai suidics. 10 1982
these studio focused on the lot areas:

Research price indexes in c'illererit i.fezt=
dcrik disciTines, to promote under-
standing of the act ial cost.; of scien-
tific research.

Carbon dioxide in the.atiosphere.

A key word the,..it, us for icscarCh prC-
poSalS.

Lady identiFeatitin ttiiiit lick::;
or seRnit:,. inquiry:
1 ',c or large- scale oiputi,
re:,. I .L , st!. r.trt

SLiet.- .ri th, nte..nat. ,1.11 . .,ing

lustre °- -ration ,11 the

plant seit.n.,:s

Polio funding a'io per-
';fie .:r. ctir-

tiiiuing eOncerii to NSF: s of .,:teh
issues include the :;t support
among research how sciioce wind
engineering fehite toachievir.2 natfonal
goals; more effective ways to suppytt.sci-_
enee _and engineering: the econuiric and
ucriil tainsequentics of that support; ways

to develop the nation's technology poten-
t ': and opportunities for, and ciinsiriint
int. the (leVelZipifii:nt Of feet-init.-al field,

An important planning function is to
give substantive supiort to certain ccan
if. tti c ar d Special groups xerxing the
N it.onal Science Board: NSF's policy-

body In thi:. connectitiii Ot: fill
nos' iiig s4';irk tits been d

Planmag and onlinliteeThe
N:=.3 g Committee
repined on as actin i.ies iron. May
1981 t,) 198 I tiiSI-LpOri

. the eonanitt,:e't.
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il:,i/OtiNt: Ili ric%% program ill %Kiting

lioaro 11-,,,ort77 I he I our-.
tcerith 111111.1;11 Itepi of the Nationiil
titre lee Board. Ulu- ,%itt-Indlotrt
Rlation011'Th: .1i i1i Rrulitie 1. and
Potentral\. %% NCH( 10 the Pit:Silk:111
.11;(1 ftuhh,hed Se\ oral ,tulle, 01 L1111-

-1f1(111N1 \ ICNCLIFt:11 1111e1..101011N

(,:f C0111111INNIOIled (0 pro%nic hack-
inli)rination for this report

I ne,ie (idles .11e heing made ;Rail-
Lil)le ,is separate puhlicatriin 61 the
N,t(1011,11 SCR:11CC 1(0,1111.

I %,iltiation gi%e the NS! dircc-
iiii iillnint,ition on the ellecti%cfle,,, 111;1101

I ,),tilkimion progr rp., ;Ind the Trit% of
the ,I dirt! Pt ok:L.,, II)e loin) .rie tri
IIIN1ef ',Ir. lit
anti ilr()%;(..le g.roundiAork for htidgetar

dccistons. aluations
dt..',11!11Cd Ink:10,111( hill 01;CH curried ii iii
n contractors

le Seriternher 1iltilt. the tii.nate Appio-
pi 'Lyons onintittee (irceted NS} -to
soLitre a thud par i to de).clop ti method-

rostrem:ar,li caltaiion ot
C11 elllIC,1% IN Iii TcNi)011Ne.

ti11 contracted (11111 the N'a-iional At...J(1-
.111\ 01 St..1t:11t:t.:,. mq.(gest.i(1 the Senate.
\ n AS report till (:\ ;titration method, \(;1..,

,e111 to In, ,\pproc)riations onirnittee iii
\larch i 98 2. I hi it step in this effort 1,

)2%.u !non ()I NSI ellennstr. progr,in)

ti

Science and Technology
Reports

he Found:mon i, required la%% to
prepare se\ eral reports for tile ongrc,s.
i Ai of them; ;ire required h the !ice
.ind lechnolop . .Lrld
Priorine, Net di !

Jet: NSl did the
101Io%inv:

In the (hreetor tr.ms-
!no 'rre- ()Illinois on

. echnobqzv. 19,ti I to the
( 1, report describe, the
potent .o.p,tct of tie\ dor:new- in
selence alid technolog on prof ;1\

ol national collect!) ci er the nc.i

In \ pH the President tfansinitted
( ongress the Science and

IeIltanlli,l,1 r;eport to the ongress,
N81. coinprehensi%e statement
he AdministNition's mition;11 scient:e

.rnki technol(T polies.. In helping the
s. Office of Si:tenet: and Tech-

niolog Policy prepare this report. NS!
coll%ened a ,cried of punch: to_tLAplore

nrre:11 emergitor. ridded. The panel
deliberations ;i'c swum:it-lied in eight
\(orking :Ism:J-01(.7d in Emerging
boue% in Selenet and Technology, I3S
.1 (.,,orpmtlitim 01 Working Paper.c for

\ational e Foundation.
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Ocean Drilling

The sear 1982 w,is a- i.._:.4-.!,,,;a1
one I,1 ocean drilling. N.S1'... R. f.
formed Offiec of Scientific c,./.:,,,-,

Drilling ri,1 .aily continued to inah..ye i.---.0
Deep Sea Drilling Project but also b,..1.,iati
to h,,. us on a long -term Advanced Ocean
Dr;hing Program, with plans to use th..:
go% ernment-ow ned vessel E.plorer.

Deep Sea Drilling Project
The niaior purposc this project is .

explore the ocean '1;ho-sphete b. metros 01
siihboi tom coring. 7 c_accomplish the cc::
nix program. he drilling vessel Giorrer
( /it/Holger i-_-ornmissioned in 1968. AS
of August 1982. a total of 989 holes had
been dylled at 58; sites on 87 cruises in ill
she w Tit; > major ocean basins. Scientific
111.innirie is man tged 7y the Joint Ocean-
: e:-.1phic lnstittiti,,:is. inc.. with ad% horn
scientific corimil :tees and panels of the ;oin'
OLcanographic institutions for Deep F.drtt.
Sampling he Scripps Instr:ition or CLtdri-
0.12 irh, is the crime conj.. ctor r sLien-

layers ir.terpreted to represent sections of
o'..! oceanic crust generated at rnidoceari
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Leg 83 work. Researchers lookjng into the corrposition_Jf ocean cro,` deepened drill hole
504-P in 'ne CosiaRica F, tt area They sampled layersof various typ6 of ocean crust, seen

brecchlas. and chert are types v. rock; pillows znd flows are lavaformations "-.. the point beneath the ocean floor where a seismic transition marks achange fron crust tomantle.)t_Pc 69 penetrated almost twice as deep as evert=jore 1,350 meters below sea floor.

tit oper.itiko ot the project
c en 182-:.81 Clint: drinL

19s. I.. f inyoked tine eoninOS:
tion ill crust (kg 831. the geoloey
oi In, i rgins ass..-_;ciat;d dcnosits

net -.:as -.ater clathrotes
ice 83). nd Ic interpret it of paboel.

ironments 85I.
T ;lc leg tia 2iearehers; working iii the
- -no P,!rific. went total

In, :h Of 1.350 beloW the floor.
or 1,075.5 meters int basemen,. They peal,
crated ;IH ist twice as deep as ocr before
into oceanic crust. doing an extenskc set

geophy s'eal experiment:,
7 he T11.1,,,r pUrp()C ()I :.ccp pcoetra

tiOn was to test a :tile

ridge spreading centers: these sections have
been attached to land during collisions of
plates they move over the earth's surface,

Th.! recovered core showed interesting
comp insons with tiie lam] model,
confirring,_ for example; tt.e upper
structure of ophioliteS is fOund in ocean
''ust, Howo.er., t!-:ere woe also differerces.
For one ":;;g, the ophiotite rocks 1. u id
O,. iand generally reequilibrate under
tain tcrrq;erature conditions. But leg 83
hasalts display only partial recrystalliza-
liOrt. Sfid;:iiig they have_riot reached equi-
librium: Also; leg 83 rocks do not progres-
sic grade twoward into inereasingt;
higher temperature rocks. Some of the
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lowest temperature- alteration m nerals
and leaSt=iiltered rucks arc found in the
deepest cores:

Earlier Work, during legs 69 and 70; had
discovered an underpreS.sLred tquifer_ in
one hole: Leg 83 scientists eel-ill-ed that
this aquifer ica locates, ,f the has of the
pot oils BOWS and wat, stilt drawing
ocean -butt, water into.the
ocean crii!.i two y,:ars later. Over the two -
iear rat, al downrlow slowed
from 6 :001) to 1;500 liters per hone. -4p-
7-irosimately SOX ',:i;o6ram .,fseaw iner
were tiraGn into the it st in those two

irs.

See tdblc 4 h.r inh.rinatio-! on Ocean
ter illl112:.
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During leg 84, the Chal lengei- drilled I I

holes at six sues in the Middle America
1 rench oll C. osta Rica_ and Guatemala.
11-he major purpose of thiS drilling was to
strengthen the re :tween onshore and Off-
shore geology. Prime_ objectives wens 1 to
establish the age and structure of the con-
tinental framework that forms the land-
ward slope of the trench off Guatemala; and
12) to study the origin and occurrence of gas
hydrate in the marine ei,eironment.

\t four _sites %).here slop. ..ediments were
penetrated, the basement seems to he sec-
tions of an ophiolite. The upper surface of
the basement is cover-cc: by slope sedi-
ments ranging from perhaps Cretaceous
to early Miocene in age. Researchers found
no age progression of younger material at
the base to older at the top_of the slope. as
occurs off the coast of Mexico. Thus it
appears that tectonically disrupted ophiolitie
rock lies under the Guatemalan margin.

A second ,pect of leg 84 drilling was to
stud natural gas hydrates called clathrates.
These are compounds of water ond light
hydrocarboo gases. mainly methane. At
low temperatures and high pressures (ocez! 1-
bottom conditions), they are chemiva!!:;
stable solids. Their physical appeara..ce is
like that of ice; when confining pressure is
remocdsuch as when they_are brought
to the :airrace in coresthe clathratcs 11(7
/le as the break down chemically and yield
the hound gases. At room temperatures
ano ,lressure, these icelike structures melt
to re:adual water while yielding man
hundreds of times their volume in gas.

An :mportant find was a layer or inas-
si%c. white; largely methane hydrate approx-
ituatcfy :hree mc rs thick. Samples of
this ha% e ticen ptc,erved for lahoratory
study: Dow nhole logs contain the first
dctoonstrvted log response of cored gas
hydrates in oceanic sediment: they also pro-
% ide first /n situ me,..surements of the
sonic xelocity and density those hydrates.

Leg addressed the interplay of three
fundamental factors and how they have
shaped the history of deposits in the east-
ern and central Pacific: (1 ) tectonics and
the spreading sea floor. (2) biological pro-
ductivity, and (3) changes in oceanographic
conditions throughout the water column.

All of the sites drilled on the Pacific Plate
have migrated from relatively shallow
(3.000-nee ier) depths in the eastern Pacific,
south of the equator; to deeper (4,000 to
(i 009-meter), more western locations at or
Mirth iii inc eqUator. The most striking

factor affecting these sacs is the strong east
west productivity gradient. At the eastern
site sedimentation and accumulation rate~
arc extremely _nigh (often more than 50
meters per million years)._ with the rates
decreasing to the west. This gradient is
especially strong during the mid - Miocene
to early Pliocene. It is dominated by the
production of siliceous microfosSilS (mostly
diatoms) in the east.

Though it is less pronounced 'hart the
east-west gradient, there is a latitudinal
change in the depositional environment.
Sedimentation r:iteS deereaSe iiiirthWard
away from the equator: The most pro-
nounced gradient is found in_ the early
Miocene; this is eOriSiS'etit With previous
compilations of equatorial Pacific
nictitation patterns.

Temporal Variations i. ritO) di=

Glorrutr Chilflellgsr. Researchers are using this vessel for aubbottom rnring in the Uusp
Sea Drilling Project, which has drilled In all the world's major 0:win basins. There were
seven research trips, or legs, in fiscal y;,ar 1982.
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Clathratec Leg 84 dri!ii . brought up these samples of a massive natural gas hydrate, or
clathrate. found near Cost., Rica and Guatemala. These compounds of water and light
hydrocarbon gases 1cibk like ice, but at room temperature and pressure they expand, melt,
and yield many hundreds or limes their volume in gas (mainly methane): Ocean drillers were
able to get ke" onsite measurements the sonic velocity and density cf these important
natural resources.

and deep-sea VI 1'S1011 are simer-
imposed upon these ia.iior factors. For

ample. ina'or shill in the nattire of
carbonate dzposition at the middle-late
Miocene boundary occurs at three of the
sites drilled. Nlaterial Older than late Mio-
cene has a relatively constant high carbonate
content. i.shereas material deposited after
the middle Miocene fluctuates betvseen high
.oid low carbonate content. Assi,ciated with
dir. shift from c.irlionate-silica cycles to
high carbonate sechimnts are significant

changes in phy:...al aid magnetic proper.
ties of the sediment. The shift has been
.tuributed to worli.F.ide cooling :Ind to a
change from an Atlantic to a Pacific :ink
for silica.

second example is the occurrence of
hiatuses or intervals of greatly reduced
sedimentation. 0: .uch hiatus s;or--:-..e.c.
iiith the Eocene Oligocene houndiiry.
has been associated with the separation of
Antarctca from Australia and with en-
hanced bottom-sister circulation resulting
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from Antarctic glaciation. Other intervals
vi,ere found at the Oligocene N110eene. in
the middle part of the tosser Miocene, and
in the early late Miocene.

A most intriguing result of leg 85 dril-
ling is the possibility of seismically i acing
the middle late Miocene houndiir% 'itch
greatly allected much of the ceni
torial Pacific. The implications of this is i

for palcoceanography are tterneni' us.

Advanced Ocean Drilling
Program

In the past fiscal year. the Office in
Scientific Oco:in Drilling presented to the
National Science Board plans lor a suc-
cessor program to the Deep-Sea Drilling
Projectthc Advanced Occiin Drilling Pro-
gram. The Iso,.rd endorsed the idea OH
scientific ocean drilling will continue to he
;I key. part of future hasic research in the
earth_ and ocean .seleAces, and it recom-
mended conversion of I: 410 \it:1'11111CW-

WA. lied Explorer to at drilling ship.
Current plans call for possihle conver-

sion of the Explorer during liscal vc.irs
1983 and 1984, vs ith a drilling program to
begin in fiscal year 1986. The Explorer also
promises a longer life lor the needs of the
scientific c.immunity and drilling capabili-
ties beyond those of the Challenger.

Finally, an important aspect of this dril-
ling program expan.ion of the interna-
tional participalion that has proven so sue-
cessFul liar the Deep-F.:a Project.
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Appendix A

National Science Board Members and NSF Stall
(Fiscal Year 1982)

NATIONAL. SCIENCE HOARI)

fermis Expired May 10. 198:
Ra Tumid 1 Bisphrighoff. Vice -President for Research and Development:

It co I ahoratories. Inc ., 1:yco Park, Exeter. Nets Hampshire
I hied NI. Cooke:. President; _National Action Council tor Minorities in

1.ngincering. iris.. NOk l ork, No% York
IleTheit D,. Doan. ( rice-('hairmati, N.ittomil Science Board). Chairman.

Midland. Michigan
John R. flogness. l'resident, Association of Academic Health (enters,

Washington, -

\1 ills iii I flucg. Jr..- Professor of .sigrommty and Deputy rice-President
..and /)errn. Institute ul ..griculture, Forestry. -and Horne Economic.,
I amersit'y of N1innesota. St. Paul, Minnesota

Marian Koshaland. Professor qt Bacteriology and 7mmunologt. Vaicer-
its it C alihithia. Berkeley. Ciilifornia

JosCrli \1 Pettit. Presufem, Cieorgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta.
(it orei,i

Nle;.,iniler Professor of Biophii:Tics NizissachusettS Insti-
tute itcif iechnology: C anihridge. Massachusetts

Terms Evpire May 10. 19,44

I ev.i. \I Branscomh (Chairman, Nationai Science Board), Vice- President
and Chief Scientiv. International Business Ma&hines, Inc., Armonk,
Nevi 'fork

1 tint H Cota-Rohles, Professor of Biology, Biology Board of Studies,
aucr.ity of California. Santa Cruz. California

1 rnestine 1 riedl. Dean cd Arts and _Sciences and_Trinity College and Pro-
_ _ feivor O Anthropology, Dp_ke University. Durham. North Cartilina
'Michael Kasha. Dirringuisked Professor of Physical Chemistry, Institute

or Molecular Bioph%sies! Florida State University. Tallahassee, Florida
V. her E. Massey. Director, Argonne National Laboratory. Argonne.

Illinois
D.o. Ragone. President. Case Western -Reserve University, Cleve-

land. Ohio
I-d. in F. SaIrcter. J O. White' Professor of Physical Sciences. Nevi man

I aboratory of Nuclear StudiesCornQ University. Ithaca. Nevi York
k harks I' Slichter. Professor of Physii's. C nivercity of Illinois: Urbana,

Terms Expire May 10. 1986

la. \ ern beck: Professor Emeritus of Mrs rohiologt , Brigham Young
et-sit.. Pro% tah

Peter i 1 l,o..n, President. Uni% ersity of Texas, Austin. Texas
Man. I tioud. rice-President. Director of Rescazch. United Oil Products,

Inc 0.,rporate Research Center, Des Plaines. Illinois
Peter D tat. Professor of Ltiathemancs. Courant Institute of Mathematical

Sciences, Ness York I rii%ersit. Nevi York, N York
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Homer A. Neal, Dean of Research and Gia-duate Development and Professor
of Physics, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana

Marc Jane Osborn, Professor and llead. Department of Microbiology,
Iniversity of Connecticut School of_Medicine, Farmington. Connecticut

Dbnald..B. Rice. Jr., President, The Rand Corporation, Sajita Monica,
ahlorma

Stuart A. Rice, Frank P. Nixon Distinguished Service Professor of Chem-
istry, James Franck Institute, University of Chicago. Cliicago. Illinois

Terms Expire May 10, 1988

(Fight Vacancies)

Member Ex Officio

John_ B. Slaughter (Chairman. Executive Committee), Director, National
Science FOundation

Margaret -I.. indus, Executive Officer. National ScienCe Board; National
Science Foundation

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION STAFF
(as of September 30, 1982)

Director. John B. Slaughter
Deputy Director. Donald N. Langeraterg
Director. Office of Equal Opportunity. Perry. W. Hooks
General Counsel, Charles Herr
Director (Acting). Office of Government and nhlic. Programs. Thomas Uhois
Director, Office M Planning and Resources Management. M. Kent Wilson

Director. Division of Budget and Program Analysis. L. Vaughn
Blankenship

Director: Division v.-T. Planning_and Policy Analysis, Jrviin M..PikUS
Director( A cling ). Division of Program Development. M. Kent Wilson

Director, Office of Audit and Oversight. Jerome H. Fregeau
Director. Office of Small Business Research and Development. Theodore

Wirth%
Dir#aor, Office. of Small and _Disadvantaged Business Ltili:atton, Theo-

dore W irths
Director, Office of Scientific Ocean Drilling. Allen M. Shinn
Director, Office of Scientific and Engineering Personnel and Education4

Walter I.. Gillespie
EXecuttve Director, Aational Science Board Commission on PrecolTege Educa-

tion in Mathematics. Science. and Technology. Richard S. Nicholson
Assistant D1).ector for Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Edward A. Knapp_

Deputy .4.ssistant Director (Acting) jor Mathematical and Physical
_ Sciences. Ronald Kagarise
Director. Division of Mathematical and Computer, Sciences. Ettore

F. Infante
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Dirc,-tor. Division in Physics. Marcel 13;iriliiei
Director, Division of Clu?nistrv,Adm,,Ird±Alisyes
Director 1.4i1ingj, Division of Materials Research. Lev. is I I. Nosano-w

kliint Director for liMoneering, Jack T. Sanderson_
A.isiciant Director for Engineerikg, C:ift W. II all_

Director, Division 01 Fiera:Mid, Computer, and Sifeni.0 Enkireernik,
I helots -S Estrin

threcior. nickion 01 Chentivil ond Process- Engineering, MarshallM7.rib.
Director, Division 01 Coil and Environmental Engineering; William S.

Butcher
Director,Divisionin Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics.

Kos M. Busiest _ .

A i i6ti-ifft.nireclor for Biological; Behavioral; and Social Sciences, 'Eloise E.
Lirk >

Deputy issistinit Director for Biologt dl, Behavioral, and Social Si i
enter, Robert ;Ohio

Director (Acting(; Division of Physiology, Cellular and Molecular
Biology, James 11 Brown

Director, Divi'iion of Environmental BiOlOki. John L. lirOAS
Director. Division of llehavioral and Neural Sc ere e c, Ricird T. Loutht
Director (.4ctingr. Division of Social and Economic' Sciences., James

Blackman
Director, Divis ion 01 lnforrnation .Science and DeChnOlOgy. Edward C:

Weiss
1,%iviant Director for A.vironomirat mosrlteric. Earth, and OceanSci-

41-aik'is S. Johnson

to

Depriti' .4ssi3)ioit Director-16r Astronomical, .4 artospheric. Earth, and
Ocean Albo-t litiilize:;;itee

Director, Division of ,Actronontical Science.i, Laura I'. Ram/
Director, Division of Atmospheric Sciences, Eugene V. llierly
Direilor: Division of Earth Sciences. bums I l_ays

D'ire( tor. OCedii Silences, M._ Cirant_Cfross
Director, Division of Pdfar Pragram.i, I dwiurd P. Tiidd

4 ,t4iant Director for Scientific, Technological. and international .4/ /airs.
(ireen

,AtSiStinit Director for Scientific; Technological. and Inferno-
- tiOnid Leonard L. Lederman_ _
lector, Division of Industrial Setence and Technological Innovation,

Donald Scnich
ir.eetor: Division of Intergovernmental and Public-Service Science and

Ichnologt', Altaiider J: Matin
Dire, tor, Division 4,-1 undo BartV1 . _

1 rumble
1*/e lien DiviSirrn of Science Resources Studies. Charles E. Falk

AssistidtpireetOr fir .4arnWi'lratiini. Thomas Uhods
Deputy Assistant Direcbsir fir Administration. Kurt Sandved
Director. Division of eirantN_and Contracts, Gaylord L. I:IIis
Director; Division of Information. Systems, Constance K. MeLindon

of Personnitond Management: Fred_ W. M urakami
Direc:er, Division in linanctal Management, _Fomer
Direcu,r.,DALlion of Administrative Services, Troy Riibihs'iih

*Oirector cringi, Division of' Policy ke.rarch and Analysis. °heft R

A.
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Appendix B

I

Financial Report for Fiscal Year 1982
(in thousands of dollars)

Research and Related Activities Appropriation

Fund Availability

Fiscal year 1981 appropriation
tloobligated balance brought forward
Recovery of prior year obligations

Fiscal year 1982 availability

Obligations

$971,59C
771

5;031

S977397

Mathematical and Physical Sciences:
Mathematical Sciences S30,489
Computer Research

3
26,746

Physics 75.323
Chem ist Ty 61,356
Materials Research 79 930

Subtotal, Mathematical and Physical Sciences S272,843

Engineering:
Electrical. Computer. and Systems Engineering $25.682
Chemical-and Process Engineering 20,273
Civil and Environmental Engineering 29,953
Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics 17,072
Interdisciplinary Research

vb.
306

Subtotal, Engineering $93,286

Biological. Behavioral, and Social Sciences:
Physiology, Cellular and'Molecular Biology $80,112
Environmental Biology_ a- 4l .990
Behavioral and Neural Sciences J736
Social and Economic Sciences

-. :

'1--7,-,5Tir\-/
Informarion Science and Technology 6 198

Subtotal: Biological. Behavioral, and Social Sciences $176 597

SOURCES: Fiscal Year 1984 Supplementary Bridget Schedules, Fiscal Year 1984 Budget to Congress and NSF accounting records
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stronomical. Atmospheric, Earth, and Ocean Sciences
Astronomical Sciences $59M3

Atmospheric Sciences 70.339

E,irth Sciences '29,489

Ocean Sciences 75,030

Arctic Research Program 5;898

Subtotal, Astronomical, Atmospheric, Earth, and Ocean ScienceS $239 853

U.S. Antarctic Program

Ocean Drilling Programs

Scientific, Technological, and International Affairs:

$68,505

$20,000

Industrial Science and Technological Innovation $12,899

Intergovernmental and Public-Service Science and Technology 50Q .;

I ntermitiomil Cooperative Scientific Activities 11,583

Policy Research and Analysis 4,600

Science Resources Studies 3,138

Coordinated Agency -Wide Research ActivitieS 7,604

Subtotal, Scientific, Technological, and International Affairs $40,34

Program Development apd Management $63 182

Subtotal, obligations $974,590

Unobligated balance carried forward $2,347

Unobligated balance lapsing $460

Total., fiscal year 1982 availability for Research and Related Activities $977,397

Science and Engineering Education Activities Appropriation

Fund Availability

Fiscal year 1982 availability (appropriation) $20,900

Obligations

Scientific Personnel Improvement $16,745

Science Education Development and Research 2,672
1.

Science Education Communication' 1,186

NSB Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science, and TeelindlOgy 294

Subtotal, obligations $20 897

Unobligated balance lapsing
$3

Total, fiscal year 1982 availability for Science and Engineering Education Activities $20,900

Special Foreign Currency Appropriatipn

Fund Availability

Fiscal year 1982 appropriation $100
Unobligated balance brought forward 1,550

Recovery of prior year obligations -2

Fiscal year 1982 availability $4,628

1 0
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Research md Related Activities $3,655
ri

Unobligated balance carried forward $918

nobligated balance lapsing $55

Fotal, fiscal year 1982 availability for Special Foreign Currency Program cS4,628

Trust Fund

Fund Availability

(Inobligated balance_bro_ught forward A
li7 .- $4,307

Receipk from nonfederal sources 10,727
Recovery of prior year obligations 597-

Fiscal year 1982 availability S1,5,131

t,
Obligations

Ocean Drilling Programs $13;1264

Gifts and Donations 14

Subtotal, Obligations

Unobligatei4 balance carried 1w-ward

Total, fiscal year 1982 availability For Trust Fund

F

$13,278

$1,853

$15,131
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Appendix C

Patents and InventiOnS Resulting from Activities Supported by the National Science Foundation

During_ fiscal year 1982,, the Foundation received 102 invention disclosures and made rights determinations on 93 of those
inventions. Thetis resulted to dedication to the public through publication in 7 cases, reTention of principal patent rights by the grantee

or 1[11%C:1110r in 84 instances, ancrtrzInslet- to Otiivernment agencies in 2 cases. The Foundation received licenses under 36 patent
applications filed by grantees, and contractors 4ho had been allowed_ to retain principal rights in their inventions.

The Foundation published a new patent regtilatibn on August 30, 1982 (Federal Register voL 47: n_o. 168, pp. 38124-30, to be
codified its part 650 of title 45: Code of Federal Regulations). This new regulation implements the Bayh-DOle Act (35 U.S.C. section
200 et seq.1 and allows small-btiSitieSS firiiiS and nonprofit organizations, including universities: normally to retain tie pripcipal patent
rights to their NSF-supported inventions. The allocation of rights to inventions made by other -categories of grantees and contractors
normally will continue to be Made 4 the Foundation after inventions are identifiedLe_ on a "deferred determination- basis.

Because tht."Bayh-Dole Act eliminates the need for institutional patent agreements, NSF cancelled all IPAs ih September 1982:

I -he following U.S patents issued from research supported by the National Science Foundation during fiscal Year 1982:

Number Title, Institution

4.268.465 Method of Accelerating the Cooling of Polymeric Articles Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

4,273.624 Thin Platinum Films on Tin Oxide Substrates University of Florida

4,278,646 0.X.idatiVe Removal of Hydrogen Sulfide From Gaseous Streams Untversity of California

4,292,242 Production Of Atitineit SRI International

4,"93,654 Cell-Culture Microearriers MIT

4;'93;783 Storage/Logic Array j MIT

4,297.615 high Current Density Cathode Structure r' University of California

4,305,880 PriieeS:; for Preparing 24-Fluoto-25-Hydrosycholeealciletol Wisconsin Alumni Research FoundatiOn

4,307,241 Ring Expansion and Cham-Eitension rroeess and Reagents , Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation

4,311,343 Apparatus for Breaking Rock or Concrete 4 Terraspace, Inc.

,315;1.39 Mass Spectrometer University of Nebraska

4,316,140 Chatge-Flov. Transistors MIT

4,317.084 Oscillator That Includes g Charge -Flow Transistor MIT

4,321.086 Preparation of Mid-oh-Si:zed Metal Dtoplets Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation

4,321.313 Eleetrogenerative Reduction of Nitrogen Oxides Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation

4,321,467 Flow Discharge Ion Source --
SRI International

4,326,898 Method For Forming Material Surfaces MIT

4,329,200 Method and System lot Selective Alkaline Defiberization and Delignification University of Washington

4,329,208 Method and Apparatus fdr Converting Ethylene to Ethylene Oxide MIT

4,330.621 Assay for Aminoglycosides Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation

4.330.761 High-Power Gas Laser MIT
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Advisory Committees for Fiscal Year 1982

National Science Board Commission on
Precollege Education in Mathematics,

Science; and Technology

(;metal Less Allen, Jr.
'Chief of Staff tRei.l. U.S. Air Force
Washington, D.C.

Victoria. Bergin
Associate.L.:ommissioner fOr

General Education
lexas Education Agency

George Burnet, Jr.
ChArinan, Nucle:ir Engineering Department
lossa State University

William T. Coleman, Jr.
Attorney. NIelveny and Myers
Vashington.

vC'ilhani I[. Cosby, Jr.
Entertainer; Educator
Greenfield, Massachusetts

Daniel J. Evans
President. _Evergreen State College
Olympia, Washington

Donald S. Fredrickson
Scholar-in,Residencc_ -
National ,,Ncademy of Sciences

Patricia .Albjerg Graham
Dean. Graduate Sehool of EducatiOii
Harvard University

Robert E. Larson __

PreSiderit, Systems Control, Inc.
Palo Alto. California

Gerald D. LatibaCh
President, Pfi-ter, Inc.
New York, rtw York

Katherine P. Layton
Teacher, Mathematics Department
Beverly Hills High School

Ruth B. Love
General S_uperintendent
Chicago Board of Education

Arturo Madrid II
President.. National Chicano Council
__ Higher Education
Washington, D.C.

Frederick Mosteller
Chairman, Department of Health Policy

and Management
Harvard University

M. Joan Parent )4

First Vice-President
National_ School Boards Association
Foley, Minnesota

Robert W. Parry
Professor of Chemistry
University of Utah

Benjamin I-. Payton
Prznifident
TuSkegee Institute, Alabama

Joseph E. Rowe_
Viee-President, General Manager ,

Harris Semiconductor Programs Division
Melbourne, Florida

Cccily Cannan Selby
Chairman, Board of Advisorrs
North Carolina School of

Science and MathematicS

Herbert A..Simon
Professor of Computer Science ti

and Psychology
Carnegie-Mellon University

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

Alan T. Waterman Award Committee

Kenneth I. Arrow
Professor of Economics
Stanford' University

Richard B, Bernstein
Senior Vice,President__
Occidental Research Corporation
Irvine, California

D. Allan Brumley
Henry Ford II ProfessOr
Wright Nuclear Structure Laboratory
Yale...University

Jewel Plummer Cobb__
President,_ California State University
Fullertom-California
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ildred S Dressylhaus .

Professor of Electrical Engineering
Nlassachusetts Institote of Feehnology

Gordon
Provost and Viee-PreSident
Rice UniYerSity

David S. Hogness
PrOleSsiii-iif Biochemistry
Stanford University School of Medicine

ac
PrOfeSsor Of Mathematics
University of Southern California; Los Angeles

William J. McGill
Muir College
University of California. San Diego

Edward M. Purcell
Professor of Physics
Harvard University

James D. Watson
Director, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory

Benjamin Widom
Professor of Chemistry
Cornell University

Ex Officio

Lewis M. Branscomb
Chaiinian, NatiOnal Science Board

Courtland Pei-kii FS

PreSiderit, National Academy of Engineering

Frank Press
Prepdent, National Acaderny of Sciences

John B. Slaughter
Director, National Science Foundation

Committee on Equal_ Opportunities In
Science and Technology

DonColesto Ahshapanek
Biology Department
Haskell AmeriCari Indian 1-unit:it- College
Lawrence, Kansas

Carol_ Jo_ Crannell
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
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Alexander Cruz__
Department of FriVirOnn.ntal .

Population and Organist-Mc Bi-Oliigy
University of Colorado

Uwaugh Fields.
Dean or_University College
University of the District of Columbia

Robert A. ['lime II
Executive Director of Mathematics,

Etiginetring,,Science Achievement
University of California, Berkeley,

John EL (iihson.
Dean, Schthil of Engineering,

:and Applied Science
University of Virginia

Robert II. IEirVeY
Vice-President,_
Knoxville College

LAW S. Hornig
Executive Director
Higher Education Resource Services
WelleSley Colleg,e

Clara Sue _Kidwell
Associate Professor
N:itive American Studies Program
University. of California, Berke leY

Diami
Associate Professor
Department of l'slituralScicnce
Michigan State University.

00.

Cora B. Marren
Professor of Sociology.
University of Wisconsin

Sheila Pfafflin
Aiiieriean Telephone & Telegraph Company
Morristown, Nev,' Jersey

Margaret Rossitcr
Office for History _of

Science and Technoliigy
University of California, Berkeley

Danuta K. Smith
ARCO Chemical Company
Philadelphia; Pennsylvania

Carl Spight
AMAF Industries, Inc.
Columbia; Marylalid

Off
Eugene Cota-Robles

-Professor Of Bio log4to.
University of California, Santa Cruz

_
President's Committee on the National

Medal cif ScienCe

Perry L. AdkiSSOn
Deputy Chancellor for Agriculture
Texas A &M University

Richard C. AtkinsOn
Chancellor, University of California, San Diego

David Baltimore
Department of Biology
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Herbert C -- Brown
PrOfessolof Cheinistry
Purdue University

Roger C. L, Ouillemin
Salk Institute of_Biological Studies
San Diego, California

Naomi McAfee
Manager, Design Assurance and Operations
Westinghouse Efectrie Corporation
Baltimore, Maryland (0

William L. Milk
AssociateProfessor of Engineering
Vanderbilt University

Mary Jane Osborn
Department of Microhiology
University -of Conneuticut
SehbOl of Medicine

Sidtley To pol
Chairman, President_and

Chief EieentiVe
Scientific-Atlanta, tnc.

Steven Weinberg
Higgins Professor of Physics
Harvard University

Chien-Shiung Wu
Pupin Professor of Physics
Columbia University

E.t WOO

George A. Keyworth;
Science Adviser to the President and Director

Office of Science and Technology Policy

Frank Press
President, National Academy of Sciences

National Science Foundation
Advisory Council

Robert E. Cble
Center for Japanese StiidieS
University of Michigan

France A. Cord-dva
Project Leader
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